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Parking committee recommends lottery 
for commuters, reduced parking fee 
by Eric Carmichael 

The Parking Advisory Commit-
tee has given its approval to allocat-
ing parking spaces to commuting stu-
dents by lottery. All decisions regard-
ing parking are made by Vice Presi-
dent for Finance and Administration 
Dean Carrie, but committee mem-
bers were confident he would ap-
prove the recommendations. 

"We've got a deadline [for getting 
decals distributed] of Wednesday," 
said Student Association President 
John Shields. 

Because these changes come mid-
year, the committee proposed pro-
rating the parking fee for commuter 
students because they would be 
recieving less value for their fee than 
others who have been able to park 
for the entire year. The committee 
suggested $60 as appropriate. 

The committee proposed assign-
ing undergraduate commuters to the 
Abercrombie, Herring, and Main 
Street lots. Graduate commuters 
would be given spaces in North lot 

Shields and the college presidents 
met Wednesday to decide how to 
divide the undergraduate commuter 
spaces among the colleges. They 
decided to divide the 28 spaces in the 
Main Street lot between Lovett and 
Will Rice College, and to divide the 
40 spaces in the Herring Hall lot 
between Hanszen, Sid Rich College, 
and Wiess. 

Baker, Jones, and Brown would 
split the 76 available spaces in the 
Abercrombie lot. In the event that 
commuters do not fill Abercrombie 
lot, students from the other colleges 
would be able to apply for decals to 
park in the Abercrombie lot 

"We're going to try to get as many 

commuters as possible parking 
spaces, no matterwhat college they're 
in," Shields said. 

The graduate students have not 
yet decided how to conduct their 
lottery. 

Under the new plan, the Main 
Street lot will be solely for commut-
ers, while commuters will share 
Abercrombie and Herring with fac-
ulty and staff. The committee resisted 
overcommitting the Main Street lot, 

We've got a deadline 

[for getting decals 

distributed] of 

Wednesday.' 

—John Shields 

arguing that commuting students 
who were unable to find a space would 
be likely to park illegally in a nearby 
lot. The committee opposed 
overcommitting the other two lots, to 
insure full value for parking fees. 

The committee noted that where 
they had overcommitted faculty and 
staff lots, there have been no com-
plaints. 

The committee briefly discussed 
the creation of a Parking Appeals 
Board, which the-SA Senate identi-
fied as one of itsgoals. Associate Vice 
President for Finance and Adminis-
tration Neill Binford said he did not 
think such a board was likely this 
year because he understood Currie's 
position of waiting to see how the 
current system works. 

T h e reason is 1 don't think Mr. 
Currie wants to fuss with the system 

until we understand a lot more about 
it" Binford said. "1 visited several 
campuses this summer and I remem-
ber that Texas Christian University 
and Southern Methodist University 
have [parking appeals boards] and 
they like them.... If we have one, we 
will have to study exactly how it 
works." 

"I want to go ahead and push for 
[a parking appeals board]," said 
Shields. He said he would like to 
devise a plan for such a board and 
present it to Currie. 

The committee also discussed 
regular stops for the shuttle buses. It 
rejected proposals that the buses ex 
tend their routes, in part because 
such changes would "open Pandora's 
box," and lead to many more propos-
als for route changes. Also, the com-
mittee members felt that driving over 
the rough stadium lot would only 
aggravate bus maintenance. Recent 
breakdowns have forced the use of 
campus police cars to maintain ser-
vice. 

The proposed stops for the buses 
are as follows: between the Physics 
Building and Abercrombie, between 
Anderson Hall and the Chemistry 
Building, in front of the main en-
trance to the Rice Memorial Center, 
at the existing shelter in the stadium 
lot, at a proposed second shelter in 
the same lot, between the gymna-
sium and Alice Pratt Brown Hall, 
between Wiess and Herring, in front 
of Baker, and between Cohen House 
and Sewall. All these stops allow rid-
ers shelter from rain, except the one 
between Physics and Abercrombie. 

The second shelterwas proposed 
due to concerns about the safety of 
the stadium lot Committee mem-
bers noted that speeding was com-
mon in the stadium. 

Due to vandalism of the new parking signs, temporary signs are being used. 

Manufacturer to replace signs 

SA looks for alternatives to blanket tax 
by Steven Bryant 

The Student Association alcohol 
committee met last Thursday to dis-
cuss options available to the residen-
tial colleges for replacing next year's 
alcohol funds since the university 
blanket tax will no longer provide the 
colleges with any money for alcohol. 

The university announced at the 
beginning of this semester that it 
would not provide the residential 
colleges with money to buy alcohol 
next school year. The colleges are 
now faced with the problem of find-
ing another source if they want to 
continue serving alcohol at college-
subsidized parties. 

Alcohol committee chair Michael 
Woodbury described some propos-
als, but he felt that most did not offer 
long-term solutions. "BYOB, pass-
ing the hat, this wont work effec-
tively or preserve the college spirit 
BYOB might work for a TG, but in 
terms of making up the majority of 
the college alcohol budget this won't 
be useful." 

The assessment'of a one-time tax 
on entering freshmen during O-Week 
was another option that was immedi-
ately dismissed. "We ruled out col-
lecting a $240 dollar one-time fee 
from the freshmen," commented 
Woodbury. 

Such a fee might be construed as 
an obligation to the university, which 
was precisely the reason that Shirley 
Redwine, Rice University's legal 
counsel, felt that the original blanket 
tax put the university in an uncom-
fortable legal position. 

If the university required that the 

students pay the tax, it would be in 
the position of demanding that the 
freshmen subsidize the use of alco-
hol among the general student body 
even though such use is specifically 
forbidden under the Drug-free 
Schools and Communities Act 
Amendment of 1989. 

Sarah Burnett clarified this prob-
lem and stated, "the university can't 
require the student to pay this tax 
and then it be used for alcohol. The 
members of the colleges can donate 
the money to be used for alcohol if 
that is what they personally want" 

Having the students donate freely 
to a general college fund was prob-
ably the most popular solution con-
sidered in the meeting, because the 
money might be used for activities 
other than buying alcohol. 

Woodbury said, "The most prom-
ising solution is where the college 
will collecta specificamountof money 
from its residents and use it for alco-
hol, but also [use it] for cultural events 
and other college functions. We'll 
have a five to 10 dollar fee that will 
cover more than just alcohol." 

Woodbury was quick to indicate 
that all of these ideas were merely in 
their earliest planning stages and that 
the alcohol committee has much 
more work to do. 

Woodbury reiterated that "this is 
the beginning of a long process which 
could take until next month and 
maybe [the end of] the semester. We 
have not taken definitive action on 
anything. Nothing will be done with-
out the consent of the masters, Dr. 
Stebbings [the vice president of stu-
dent affairs], Sarah Burnett, and 
Shirley Redwine." 

Whatever the alcohol committee 
ultimately decides would be an ap-
propriate solution to the problem, 
the college governments and the 
presidents have to make the decision 
for their individual colleges. 
Woodbury asserted that "it would 
probably be ideal if all the colleges 
had the same policy on raising alco-
hol, but this is not a given. I can only 
recommend a policy to the presi-
dents, not make them accept it" 

by Eric Carmichael 

The new traffic signs, which have 
drawn so much criticism, are going 
to be replaced at the manufacturer's 

'The signs were not 

manufactured as per 

specifications.' 

—Daniel Perez 

expense, according to Daniel Perez, 
the staff architect assigned to the 

*' project 
T h e signs were not manufactured 

as per specifications," said Perez. "1 
have instructed the manufacturer to 
redo them the right way." 

Perez said the signs were con-
structed so as to make them espe-
cially susceptible to vandalism. He 
said 10 signs have been vandalized 
since the beginning of the school 
year, including five in the last two 
weeks. The vandalism ranges from 

bending the signs over, to removing 
part of the sign, to stealing the entire 
sign. 

Perez said each vandalized sign 
costs $350 to $500 to replace, and it 
could take oqe or two months to get 
a replacement for the signs. In the 
meantime the university wouid have 
to make do with temporary signs. 

While the lettering on the signs, 
which has been criticized tor being 
too small, was done to the specifica-
tions Rice gave the manufacturer, 
the university is taking this opportu-
nity to have the lettering redone. 

Perez said the new lettering will 
be larger, and some of it will be re-
flective, for greater visibility. He said 
the increase in the size of the letter-
ing will result in some signs having 
less information than at present 

Perez said that while the expense 
of redoing the signs and installing 
them will be covered by the manufac-
turer, Rice will have to pay for the 
reflective lettering, as the process 
involved is more expensive than the 
one for regular lettering. 

The cost to Rice of the changes 
has not yet been determined. 

RUPD charges suspect in flasher case 
by Melissa Williams 

After recently receiving several 
recent reports of indecent exposure 
in the stadium parking lot, the Rice 

'That's great that they 

caught him.... I guess it 

was only a matter of 

time, since they had 

such a good 

description.' 

—assault victim 

University Police Department appre-
hended and charged a suspect in the 
case Wendesday. According to RUPD 
Sgt. T. W. Ryals, Willard Reade has 

been charged in the September 21 
incident of indecent exposure which 
occurred in the Rice stadium parking 
lot 

According to Ryals, a Rice shuttle 
bus passenger observed a car match-
ing the description of the exposer's 
car and notified the bus driver, who 
then contacted the police department 
by radio. Reade was apprehended by 
an RUPD officer at Main Street and 
Entrance 5 at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday. 

Two students had reported being 
confronted by an expeser in the sta-
dium lot Sept 21 between 2 p.m. and 
2:30 p.m., according to Ryals. Both 
students reported, in similar descrip-
tions, a man exposing himself from 
his car. 

"[The suspect] was identified by 
one of our original complainants in a 
photo spread," Ryals said. 

Reade was charged with indecent 
exposure and was booked into Har-
ris County Jail Wednesday afternoon, 
Ryals said. 

That's great that they caught 

him," one victim said. "1 guess it was 
only a matter of time, since they had 
such a good description [of the ex-
poser.]" 

"I feel less safe in the stadium lot 
now," she added. She now avoids 
parking in the lot if she plans to re-
turn to her car after dark, she said. 

A&E 

Fly at the 
new NASA 
center 
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Full justice requires abstracts 
Almost 11 months after it was presented to the Student Association and 

the Faculty Council for review, the Rice Sexual Harassment Policy Is finally 
being distributed in completed form. The new policy is longer than its 
former two pages, more detailed in its description of the complaint process 
and broader in its definition of sexual harassment. The writers of the policy 
deserve congratulations; the policy is far better than its predecessor. 

One of the policy's laudable but potentially unsettling achievements is its 
broader definition of sexual harassment. By categorizing the creation of a 
"hostile environment... pervasive with sexual harassment" as prosecutable, 
the policy extends its jurisdiction beyond narrow limits and establishes its 
flexibility and potential venerability. But this credit is also its fault; the 
definition does not give specific behavior guidelines so crucial in establish-
ing preventive measures. 

On a campus where the topic of sexual harassment has only recently 
been discussed and where the community does not yet agree on what 
constitutes appropriate behavior (as evident from the annual squabble over 
Night of Decadence, for example), specific guidelines are more than 
necessary—they are long overdue. 

In this case, however, broadness should not be sacrificed for specifics; 
nor does it have to be. Publishing abstracts, which members of the student 
body and faculty alike advocated but which was not adopted into the new 
policy, would give the policy's broadness specific definition, set public 
precedent, and establish social standards for questionable behavior. 

In addition, the abstract makes the committee which hands down each 
case's decision responsible to the public and bound to certain standards of 
fairness it sets by precedent. As the policy currently reads, there is no public 
evidence of any incident, complaint or trial. There is no paper trail to follow, 
no history to examine, no public proof of existence at all. Though the 
committee members are respected members of the Rice community and we 
have confidence in their equity and judgement, the subject of sexual 
harassment has been talked about in whispers and kept in the dark too long. 
Furthermore, no committee, and especially one dealing with such a sensi-
tive and volatile issue, should be responsible to no one. 

it has been a long haul for all members involved with the policy to finalize 
ii and ready it for publication. As early as last November, the Thresher and 
students and faculty alike have repeatedly called for provisions for an 
abstract to be added to the policy. Each time, the committee members have 
balked, claiming abstracts violated confidentiality clauses and placed the 
university ina position of legal liability(incase a suspect found guilty by Rice 
is later found innocent in a court of law). Isn't violating the Honor Code just 
as reprehensible as engaging in sexual harassment? Aren't the social 
repercussioas on the violator equally powerful? If all accused parties of a 
confidential honor council violation are put up to anonymous public 
scrutiny in abstracts, why is this definition of confidentiality not adequate in 
sexual harassment cases? This behavior is simply inconsistent. In cases 
decided by the University Court, which follows university rules, not state or 
federal laws, the university opens itself up to the same legal liabilities it 
would incur in the sexual harassment cases every time it hands down a 
decision. Yet the University Court still publishes abstracts and maintains 
confidentiality. 

The committee has also claimed that a public abstract would deter 
complainants who are already afraid of retaliation or public scom from 
making use of the policy. But the policy specifically forbids any form of 
retaliation and even allows third parties to file a complaint if it "interferes 
with the third party's welfare, academic or work performance;" the 
committee's claims are void. 

Clearly, the committee's reasonsforomittingabstracts neither mesh with 
similar university policies nor have a logical defense. The need exists for 
abstracts as a tool of communication and public awareness. The committee 
(cannot truly believe nor expect the rest of the university to believe the policy 
was created to "educate and inform" while taking this inconsistent and 
lamentable stance on abstracts in the sexual harassment policy. 
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Election year—time to trim the Bushes 
To the editors, 

I feel fortunate to live in a country 
of freedom, justice and democracy. 
There can be no doubt that these are 
America'sthree greatest strengths. But 
these precious rights face a peril from 
within. And the enemy is George Bush. 

George Bush first took aim at jus-
tice-. He was the first President ever to 
veto a civil rights bill. He called the 
Civil Rights Act of 1991 "aquotabill"— 
though the bill explicitly forbade quo-
tas. Then, his assistant secretary of 
education, mumbling something 
about discrimination, ruled that pri-
vate organizations could no longer 
award minority scholarships; he as-
serted this though UC-Berkeley awards 
scholarships to descendants of Con-
federate soldiers on behalf of a private 
foundation. Fortunately, the Congress 
and the people prevailed, and the 

President reversed the opinion. Ev-
eryone saw the beating Rodney King 
took, but these other beatings con-
tinue largely unnoticed. 

George then turned his sights to-
ward freedom. He appointed Clarence 
Thomas to the Supreme Court. Only 
months later in an at first non-contro-
versial case, Justice Thomas cast the 
deciding vote in a precedent that 
would allow the Ku Klux Klan to bum 
crosses in your front yard. Justices 
Rehnquist, Scalia, and Thomas said 
that "such hate crimes" were protected 
as "freedom of speech." One wonders 
if they ever heard of "freedom from 
persecution." 

Not one to half-do a job, George 
just last week vetoed a bill that would 
register Americans to vote simply by 
having a driver's license (60 Senators 
supported the bill). What a simple 

way to register everyone and simulta-
neously reduce voter fraud (using the 
driver's license as the registration card, 
the bill had mechanisms to prevent 
voting in more than one state). So, 
from George's latest action we can 
draw two conclusions: 1) Either 
George doesn't want everyone to vote 
(the bill was expected to increase mi-
nority registration four-fold); or 2) 
George supports voter fraud. Either 
way, this last pot-shot doesn't bode 
well for democracy. 

This summer the rest of the coun-
try learned that we could no longer 
standa divisive government. If George 
can't smell the roses, then it's time to 
trim some Bushes. 

Shawn L. Young 
President 

Black Student Union 

RICESPEAK designed to improve 
communication between students, Senate 
To the editors, 

You may have noticed the brightly-
colored envelopes hanging in your 
commons, and perhaps you've heard 
your SA Senator mentioning some-
thing called RICESPEAK. Some of you 
have even taken the time to write 
down a comment or two. This is great: 
the SA Senate wants to listen. 

R] CESPEAK began because a num-
ber of Senate members felt improve-
ments could be made in the way stu-
dents communicated with student 
government. Far too often, informa-
tion flows in one direction: Senators 
return to their colleges with the ideas 
and plans discussed at the Senate 
meetings. Though this campus is full 
of enthusiasm and intelligent ideas, 
the transmission of those thoughts to 
the Senate was sometimes not accom-
plished. This year's Senate wants to 
make a more concerted effort to solicit 
new ideas and encourage all sorts of 
input. 

Student opinion is not something 
that can be gleaned from the Thresher 
or picked up in the lunch line. Just 
imagine the number of issuers about 
which Senate members must be in-
formed: Do the colleges and the com-
mons need to be locked 24 hours a 
day? How can teacher evaluations be 
improved? What qualities are impor-
tant in a new VP for Student Affairs? 
How can Health Services better serve 
the campus?The alcohol policy. Ath-
letics. Bus stops. 

The dynamics of these issues are 
varied, but they are all important to 
our campus. The Senate deals with 
these issues (and more) every week. 
RICESPEAK means that student deci-
sions are to be made by students, not 

just senators, and not just college presi-
dents. 

At each Monday n ight Senate meet-
ing, an issue of pertinence will be 
chosen, andsoon thereafter your Sena-
tor will post a bulletin informing the 
college of the issue of the week. For 
instance, if a committee meeting on 
safety is planned for the upcoming 
week, the issue may deal with light-
ing, in order to give the members of 
that comm ittee an idea of student sen-
timent. If you have ideas, opinions, or 
suggestions, jot them down and put 
them in the RICESPEAK envelope so 
that your Senator can read them and 
bring them back to the Senate as a 
whole and the appropriate commit-
tees. 

The issue of the week is not written 
in stone. It's just a suggestion meant to 
encourage conversations at the din-

ner table and generate new ideasabout 
ongoing situations. RICESPEAK is your 
channel to the Senate. If you have 
suggestions involving any issue, at 
any time, your comments are wel-
come. In the upcoming week, use 
RICESPEAK to tell the Senate which 
issues are pertinent to you, and what 
you want to see happen on this cam-
pus. There will not be a specific is-
sue—so choose your own, and tell us 
about it. 

Student government is just that. It 
requires an informed and involved 
student body. We have that here; 
RICESPEAK is just one way for you to 
stay involved, and to make yourself 
heard. 

Beth Bromley 
Jones '93 

SA Parliamentarian 

Colleges should actively 
support their athletes 
To the editors, 

Some of you may have noticed Sid Richardson College's signs and banner 
displayed at Saturday's victory over Sam Houston State. This year, Ski has 
decided to actively support our athletes on the field, court and track. 

To accomplish this, Sid residents made signs for all of the Sid members on 
the football and volleyball teams as well as for the teams as a whole. The signs 
were prominently displayed at Autry Court and Rice Stadium, and will 
continue to be displayed at sporting events throughout the year, as evidence 
of our support for our athletes. 

We have received great response from our players, and we challenge the 
other colleges to show their support for their athletes. Sid knows its athletes 
are worth this effort. Aren't yours? 

Patrick Good 
Sid Richardson College President 
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Current Presidential election more like the 
the Cola Wars than substantial politics 

by Jym Schwartz 

Ever since Lyndon Johnson and 
the precinct 13 box incident, Texas 
politics and politicians have smacked 
of dubiousity, and H. Ross Perot is no 
different. Although he has not held his 
conference with President Bush and 
Bill Clinton yet (as I write this on 
Monday), I am willing to bet that he's 
officially running for President by Fri-
day, when you read this. 

How do I know this? Am I psychic? 
Do I have some kind of strange power 
that allows me to see the future and 
bend spoons with my mind? Well, I 
can't see the future, but I do know a 
good, old-fashioned horse thief when 
I see one. 

Think back: do you remember New 
Coke? For those of you who don't, 
here's a quick recap: 

Holocaust 
reference 
offensive 
To die editors, 

In "Screw Yer Roommate dance 
not the solution to Rice's troubled 
social scene," the author (Fred 
Francis) claims the hallways of a 
Will Rice party are "more packed 
than a boxcar in Germany in the 
'40s." This analogy is inappropri-
ate and extremely offensive! 

Using boxcars as a reference 
point for this "humorous" article is 
irresponsible. There is nothing 
funny about the Holocaust. Please 
keep this in mind 

Kenny Herz 
Jones, *93 

Without warning, Coca-Cola re-
placed all of its Coke with New Coke, 
which tasted just like Pepsi to me. This 
created a public outcry, and so they 
brought back Old Coke as Coke Clas-
sic, thereby creating a neat little surge 
in sales. The lesson, to borrow a piece 
of Ohio wisdom, is that you don't miss 
your water until your well runs dry. 
(And if someone can make money off 
it, so much the better.) 

Years later, along comes Ross Perot, 
a businessman with a plan. A few 
months ago he stood in the pol Is qu ite 
near to the two 
big brand 
names of 
Clinton and 
Bush (or Coke 
and Pepsi, if 
you prefer). So 
Perot, a sort of 
RC Cola in this 
scenario, de-
cides to with-
draw his prod-
uct from the 
market. A pub-
lie outcry is 
heard, and then he is forgotten... sort 
of. 

For months after dropping out of 
the race, Perot enjoyed the sporadic 
media coverage which kept h im in the 
public eye without the intense scru-
tiny of Dan Rather digging through h is 
sock drawer. 

Now that the election is drawing 
near, and since he is on all the ballots 
anyway, he will step forward, pro-
claim that neither of the candidates 
has addressed the economy, and ride 
forward on a wave of support for 
Perot Classic. 

The media, which had prepared a 
messy assassination of his character, 
can now never recover their lost mo-
mentum in time for the election. Who-
ever Ross Perot is, we'll never know 
that he smoked pot with Jimmy Hoffa 
in a Turkish bath at the age of 12, or 

I may have reduced 
politics to soda pop 
here, but the truth of 
the matter is that there 
isn't really much of a 
difference. 

that he hired several men to break the 
legs of a clown who made fun of his 
voice at a company picnic. 

I may have reduced pol itics to soda 
pop here, but the truth of the matter is 
that there isn't really much of a differ-
ence. What will you put on your tooth-
brush, Crest or Qjlgate? What will you 
put in your garage, Toyota or Ford? 
What will you put in your White House, 
Bush, Clinton, or Bill the Cat? 

They're products to be sold to the 
American public. Bush whitens better 
then Clinton. Clinton's the quicker-

picker-upper. 
Perot comes 
with a lifetime 
money-back 
guarantee. 

Like any de-
cision we make 
as consumers, 
our choice in 
politicians is 
based less on 
what's inside the 
wrapping and 
more on the im-
ages we per-

ceive from the media. Do we really 
know who these jokers are?They don't 
even write their own speeches, so 
how can we know if what's coming 
out of their mouths is what's going on 
in their heads? 

We can't, so we casually glance at 
what the other people in line are buy-
ing and get one for ourselves. After all, 
a cola is a cola is a cola, except for the 
obvious crapola brands like Food Club 
(Lyndon Larouche), right? 

Wrong. Don't be fooled by imita-
tions. Make sure what you're buying is 
real. Or, at least as real as politicians 
get. 

(.Artificial color, flavor; sweeten-
ers, and preservatives added.) 

Jym Schwartz is a first-year graduate 
student in the Department of Geology 
and Geophysics. 
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M a r k e t i n g C o m m u n i c a t i o n s 

M a k e a c o n n e c t i o n 

A M e d i l l r e p r e s e n t a t i v e w i l l be a t 

Rice 
October 9 
Or cal l 1 / 7 0 8 / 4 9 1 - 5 2 2 8 

M e d i l l S c h o o l o f J o u r n a l i s m G r a d u a t e P r o g r a m s 

N o r t h w e s t e r n U n i v e r s i t y 

i mm 
* i l 

—."''V.-i i H \"Y\ 

Apple Macintosh PowerBook" 1-tS 4/40 Apple Macintosh Classic* II Apple Macintosh LC II Apple Macintosh Ilsi 

The Macintosh Student Aid Package 
Get over s400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the aid like this is only available through October 15,1992 - and only at 
Apple* Macintosh® computers shown above at our best prices ever. your authorized Apple campus reseller. 
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for 
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student 

For more information visit the 

Rice Bookstore 
6100 Main Street or call 527-4052 

•CPU Prices Only 

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc.'Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook is .1 trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia is a trademark of 

Random House, Inc. American Heritage Electronic Dictionary, Electronic Thesaurus, and CorrecText® developed by Houghton Mifflin Company, publisher of The American Heritage Dictionary and Roget's II The New Thesaurus. CorrecTcxt underlying technology developed h\ Language 

Systems, Inc. Calendar Creator is a trademark of Power Up Software Corporation. ResumeWriter iira trademark of Bootware Software Company, Inc. All product names are the trademark of their respective holders (>(Ter good on the Macintosh PowerBook 1 p t 40 configuration only 

All qualifying computers come preloaded with software and electronic versions of instructions. Disks and printed manuals are not included in this offer. 

ICORRECT 
GRAMMAR ^ f i l n d a r 

Crea to r 
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• N PREPARATION FOR THE BIG I 
DEBATE., PANO CRACKS A BOOK. I 

THIS ILLUMINATING ANP 
PEEPLY PERSONAL BOOK IS 
RBQUIREP REAPING FOR ALL 
WHO PERCEIVE THE URGENT 
NEEP ID BRJNG TUB EARTH 
BACK INTO BALANCE. 

A PASSIONATE P6FENPER OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT... SENATOR 
AL GORE 15 NOLU CONVINCEIP 
THAT THE ENGINES OF HUMAN 
CIVILIZATION HAVE BROUGHT 
US TO THE PR]NK OF 
CATASTROPHE..." 

^ ^ 

FINI5HEP! 
PRETTY SHORT 

BOOK. 
PANNY? HAVEYOU 
STARJEP GORE'S 

BOOK YET2 

y 
I'M ON IT' 

I'M ON IT! 

DANNY, 
THAT WAS 

THE JACKET 

\a 
SNAP/ 

U 0 BETTER KNOUJ HIS ENEMY, 
PANO PULLS AN ALL-NIGHTER AMRJ6HT! 

A PICTURE' BOY, THAT WAS 
A LONG PAGE... 

PAMN 
IT'S A 

GRAPH 

HAVE YOU 
PICKET? THE 
BOOKAmKT 

YET? 

PANNY? THE SLOWNESS UJIIHIMHICH OCEANS 
RESPONP 0UILPS A TIME LAG, BUT 

„ A5 TEMPERATURES INCREASE THE 
H 0C£AN5 MAfflBGOFB (JO^-

^ 6 ° 

5X0300 49NVK) HJlHfY) 
HUM3DX(H3HL JJIN9WJ HDIHM 
'SdOOl yW&BSU 3Alll$0dim 

SlSim/DSlVHMM dlhfzusrmi 
jsaaKwaond si AONidNZ&d 
-XZLNI J0N0N3W0N3HdSIHL. 

LETS SEE... IF I READ 
TWO RAGES AN HOUR 
ANP I REAP FOR ONE 
HOUR, THAT MEANS I 
UJOULP REAP... UM. 

PANNY! 
GET TO 

IT/ 
OKAY, OKAY. PAHW 

THE FATEFUL PECISION TO 
RELY ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY ON A 
SINGLE FOOP CROP-POTATOES 
FOR SUBSISTENCE SET THE STAGE 
FOR THE HORRIBLE TRAGEPY 
KNOWN AS THE GREAT 
POTATO FAMINE... 

BBWEEN1779 ANP 1841 THE 
POPULATION INCREASES? &Y 
1727c, MAKING IRELANP, PY 
ISRAELI'S ESTIMATE, THE 
MOST PENSeLYPOPULATE!? 

AREA OF EUROPE... 

IP/PNT REALIZE 
HE WAS GOING TO 
GET SO PERSONAL! 

WHOA... 
HONEY! 

UJHAT 
IS IT? 

SEE? THAT'S 
WHY YOU 
HAVE TO BE 
RBAPY! I 

M E r 
I'VE GOT AN IPEA 
GORE MENTIONS 
FRANCIS BACON 
A LOT IN HIS 
BOOK... 

IF HE BRINGS HIM UP IN THE 
PE3ATE, I'LL JUST SAY, "J 
KNEW FRAN OS BACON, FRANCIS 
BACON WAS A FRJENP OF MINE, 
ANP BELIEVE ME —YOU'RE NO 
FRANCIS BACON." WOULP 
THAT BE A 2/NGER OR WHAT? 

SURE, BUT GORE BUT YOU 
PIPN'T 
KNOUJ 
FRANCIS 
BACON 

HEY, HONEY! (AJHAT 
NOW? 

WON T KNOW 
THAT! MHO IS 
HEANYMJAY, 
SOME ACTOR? 

ElANO FORMS AN OPINION. THE MANS OVER AO YEARS 
OLP, ANP HE ONLY JUST 
FOUNPHIS LIFE'S CENTRAL 
ORGANIZING PURPOSE 2 

ANP THEY CALL ME CALLOW, 
WHATEVER THAT MEANS! 

GOLF! 
WHAT? 
WHY 
NOT? 

NEVER 
ADMIT 
THAT, 
PANNY. 

INNER ECOLOGY"! HOUSM"' 
"COPEPENPENCY"! "PYSFVNC' 
T10NAL THINKING"! GORE 
MUST HAVE WRITTEN THIS 
THING IN A HOT TUB! TALK 
ABOUT CO, EMISSIONS! 

I MEAN, MY LIFE'S 
ALWAYS HAD A 
CENTRAL ORGANIZING 

PURPOSE... 

EARTH IWTWEEALANCF 
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GOOD MORN- MAY I 
ING, OFFICER! SEE YOUR 
WHAT'S THE PRIVER'S 
PROBLEM* LICENSE, -

PLEASE, SIR* 

UM,„ 
SURE. 
WHY 

PO YOU HAVE ANY 
IPEA HOW FAST 
YOU WERE GO/NO, 

SIR? s 

J/-/AT WOULP 
MCE YOU STEP 
SOUNDS OUTOF 
VERY ^ VZ' 

60AWAY? FAMU- HIC^-
IAR... 

SIR? -» 

LOOK, 
OFFICER, 
CAN'T WE 

MAKE THIS 

OUT! ANp 
ap? SPRBAP 
* EMI \ 

8T5 

WOULD YOU 
an 2 STEP OUT OF 

ITS MB THE VEHICLE, 
' PLEASE, SIR* 

SIR,m ASK 
ING YOU TO 
STEP OUTOF 
YOUR VEHICLE. 

HOUJ 
LONG 
iOUBEEN 
A CM IF! 
BABE? 

HEY, CMON, B.D., I'LL 
LOSE MY LICENSE! YOU 
CANT GIVE ME A TICKET.7t 

( SORRY, SIR. ) 

YOU SCUMBAG! 
YOU'LLBESORRY' 
YOURP/NGBAT 
WIFE IS NOW 
PEAP IN THIS 
TOWN! PEAV! 

HEY, YOU TRASH 
BOOPSIE'S CA-
REER, ANP UNI-
FORM OR NO, I'LL 
HUNT YOU DOWN 
LIKE A 906! 

HEY, CMON, 3.P., 
G/MME A BREAK 3™GME 
HERE'I'M GOING 
TO LOSE MY LICENSE-1 OUN' 

THIS 
WOULDN'T 
BE HAP-
PENING 
IF I WERE 

THIS IS CALIFORNIA,SIR. 
BABES ARE PROTECTEP 
BY STATE CHARTER.. 

WHAT? HELLO (GREATMOV!5 HAVE A 
PREMISE1 COP NICE PAY, 
STOPS HISBUPPY SIR. 
FOR. SPEEPING.,. 1 

O 

GUESS WHO INA/LEP 
TOPAY ON THE VENTURA 
FREEWAY-—SIP.' 

HAP TO, FOOL 
SIP? YOU BLEW BY ME 
GAVE SIP AT 105M.PH. ! 
/? TICKET* \ 

BUT HE'LL LOSE HI5 
LICENSE1 HE WON'T 
BE/\BLETOPRTVETD 
WORK! HE'LE HAVE 

DON'T YOU SEE? 
YOU STRJPPEP HIM 
OF HIS MAHHOOP' 

/ 
OF COURSE 
I PIP! 
THAT'S 

MY JOB' 
\ 
\ 

r \ r \ r \ r \ 

B.D, HOW 
CjOULP YOU TICK-
ET POOR SIP 2 

YOU'VE KNOWN 
HIMFORYEARS' 

I HAP WO HIGH-SPEEP 
CHASES, ONE GUY W/TH 
A BROKEN TA/E LIGHT, 
ONE R&MSSS PR/WN6, 
ANP TWO UNPER-7HE; 

INFLUENCES. 

WHAT, YOU 
HAVE A 
QUOTA? 

\ 

I 
CANT 
PLAY 
FAVOR 
ITES 

I ALSO 
LET 23 
BABES OFF 
WITH 

FRJENPLY 
WARNINGS 

OH, YEAH? HOW 
MANYOTHER 
PEOPLE PIP YOU LOTS 
NAIL TOPAY* 

airr AS A COURTESY!BABES 
JTjf ARE IMPORTANT V THE 

/W STATE ECONOMY. BE 
OPT SIDES, IT'S A LONG 
a PASS? CHIP TRADITION, LOOK 

' AT THIS PHOTO IN THE 
RECRUITMENT BROCHURE... 

LET ME GET THIS 
STRAIGHT. YOU 
LET OFF ALL 

BABES 
/ 

NO, NO, 
WTSHES SHE'S 61V-
GETTING INGHIM 

HER PHONE 
NUMBER 

A TICKET1 

OF COURSE 
NOT. BABES 

WITH ATTTTUPE 
6ET CITATIONS 

U\cWa* 
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Investment Banking 
Opportunities at 

First Boston 
First Boston, a special bracket investment banking f i rm, 
headquartered in New York, with offices in Houston and Dallas, will 
be recruiting for its financial analyst program. Positions are available 
in the Investment Banking and Public Finance Departments. All 
Seniors are cordially invited to attend a presentation. 

Immediately following our Presentation, pizza and refreshments will 
be served. 

Presentation: 

Wednesday, October 7, 1992 
The Miner Lounge 

The Rice Memorial Student Center 
7:00 p.m. 

Interviewing schedule: 

February 2, 1993 

t * 

For further information and inquiries, please feel free to contact: 

Steve Trauber 
Investment Banking 

(713) 220-6774 

Mara Smith 
Public Finance 
(713) 220-6755 

0 FIRST BOSTON 
a member of the CS First Boston Group 
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Judge recuses self from Barber vs. Rice 
by Kraettli Epperson 

Judge Sharolyn Wood removed 
the liability suit Barber vs. Rice Uni-
versity from her court, the 127th dis-
trict court, due to her personal affili-
ations with Rice University. Wood, a 
graduate of Rice, Brown '70, recused 
herself due to her familiarity with the 
university. 

The case has been reassigned to 
the 165th district court under Judge 
Ken Harrison. The trial was to have 
been held on Sept 28. The case has 
not yet been rescheduled for trial. 

According to Wood, she made 
both parties aware of her affiliations 
at earlier pre-trial conferences but 
the recusal was not made until shortly 
before the original trial date. The 
plaintiff initially moved that the case 
be removed from the 127th and reas-
signed. Wood, however, recused 
herself voluntarily. 

While the university had no offi-
cial statment on the case, Rice Gen-
eral Counsel Shirley Redwine com-
mented, "Personally I'mdisappointed 
that we lost our trial date. I think it 
would be in the best interest of every-
one to get this over with." 

In the civil liability case against 
the university, Amy Barber, Brown 
'89, alleges that Rice acted negligently 
in providing security to prevent an 
attempted assault made on her in the 
Brown seventh floor bathroom on 
Feb. 12,1989. 

Barber escaped a masked gun-
man without being physically 

harmed. She is suing the university 
for $600,000 actual damages and 
$300,000 exemplary damages. 

Wood was quick to explain her 
decision, and emphasized that she 
had expected not to be trying the 
case from the beginning. 

"We got into a converstion about 

'I found out that I knew 
more about the facts of 
the case than the 
lawyers did.... It got to 
the point that I had to 

ask if she'd had my 
room at Brown.' 

—Sharolyn Wood 
[my handling the case,] at pre-trial 
and both sides didn't object then, but 
finally the plaintiff decided to have it 
moved. I'mglad that they did. 1 agreed 
with it The defendant may notagree," 
she said. 

She also noted that "[m]y hus-
band raises money for the university. 
We've been invited to fund-raising 
dinners at the Rupps' house, and I've 
had to turn them down until this case 
was assigned to another court" 

Wood found herself too familiar 
with the buildings, campus and secu-

Brown senior David Diamond and Baker junior Charles Clasen practice shooting. 

Shdoting club resurrected 
by Ryan Koopmans 

The Shooting Club re-formed this 
fall after being disbanded a decade 
ago. The shooting range in the base-
ment of the gymnasium, usually used 
solely by the Campus Police and 
ROTC program, is once again the 
home of the Rice Shooting Club. 

The Shooting Club's purpose is to 
prepare for gun competitions, rather 
than to teach self-defense or to work 
against gun control. Members of the 
club shoot .22 pistols, small bore 
rifles, shotguns, air rifles, and air 
pistols in practicing for competitions. 
Larger caliber weapons are not used. 

"We want people who are serious 
about shooting," said Josh 
Vanlandingham, the club's president. 

Vanlandingham added that club 
members are not required to enter 
competitions. The club hopes to at-
tend its first competition in Novem-
ber. 

Once the club is firmly estab-
lished, club members hope to host 
tournaments at Rice. "We want to 
become an NCAA sport on campus," 
said Vanlandingham. 

Club members report that no one 
has come out against the existence of 
the club. "We're a shooting club, not 
a gun club. I haven't heard of any 
opposition to us," said 
Vanlandingham. 

Club Treasurer Brian Kirk says 

that "People are open-minded. Their 
first reaction is, Vhere is the shoot-
ing range?'" 

Forty-five students have ex-
pressed interest in the club, which 
was promoted at the O-Week activi-
ties fair. News of the club has also 
spread by word of mouth. 

Those wishing to join must attend 
a four-hour class on Saturdays on 
gun basics and gun safety taught by 
NRA certified instructor Earnest 
Brown. Brown teaches the fundamen-
tals of pistol, rifle, and shotgun use. 
A small fee is required for the course. 
Upon passing the class, students may 
use the rifle range any weekday 
evening 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. 

The club is not associated with 
the National Rifle Association. The 
N RA, however, sponsors many of the 
competitions and gp^vides the rules 
for most shooting competitions. 

The Shooting Club has eight tar-
get rifles for use by club members, 
and many members have their own 
guns. The club sells ammunition for 
use at the range. No weapons are 
allowed in the colleges, but they may 
be stored with the Campus Police. 
Shotgun shooting is not possible on 
the closed range, but shotgun prac-
tise will be held on a shooting range 
away from campus. 

Though not associated with the 
club, a Baker College class on the 
basics of shooting is being consid-
ered for the spring semester. 

rity of Rice to be comfortable trying 
the case. "I found out that I knew 
more about the facts of the case than 
the lawyers did.... It got to the point 
that I had to ask if she'd had my room 
at Brown," she said. 

Wood said that in situations of a 
recusal, cases are randomly re-as-
signed to another court to be tried. 

In light of her recusal, Wood was 
willing to express personal opinions 
on the case. "I talked with [the par-
ties] about the case, and my feelings 
on it, and I had hoped that they would 
consider their case carefully," she 
said. 

She also commented on specific 
aspects of the case,"Part of the law-
suit is claiming that students and 
college cabinets should not be set-
ting the (security) policy. I had a per-
sonal opinion on this. They make 
policy, and they make it well. I was on 
the Brown court. The students have 
responsibilities." 

She noted that "[The plaintiffs] 
were also critical of the fact that it's 
co-educational, so that it allowed the 
man to blend in and get into the 
college. It could also be, however, 
that the college is safer being co-
educational and having males 
around." 

Wood also had comments about 
the security of the campus. "In the 
'60s when I was there, we knew to be 
careful when we walked across cam-
pus." 

Wood commented about the po-
tential outcome of the case, "Nobody 
knows what a jury will do." 

SA Business 
The Student Association Senate met Sept. 2 8 in the Hanszen 
Commons. The following items were discussed: 
•RSVP t-shirts are in. Cost is $7 . 
•A committee for the prevention and awareness of sexual harass-

ment and assault was proposed to the SA by Lovett junior Angela 
Hunt. Actions that such a committee might take would be an escort 
and drunk-sitting sen/ice at parties, as well as sexual harassment 
awareness training for teachers. 

• Bob Truscott announced that Food and Housing is still considering 
the details of the 24-hour lock up in colleges and commons. 

• Meal-a-Month cards are out. The cost is $ 2 . 5 0 per month. See your 
SA Senator. 

•Alcohol Awareness Week starts Oct. 18. Ho TO lor that week. 
•The Issue of the Week is Campus Safety. Bit out and turn in 

Ricespeak cards! 

Next meeting: Jones, Oct. 5, 10 p.m. 

—Compiled by Haley $. Robertson 

RPC Notes 
The Rice Program Council met Sept. 2 7 in the Will Rice Commons. The 
following items were discussed: 
•The Cancun trip date and price may be changed slightly, depending 

on student turnout (result not available at press time). 
•The RPC will officially sanction the first annual 1 0 0 days party for 

seniors on Jan. 29 , three weeks into the second semester and 1 0 0 
days until graduation. The activities will be off campus—location still 
undecided—and transportation will be provided. 

• Students interested in entering the Esperanza poster contest can 
ask RPC representatives for details. The deadline for completed 
posters is noon on Oct. 9, and the winnerwill receive two free t ickets 
to the dance on Nov. 7. 

•Alcohol Awareness Week will be celebrated in conjunction with RPC 
Comedy Night at the Pub, Oct. 20 . Details not certain yet. 

Next meeting: SRC, Oct. 4. 10 p.m. 

—Compiled by Haley S. Robertson 

EEOP distributes harassment policy 
by John McCoy 

The university will distribute an 
informational brochure on sexual 
harassment to all faculty, staff and 
students early next week. The bro-
chure outlines the provisions of the 
revised sexual harassment policy 
signed by President Rupp in late July. 

"It is the responsibility of the uni-
versity to educate [on the subject of 
harassment] as a preventative mea-
sure," said Deborah Nelson, co-di-
rector of the Affirmative Action Of-
fice. Nelson and fellow Co-Director 
Paula Cox began research on the 
policy in March 1991. 

"[With the brochure] our goal is 
to raise consciousness," said Nelson. 
"If anyone feels they're being ha-
rassed, they are encouraged to take 
action." 

Lengthened from two pages to 
five, the new policy provides more 
detail about the definition of harass-
ment, the procedure for handling 
formal complaints, and punishments. 

The definition 
The brochure distinguishes two 

categories of harassment:" Quid pro 
quo...when someone in a supervi-
sory position conditions...work or 
academically related benefits upon 
the receipt of sexual favors...[and] 
hostile environment.. .when persons 
create an atmosphere so pervasive 
with sexual harassment that it has 
the purpose or effect of unreason-
ably interfering with an individual's 
psychological well-being or ability to 
be productive." 

Listed in the policy as examples o f 
prohibited behavior are "unwelcome 
sexual propositions,... threats or in-
sinuations that a person's Istatus]... 
may be adversely affected by not sub-
mitting to sexual advances,... unwel-
come verbal expressions of a sexual 
nature,... sexually suggestive ob-
jects... placed in the work or study 
area,... unwelcome and inappropri-
ate touching,... [and] consensual 
sexual relationships where such re-
lationships lead to favoritism." 

The complaint process 
Nelson said that the first step is to 

notify the offender that his or her 
actions are offensive. "The first ques-
tions we ask is 'Have you made it 
clear that this isn't appreciated?'" she 
said. These acts are often uncon-
scious. If you bring attention to it, it 

ends." 
Andalthough the majorityofcases 

can be handled informally, if prob-
lems persist, or if the infraction is 
serious, a formal written complaint 
can be filed with Equal Employment 
Opportunity Programs in cases in-
volving faculty and staff, or with the 
dean of students in cases involving 
students. The dean of students has 
the option of referring the case to the 
University Court or assuming origi-
nal jurisdiction herself. 

EEOP and/or the Dean of Stu-
dents will then "conduct a full impar-
tial, and timely investigation," but at 
any time during the process, the com-
plainant may request that the matter 
be referred to a panel of inquiry. 

Rupp selects panel members from 
a pool of nominees from the Student 
Association, Graduate Student Asso-
ciation, Office of Human Resources, 
and Faculty Council chosen at the 
beginning of each academic year. 

The panels consist of "a chair and 
four members, two male and two 
female," and their composition de-
pends on the parties involved. Cases 
involving faculty are heard by fac-
ulty, and similarly for staff. Cases 
involving students are heard by 
"three faculty and two student mem 
bers." 

Dean of Students Sarah Burnett 
said that the panels do not determine 
guilt, but meet to discover the facts of 
the case. The policy states that the 
panel's report "will detail the allega-
tions, the evidence in the case, the 
persuasiveness of the evidence, the 
consistency of the testimony and the 
credibility of the witnesses." 

The report is then sent to the 
"appropriate administrator (s)," either 
the dean of students, the provost, or 
the vice president for finance and 
administration, who "will determine 
whether there has been a violation of 
the university's policy prohibiting 
sexual harassment, and will take 
whatever disciplinary action is indi-
cated." 

Additional provisions 
The new policy also addresses 

the possibility or wrongful allega-
tions: "A complainant whose allega-
tions are found to be both false and 
brought with malicious intent will be 
subject to disciplinary action which 
may include, but is not limited to, 
written warning, demotion, transfer, 
suspension, or dismissal." 

Nelson commented that "it's been 

my experience that malicious reports 
are extremely rare. It was important 
to make clear that it is not to be done, 
and that it is also against the law." 

In addition, the policy contains a 
non-reprisal clause, stating that "no 
faculty, administrator or staff,... stu-
dent, or member of the public may be 
subject to... reprisal for action taken 
in good faith to seek advice concern-
ing a sexual harassment matter..." 

Unresolved concerns 
A sexual harassment case two 

years ago ignited controversy when 
no information about the case was 
revealed. Unlike the Honor Council 
trials, no abstracts are prepared or 
released to the Rice community. 

Nelson said that in researching 
other schools' sexual harassment 
policies, she found that some schools 
do release end-of-the-year reports 
with very general descriptions of the 
parties involved and action Liken. 

However, all these schools were 
large institutions. "In a place the size 
of Rice, a large number of people 
could put a name to [the descrip-
tion]," she said. 

However, she added, "I do see the 
other argument that printed abstracts 
could serve as a deterrent" 

Burnett said that the university-
has to protect itself from defamation 
of character lawsuits. An administra-
tive hearing does not have the same 
standard of evidence of a civil or 
criminal court, nor does it provide 
legal counsel for the defense. In addi-
tion, she said that the university might 
take action for events which would 
not be deemed illegal in a civil or 
criminal court. 

If information were to surface, 
especially wrong information, which 
could ruin someone's career, then 
Rice could be sued. Burnett cited an 
example of a company which was 
successfully sued when an internal 
investigation's findings were leaked 
and an employee was harassed. 

"You want to protect the people 
involved and do what's right by ev-
erybody, but at the same time you 
have to protect the university," she 
said. 

A second issue is overlap. A com-
plainant may choose to file criminal 
and/or civil charges in addition to 
the university investigation. Burnett 
said that a court could subpoena the 
records of a panel hearing, and that a 
university investigation could jeop-
ardize a legal case. 
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The university is required by law to publish the following information. 

Privacy Act 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 grants all students 
attending post-secondary educational institutions these rights: I. the right 
to examine their own records under certain conditions, 2. the right to a 
hearing for the purpose of correcting information in their records, and 3. 
the right of privacy to all personally identifiable information contained in 
their records. 
Students interested in knowingthe exact wording of the Act should consult 
the actual text of the Act which is available for reading in the Office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs, 101 Lovett Hall. 
Students may file a written request to examine their folders by using forms 
which are available in departments or offices which may be holding their 
records. 
The principal offices which maintain records as part of their assigned 
duties are: 
1. The Admission Office: information, documents, and correspondence 
with reference to the student's application for admission. After a student 
has accepted an offer of admission from the University, his or her 
admission folder is sent to the Registrar's Office to be kept in his or her 
permanent file. 
2. The Registrar's Office: the student's permanent record of courses, 
grades, advanced placement degree credit, transfer credit, academic 
standing, and degrees awarded, the student's admission folder, and 
other documents and correspondence related to his or her academic 
standing or status. 
3. The Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs: information, 
documents, and correspondence relating to the academic standing or 
status of currently enrolled undergraduate students on leave of absence, 
voluntary withdrawal, or suspension. This includes material related to 
actions of the Committee on Examinations and Standing and the award 
of merit scholarships. 
4. The Office of the Dean of Students: documents and correspondence 
related to Honor Council cases and other student disciplinary action. 
5. The Office of Graduate Programs: information, documents and 
correspondence related to the academic standing, the research of 
graduate students and grants of financial assistance made to them. 
6. The Financial Aid Office: information, documents, and correspondence 
related to applications for financial aid from undergraduate students and 
grants of undergraduate financial aid. 
7. The Career Services Center: information, documents, and 
correspondence related to student applications for employment. 
8. The Office of Academic Advising 
9. The Office of Student Activities 
10. The Athletic Office 
11. The Alumni Association Office 
12. The Offices of the College Masters 
13. The Cashier's Office: information, records, and correspondence 
related to the student's financial account with the University. 
14. Student Health Service, Psychiatric Service and the Rice University 
Police: student's records in these three offices may be subject to special 
provisions of the regulation. 
On written request by the student, copies of the material in the student's 
file in any office will be made at a nominal charge for each photocopy. 
In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the University reserves the 
right to publish directory information. As defined in the Act, students who 
do not wish such information to be released should submit notification of 
their preference in writing to the Student Association Office, Ley Student 
Center. Directories include such information as the student's name, 
address, telephone number, and affiliated residential College. 

Hazing 
Hazing has been forbidden at Rice University since 1922 and all 
matriculating students are required to sign a pledge to the effect that he 
or she will not engage in any form of hazing. 
A Texas bill, SB24, on hazing was enacted and took effect on September 
1,1987 and one of its provision is that it be published in summary form 
during the first three weeks of each semester. Such a summary follows: 
"Hazing" means any intentional, knowing, or reckless act, occurring on or 
off the campus of an education institution, by one person alone or acting 
with others, directed against a student, that endangers the mental or 
physical health or safety of a student for the purpose of pledging, being 
initiated into, affiliating with, holding office in, or maintaining membership 
in any organization whose members are, or include students at an 
educational institution. 
A person commits an offense if the person engages in hazing, encourages 
another to engage in hazing, knowingly permits hazing to occur, or has 
knowledge of hazing and fails to report said knowledge to an appropriate 
official of the University. It should be noted that it is not a defense to 
prosecution of an offense that the person against whom the hazing was 
directed consented to or acquiesced in the hazing activity. Offenses under 
this bill are, at a minimum, classes as misdemeanors and are punishable 
by lines, imprisonment or both. The full wording of the bill is available in 
the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. 

ANNOUNCING... 
COLLEGE MONEY BROKERS 

J 

WE WILL GET YOU MONEY FOR COLLEGE) 

GUARANTEED! 

For More Info 

CALL TODAY! 

(713) 558-3666 

Environmentalist to give President's Lecture 
by Ryan Koopmans 

Internationally recognized envi-
ronmentalist Norman Myers will 
speak in the Rice Memorial Center 
Grand Hall Wednesday, October 28 
at 8 p.m. as part of the President's 
Lecture Series. Myers is known for 
both his scientific studies on the en-
vironment and his efforts to bring 
environmentalism to the general pub-
lic. 

Student tickets are available from 
each college. Students are asked to 
arrive by 7:45, at which time all seat-
ing will be on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Admission is free. 

Myers was special advisor to 
United Nations Secretary-General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghali for the 1992 
"Earth Summit" in Rio de Janiero. He 
is currently involved with projects 
with the World Bank, NASA, the 
National Academy of Sciences, the 
National Research Council, and 
United Nations agencies. 

Myers is a native of the United 
Kingdom and holds degrees from 
Oxford University and the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley. He is a 
professor-at-large at Cornell Univer-
sity, and holds many other posts in 
environment related research and 
advisory groups. 

Myers has published over 200 
professional papers, many articles in 
popularpublicationssuchas The New 
York Times and National Geographic, 
and eight books. His 1984 book The 
Gaia Atlas of PlanetManagementhas 
sold over 800,000 copies and has been 
translated intoll languages. His lat-
est book is titled Trees Now or Tanks 
iMter. The Environmental Dimension 
to Security Issues and is due out in 
1993. 

Myers specializes in systems ecol-
ogy, population growth, tropical for-
ests, mass extinction of species, and 
environmental security. In an essay 
for Scientific American, Myers writes, 
"We are witnessing one of the most 
remarkable biological phenomena 
ever to overtake life on the earth. A 
single species, our own, is eliminat-

Norman Myers will be the next speaker in the President's Lecture Series. 

ing the planet's genetic stock more 
rapidly than at any time in the past, 
except possibly for those few occa-
sions of geologic cataclysm when a 
mass extinction has depleted the 
earth's biotas." 

Myers works with governmental 
and private groups that work to con-
serve the environment Partly due to 
his efforts in the scientific world and 
the popular media, the issue of mass 
extinction has changed from the pre-
occupation of "cutesy-creature enthu-
siasts and eco-fireaks" to being the 
concern of ordinary people. 

Myers approaches environmen-
tal issues with recognition of the grave 
problems but also communicates a 
message of hope. He writes, T h i s 

generation is confronted with an ex-
ceptional challenge, the challenge of 
saving species in their millions. Ours 
is the only generation to be so fa-
vored." 

Audiences for President's Lec-
tures typically include many from 
outside Rice. "We like to have a mix 
of students, faculty, alumni, and those 
in the community in the audience" 
said Linda Bramlett, the administra-
tor in charge of coordinating the lec-
ture series. 

Presidential Lecture Series speak-
ers are chosen by the Public Lec-
tures Committee, chaired by profes-
sor Kate Beckingham. President 
Rupp makes the final decision on 
who is invited to speak. 

FunFlicks entertaining, poorly attended 
by Kevin Mistry 

The Rice Program Council hosted 
the FunFlicks Interactive Video ac-
tivity last Saturday from 10 am. to 4 
p.m. in the Rice Memorial Center 
Grand Hall. Those that came enjoyed 
the chance to star in their own music 

video or mini-

NEWS movie, each of 
which was re-

a 1 . corded, with 

Analysis Special effects, 
onto a video 

tape and given to the participants. 
FunFlicks Interactive Video, a 

product of the Kramer Agency, al-
lowed students to make music vid-
eos or mini-movies from a selection 
of several hundred songs. FunFlicks' 
selection included everything from 
Frank Sinatra's "New York, New 
York" to AC/DC's "Shook Me All 
Night Long." The FunFlicks opera-
tors also provided costumes, props, 
and various music video parapherna-
lia. Participants acted out their vid-
eos in front of a "green-screen ."while 
a computer superimposed their im-
age onto a prerecorded background. 
After the recording was done, partici-
pants get a video tape of their perfor-
mance. 

Unfortunately, no numbers were 
kept as to how many Rice students 
participated in the activity, which was 
intended to encourage greater use of 
the RMC. 

FunFlicks was paid for by the 
RMC Fund,directed by Bob Sanborn, 
associate dean of students, at a cost 
that cannot be disclosed due to the 
contract between the RPC and the 
Kramer Agency. Stan Hsue, however, 
last year's RPC president, was ap-
proached by the Kramer Agency and 
offered a contract for approximately 
$2000 to run the activity. 

RPC Social Committee Chairper-

son Gene Paige said of the funding 
fortheevent, "Itwas money we could 
either use or lose. Since we couldn't 
put the money into existing parties 
and events, we spent the money here. 
We thought it appeals to broader 
range of people than attend lectures. 
It's something people can do if they're 
interested." 

Baker RPC Representative Cathy 
Horn said at 2:30p.m., "We've had 45 
to 50 people come by so far. It wasn't 
jam packed, but it was fun. The 
FunFlicks people made it fun and 
encouraged people to go crazy." 

'Andy Warhol said 

everyone would be 

famous for 15 minutes. 

I've got nine left.' 

—Chris Castellani 
Antroy Arreola, RMC fund chair, 

did not have exact counts of how 
many videos were made, but esti-
mated the total to be around 60. Said 
Arreola, "While we haven't counted 
the number of Rice students, I've got 
over three and a half hours of master 
tape, but not all of it." At roughly 
three students per video, that would 
equal 180 students involved. 

Because of a high school Foren-
sics tournament last weekend, how-
ever, many videos, perhaps as many 
as 15, were not made by Rice stu-
dents. 

In addition, many Rice students 
made two or more videos, further 
bringing down the number of stu-
dents involved. 

If 180 people participated in the 
activity and 45 high school students 
are removed from this number, 
(3x15) and another 25 are removed 

for those Rice students that made 
duplicate videos, then roughly 110 
Rice student participants would serve 
as a credible estimate. That would 
mean that the RPC spent roughly $18 
per Rice student, ignoring the high 
school participants. 

Added Hanszen freshman Chris 
Castellani, "Andy Warhol said every-
one would be famous for 15 minutes. 
I've got nine left" 

Ben Hippen o fWess College said, 
"It was good! I really blew my video, 
but it was fun. I got to ride a motor-
cycle to the tune of Magic Carpet 
Ride." 

While FunFlicks provided a fun 
time to those who attended, most of 
the student body was unaware of the 
event 

Matt Lindley, RPC external vice 
president, admitted, "Things could 
have gone better if more people knew 
about i t I think word of mouth pub-
licity works best. Screw Yer Room-
mate is the best example of people 
talking about something and getting 
into it Still, we've got to crawl before 
we can walk. It's something we want 
to try and have again next year." 

Horn also thought Saturday's foot-
ball game might have had an adverse 
effect on FunFlicks. Said Horn, "We 
tried to start earlier in the morning to 
try and avoid conflicts with the game, 
but the only people up were those 
playing freshman football or powder 
puff." 

RPC President Conley Wake ex-
plained, "We decided to try Fun Flicks 
because we thought it was some-
thing new and different The people 
that got out there and did it had a 
blast, but more people than I ex-
pected didn't know what it was and 
thought it was a cheesy idea. I feel 
partly respo nsib le becau se I was gone 
that week before FunFlicks and the 
RPC didn't get the publicity we 
wanted to." 
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Drunk students go on robbing spree 
by Jill Salomon 

The campus police apprehended 
two female students last Friday morn-
ing after receiving complaints of sus-
picious persons roaming the colleges. 
According to the campus police, the 
students were found to be in posses-
sion of various items of clothing that 
were not their own. 

"The campus police are still try-
ing to return the stolen items. We 
have alotof clothing—both male and 
female," said Mary Voswinkel, cam-
pus chief of police. 

The students apparently entered 
several dorm rooms in an effort to 
steal personal belongings. 

The students walked into 2100 
Baker and stole a backpack and a 
piece of clothing, according to resi-
dent Dacia Hammerick. 

Baker freshman Denise Trial was 
almost a victim as well. "Someone 
opened the door to my room a crack 
and turned on the lights. She leaned 
her head in and tried to take my CD 
player. I sat up and said, 'Hey, what 

are you doing?' She dropped the 
player and ran," Trial said. 

One of the accused students 
claimed that she had no recollection 
of the event nor could she recount 
how many rooms she and her accom-
plice entered. "To the best of my 
ability, I don t remember exactly what 
happened," she said. 

The other student said that she 
has made her restitutions. "We just 
want to put it behind us," she said. 

So far, no charges have been filed 
with either thecampus police or Dean 
of Students Sarah Burnett Voswinkel 
said, however, that the case is still 
pending. 

"We won't prosecute unless 
charges are filed. If the victim doesn't 
want to cooperate, there's nothing 
we can do," Burnett said. 

The incidents occurred after the 
students left Willy's Pub. Hammerick, 
who is pub manager, was roving the 
pub that night and claimed that she 
never saw the students in question 
drinking-

"I wouldn't feel guilty about tak-
ing anyone's beer away, my reputa-

tion as a rover precedes me. To the 
best of our knowledge, they were not 
drinking underage at the pub," 
Hammerick said. 

Bob Sanborn, spokesperson for 
V&W Permits, agreed with 
Hammerick's statement: "These 
people [the accused students] were 
drunk before they got to the pub or 
after they left. The rovers said that 
they didn't see them drinking." 

One of the accused students said 
that she in no way holds the pub 
liable as she received no drinks from 
the bartenders. The student was un-
derage and was stamped accordingly. 

The pub's association with the 
incident, however, could have far-
reaching effects on the alcohol policy 
and the pub's existence altogether. 
Becauseofthis.thepub isexamining 
the ways that rovers operate, accord-
ing to Sanborn. 

Hammerick feels that this inci-
dent is just one in a long string of 
similar incidents over the years. 

"I feel like we're [the Pub] a vic-
tim, too. In the long run, I think all 
these things will add up," she said. 

SA hopes to deliver directories before break 
by Anne Chettle 

The 1992-3 Rice Directories are 
expected to be available by Oct. 9, 
according to Sarah Nelson Crawford, 
director of student activities, and Pam 
Thomas, external vice president of 
the Student Association. 

Thomas said that this represents 
a delay of only a week in the original 
schedule of publication. "The earli-
est possible date [for distribution] 
would have been October second," 
she said. 

Thomas said she talked to 
Crawford and Jim Williamson, the 
registrar, several times this summer 
to work out a schedule for the direc-
tories. To have time to collect the 
student information forms, have the 
registrar's office input the data, and 
have it printed, Thomas stated that 
the earliest possible date to receive 
the directories would have been Oct 
2. This date was delayed by a week, 
however, because the faculty and staff 
inputted their data onto a different 
system. 

The faculty-staff program alpha-

betized the last names but did not 
alphabetize by first name within the 
departments. 

Currently at GV Publications, the 
directories are supposed to take 10 to 
14 days to print Since each section of 
the directory was sent separately, 
however, and Crawford reports that 

'The earliest possible 

date [for distribution] 

would have been 

October second.' 

—Pam Thomas 
the final proof of the directory has 
not yet been sent to her office, the 
process may take longer. 

The information-gathering pro-
cess for the students relied on both 
student and registrar effort. The stu-
dents must turn in their information 
forms and the registrar's office must 
input the information correctly. Ac-
cording to Thomas, "only two out of 

40 errors I saw were the fault of the 
registrar.... Most [errors] were be-
cause the students didn't turn in their 
forms or change their addresses." 

The directories will be in the same 
format as last year's except that the 
departmental listings will have a tab 
on the side of the directory. There 
will also no longer be any coupons 
because, according to Crawford, 
"they were never used." 

Each section's pages will also be 
numbered separately to expedite the 
printing process. 

Both Crawford and Thomas 
praised GV Publications, especially 
the head of the project Gary Voyles, 
who was "wonderful" and "a dream 
compared to Data National," which 
had formerly published the direc-
tory. According to Crawford, Voyles, 
whose company also prints the Uni-
versity of Houston directory, believes 
that Rice is still "one of the earliest" 
directories to come out 

Neither Crawford, Thomas, nor 
Williamson believes that there is a 
more expeditious process for the 
publishing of accurate student infor-
mation. 

GSA to write history of grad students 
by Paul Jordan 

The Graduate Student Associa-
tion is considering commissioning a 
history of Rice graduate students. 
According to GSA President Joseph 
Elias, the proposal is a response to 
concerns about the lack of knowl-
edge graduate students at Rice have 
of their predecessors. 

"I think that the graduate student 
body is a little b it ignorant of who has 
graduated from the graduate pro-
gram," said Elias. He noted that he, 
too, had little knowledge of the fate of 
graduate students after their time at 
Rice. 

As an example of a successful 
graduate student, Elias cited E. Fay 
Jones, who received his graduate 

degree in architecture from Rice and 
was featured in the September issue 
of Sallyport magazine. Elias said that 
it would be beneficial for graduate 
students to become aware of the suc-
cess of others like Jones. 

According to Elias, the group will 
not officially act on the matter until 
the next meeting, but the majority of 
the members of the GSA seemed to 
feel that it would be a good idea. Elias 
said that he did not think that there 
would be any problem getting the 
measure passed by the GSA 

The GSA will probably propose a 
commission of $500 for the history, 
accordingto Elias. This money would 
come from the discretionary budget 
of the GSA The project could be 
done by an individual, or it might be 
a collaborative effort 

Elias said that he had talked to 
only a few people about the project, 
and that no one had been identified 
to write the history. He proposed 
that the history might even be ex-
panded into a master's thesis, but he 
added that he was just speculating. 
Apparently there has been graduate 
work done in the past on the history 
of Rice. 

He said a possible model for the 
study was The History of Student Life 
at Rice University, a book published 
in 1990. This work was written by 
undergradute students and includes 
brief histories of each undergradu-
ate college. That book is currently 
available from the campus bookstore. 

Elias added that interested stu-
dents should come to the Oct 15 
meeting of the GSA 

FAIRFAX 

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS: 
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors: Excellent 
compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality Ensured; Ages 

18 to 35; Located in the Texas Medical Center. Call 799-9937 

for the week ending Sept. 20 

BUILDING DATE TIME INCIDENT 
Chemistry 9/14 0930-1025 Chemistry scooter 

taken from parking area. 
Chemistry 9/15 0104-0600 Vandalism to contents 

of room. 
Mech Engr. 8/15-9/17 1200-1600 Computer boards stolen 

from a robot. 
F&E 9/11-9/14 1700-0800 Tools taken from a 

scooter lock box. 
Library 9 /11 1335-1400 Unattended backpack 

taken from study carrel. 
Rayzor 9/14-9/15 0845-1041 Questionable material 

sent through mail. 
Valhalla 9/17 2315-2345 Unattended backpack 

taken. 

COLLEGE DATE TIME INCIDENT 
Brown 9/15-9/17 2200-1930 Diamond ring removed 

from room. 
9/18-9/19 2245-0920 Vehicle was broken into 

in order to remove radio. 
9/14 700 Obscene phone call. 

2330-0001 Complainant was hit by 
the suspect. 

1150-1320 Obscene phone cali. 

Brown 

Lovett 
Will Rice 9/18 

Will Rice 9/16 

Erratum 
Yolanda Lozano's name was misspelled in the story "Admissions hires 
assistant directors" in last week's issue. 

CHAPULTEPEC 
Mexican Restaurant 

813 Richmond 
(713) 522-2365 

N 

$ 1.99 Breakfast Special 
through Dec. '92, 2am-10am 

Happy Hour 
$1.99 Margarita, Mon-Fri, 4-7 
$1.50 Coronas, Mon-Tue, 4-7 

Chapultepec... where the beautiful people eat. 

WATCH 
FOR 
YOUR 
FREE 
ISSUE 

STUDENT TRAVELS 
MAGAZINE 

coming soon to this newspaper on 
10/9/92 
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Reinterpretation of law causes changes in alcohol policy 
by Steven Bryant 

The alcohol policy for the 1992-93 
school year differs from last year's 
policy due to several revisions and 
clarifications added to it by the Alco-

„ hoi Policy Advi-

NEWS sory Committee 
(APAC) last se-

A i . mester. 
A n a l y s i s The two 

1 most notable 
changes in this year's policy are the 
inclusion of private rooms within the 
jurisdiction of the alcohol policy and 
a clarification outlining the distinc-
tions between private and public par-
ties. The APAC did not approve an-
other proposal, discussed in Janu-
ary, to alter the provisions for pro-
cessing accusations against the fac-
ulty of illegal drug and alcohol abuse. 
The committee reaffirmed the old 
statute that required that any allega-
tion against a faculty member must 
first be presented in writing to the 
vice presidentfor research, who must 
investigate the complaint before the 
provost can rule on it. 

The APAC removed the clause 
exempting student dorms and on-
campus employee residences from 
the alcohol policy in order to comply 
with the most recent amendment to 
the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 
1988—the Drug-Free Schools and 
Communities Act Amendment of 
1989. On August 16, 1990, the De-
partment of Education issued copies 
of the amendment to all universities 
receiving federal funds. According 
to Dean of Students Sarah Burnett, 
"alcohol was not included in the Drug-
Free workplace policy until this 
amendment was signed in 1989. All 
campuses were then forced to com 
ply, or else they would lose their 
federal funding." She estimated that 
anywhere from "twelve to thirteen 
million dollars, including financial aid 
and research grants" would have 

been in jeopardy if Rice had not re-
worded its policy. 

"This amendment dictated that 
we had to have a policy that prohib-
ited illegal use [of alcohol and drugs ] 
on all of our property," She further 
stated, "The government required 
that we have disciplinary sanctions 
in place to punish violations of the 
policy." 

Burnett explained the 
administration's reasoning for the 
original exclusion of private rooms 
from the policy: "we regarded pri-
vate rooms as student's rooms. What 
went on behind closed doors, unless 
there was reason to assume that an 
illegal activity was going on, was the 
students' business. We thought this 
was consistent with the laws." The 
original Drug-Free Workplace Act of 
1988 had only mandated that institu-
tions receiving federal funds create a 
policy prohibiting the use of illegal 
drugs in the Workplace.' Private 
rooms did not constitute a Work-
place' according to the old wording 
of university policy No. 323-91. 

The old policy in the 1991-1992 
Student Handbook stated, "For the 
purpose of this Memorandum, Work-
place' is defined as the Rice Univer-
sity campus (excluding non-public 
areas of residential colleges and em-
ployees' residences) located on south 
Main Street in Houston,Texas. "This 
year's policy does not define a Work-
place' at all and merely states, The 
unlawful manufacture, possession, 
use, or distribution of illegal drugs 
(including inhalants) or alcohol on 
the property of Rice University is 
prohibited except in the course of 
authorized teaching and research; 
off-campus activities of student 
groups recognized by the University 
are included in this statement" (p. 
34) The new policy does not apply to 
students living in off-campus houses 
or apartments, but does include all 
activities hosted by any university-
recognized organization. 

Shirley Redwine, Rice's legal coun-
sel, explained the policy, saying, 
"There is no real change here. It was 
always true that the law of the state of 
Texas applied to private rooms. It 
was never legal to do that which was 
illegal just because you were in a 
private room." 

Although they are now subject to 
the policy, students still retain cer-
tain property rights underTexas law, 
as stipulated in their lease contracts. 
Redwine described the relationship 
between the students and the univer-
sity, saying, "The university's rela-
tionship to the students is as a land-
lord to a tenant" 

Burnett agreed and mentioned, 
"Private rooms are like hotel rooms 
in that the manager has a right to go 
in, but what goes on in there is still 
private."This principle is the founda-
tion for the university's search and 
seizure policy that enables univer-
sity officials to enter private rooms 
without a legal warrant, but does not 
grant the police free access. This 
policy on searches limits the capabil-
ity of the Rice University Police De-
partment (RUPD) to enforce the new 
ban against the illegal use of alcohol 
in rooms. 

The policy on searches stipulates 
that a college court may call for a 
general search of rooms and that 
university officials may search any 
room with a written "statement of 
permission" from the dean of stu-
dents. If necessary, the administra-
tion may act alongside city, county, 
or state authorities possessing proper 
warrants. 

Administration officials operate 
under much more lenient standards 
of probable cause than do officers of 
the RUPD, who must have a search 
warrant or serious expectations of 
violence to enter any private room on 
campus. Mary Voswinkel, chief of 
campus police, described the restric-
tions on the police in these terms: 
"While university officials may be 

able to enter rooms, the university 
police cannot A section in the Texas 
Education Code [section 51.212(a)] 
says that police officers of private 
universities may enforce state law, 
period. As far as the alcohol policy, 
anything that can be parallel with the 
TABC. [Texas Alcoholic Beverages 
Commission] laws, we can enforce." 

Legally, the RUPD cannot enter 
private rooms merely on the suspi-
cion of possible illegal activity within 
them. Redwine stated that "in deter-
mining how [the police] can conduct 
their search and seizure, the better 
analogy is to a state actor. The differ-
ence between the landlord [the uni-
versity] and the police is that the 
landlord is not a state actor. A whole 
different body of law governs what a 
landlord can do." 

Masters, with this right to act as 
landlords under the law, can conceiv-
ably enforce the alcohol policy more 
effectively than the university police. 
Recognizing this, the administration 
informed the masters in February 
that they ought to take a greater role 
in enforcing the policy. The adminis-
tration wanted the masters to keep 
more detailed personal records on 
violators and react more forcefully to 
observed violations of the policy. 
(Thresher, Feb. 14,1992) Burnett re-
vealed that the administration did 
this in order to have written evidence 
that Rice had acted in good faith to 
implement the new amendment 

Sarah Burnett commented on the 
role of the masters in enforcing the 
policy: "I don't believe any master of 
a university would go barging into a 
student's room without a very good 
reason. As university officials, they 
are obligated to enforce university 
policy and are expected to do what is 
appropriate to enforce it. The ques-
tion is what is appropriate. Different 
masters may feel differently about 
what they feel is appropriate to en-
force the policy." 

Redwine agreed, adding, "if mas-

ters become aware of a policy viola-
tion, they must take appropriate ac-
tion as responsible agents of the uni-
versity." 

In February, some masters, such 
as John Brelsford of Brown College, 
were concerned that this new e m 
phasis on their role as policemen of 
the alcohol policy might create an 
adversarial relationship between the 
masters and the students. 

George Pharr, master of Wiess 
College and chair of the Alcohol 
Policy Advisory Committee, com-
mented on this possibility. "I don't 
think that this new policy changes 
my relationship with the students. I 
have not been put in a role where I 
have to actively police the college. If 
had to do that I would feel differently 
about my relationship with them [the 
students]." According to Pharr, an 
appropriate response to a violation of 
the policy "is to inform the individu-
als involved [in breaking the policy] 
that they are in violation of the law." 

The administration's position on 
the issue remains open. Although 
masters must legally enforce the new 
policy, they still have considerable 
room to discipline according to their 
own beliefs and the seriousness of 
the particular violation. 

The other change in this year's 
alcohol policy, a passage concerning 
private and public parties, is little 
more than a longer and clearer state-
ment of last year's rule. 

The paragraph states that any 
party that is publicly announced or 
"public in spirit, if not in effect" is a 
public party and must conform to all 
the university restrictions on public 
parties that serve alcohol, such as 
the requirement that hosts obtain 
permission for the party from the 
dean of students and have non-alco-
holic drinks present alongside alco-
holic ones. 

Vice President for Student Affairs 
Ronald Stebbings did not wish to 
comment on the changes. 

8 GOOD 
REASONS 
TO TRY... 

Best Restaurant Bar 
1. Paradox 
2. Last Concert 
3 8 0 

B«st Out-of-thc-Wav Hacg 
1 Last Concert 
? Backst reet Cafe 

• 3 Paradox 

Best Bargain 
* 1. Pizza at Paradox 

2 B u m t o at La Jal iciense 

3 Poboy at A n t o n e ' s 

Most Romantic 
Restaurant 
1 Damian s 
7 Varqo's 

• 3 ( t ie ) Paradox 

Tour •j Arqent 

^afadoxr 
/ 

I0I0 Banks at Montrose 

between Richmond 'n Bissonnet 1 

• In the Museum D is t r i c t • 

near Down town 'n M e d - ( enter 

OPEN 

M H iwrs t r 
1. Paradox 
2 Fuddrucker 's 
3 Beck's Prime 

Best Pizza 
1. Star 
2 Paradox 
3 Birraporetti 5 

Best Waitperson 
1. Kevin Farrell — Paradox 
2 Zena — Last Concert 
3 Frank — Felix Mex ican Restaurant 

Best Restaurant 
1. Ruggles Grill 
2 Last Concert 
3. (tie) Cafe Noche 

• Paradox 

4pm-2am M-F 
6pm-2am Sat 

ONE MORE GOOD REASON 
IS the Entertainment 

Fri - Oct. 2 
Sat - Oct. 3 

Mon - Oct. 5 

Tue - Oct. 6 
Wed - Oct. 7 

Thu - Oct. 8 

Seabreeze - Jazz 
Allison Fisher Orchestra - R&B 
Blues Jam! 
Hosted by Allison Fisher 
Poetry Slam! 
New Wood Showcase - Folk 
Hosted by Michael Rex & Oasis 
Texas Flyer - Blue 
Featuring Rick Lee 

(Must be 21 or older) 

always serving food 'til... 
MIDNIGHT !! 

for details _ 
call.. 5 2 6 - 4 5 6 6 
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THE SAME FASHIONS YOU RND IN DEPARTMENT 
STORES, BUT FOR A LOT LESS EVERY DAY. 

• Brand name and designer fashions • At 20 to 60% less than department • Liberal return policy, private dressing • Over 10,000 new fashions • Shopping's more fun 
for your family and home store regular prices, every day rooms and convenient layaways arrive every week at T.I.Maw 
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f T.J. Maxx ^ 
V HOUSTON J 
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RICHMOND AVE 

The Plaza on Richmond 
Grand Opening 
Sunday, October 4,12-8PM 
Location: The Plaza on Richmond, Richmond Avenue & 
Sage Road 
Regular Store Hours: Monday-Saturday, 9:30AM-9:30PM; 
Sunday, 12-bPM ;t 
Items featured are representat ive ol the merchandise in our stores <DllW2 T I Maw 

Tj-ma>x 
The maxx for the minimum? C& mStm Over 450 TJ.Maxx stores coast to coast. Call I-800-2T|-MAXX for store nearest you. 
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.WRHB PWWIWI 
ĤMM& ^ 

ttla^ I k f t M A g y a A n g y i J L ^ A J i a Mffc, a , , 

«vwcm n m o v j r i i u i i i i M i RKli 

MO WOUN o n M o n . , O c t . 5 a t 

7 pum. Tho talk hi entitled 

"mo Mmf»*9 its t i r t i Q i f 

Contemporary." Call 523-

0701. ( P A - 4 l M h Is on leave 

io expecting twins.) 

GROSSING OUT 

Moo's own KAIMN BUONDI has 

earnedthe HowttonPrm** acco-

lade oT Boot Local Artist In Its 

1992 Boot of Houston poll. A 

tenured art professor, Broker 

has "worked hard for many years 

and has earned a reputation as 

tho most professional artist In 

town." Our sentiments exactly. 

Broker 's exhibi t a t the 

MeMurtrey Gallery continues 

through Oct. 17 , at Sowall 

through O c t 11. 

Tho Prossdldntfoigst Kirn when 

only SOyOOO-watt cottage radio 

station In ttwse parts was men-

tioned In the Best Radio Pro-

gramming category. And our 

space sciences building was 

mentioned for Dlrttest Stairwell. 

The Rice Design Alliance pro* 

sents another special treat 

In Its iectureserlee: "Con-

temporary Spanish Ar-

chitecture." ELUS 

Tomes Tun and Ms 
V 

colleague Jod Amomo MARTINEZ 

IJIMNA speak on Oct. 7 , focusing 

on their conversion of an l& t l * 

century church and their exten-

sive plaza and park work. Mu-

seum of Fine Arts, 8 p.m. * 3 for 

students. OM. 

Tho mother of choice Is backfor 

round two. SAMAH WEXKMNSTON, law-

yer of Roe v. Wade, speaks on 

Oct. 4 at 7:30 p.m. Co-sponsored 

by Planned Parenthood. 

Emerson Unitarian Church, 1900 

Bering Drive. 522-6303. Free. 

The Houston Chronicle reports 

that "Banned Book Week" is 

meeting little fanfare In Hous-

ton. THumbs up to the Campus 

Store, who put up a whole ex-

hibi t . Thumbs down to 

WMgreens, who Is refusing to 

sett the Magic Johnson book on 

AIDS. 

j j j 
The father of mime, Marcel 

Marceau, pictured here as Blp, 

the role he created In 19 IJ , 

performs Oct 7 at 8 p.m. In 

Jones Hall. Artists Blanca del 

Barrio and Bogdan tiowak will 

accompany the great master. 

Tickets start at $8. 227-ARTS. 

Unlike Simpsons, Ren & Stimpy go for your basic laughs 
B Y M A R C H I R S H 

Off-campus students are 
suddenly discovering a power that 
their on-campus peers don't have: 
they can get cable. It's too bad, too, 
because over the summer, a huge 
number of students realized what 
they were missing. Whether we 
stumbled upon it or had a friend 
point it out, we all discovered "The 
Ren & Stimpy Show." 

Aired Saturday at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday at 10 ajn., "Ren & Stimpy" 
is not the most accessible television 
show, but most fans will find the 
time. Since it's on Nickelodeon, the 
"children's network," some may be 
ashamed to admit they watch it 
Most aren't, however. Whether 
proudly wearing t-shirts, displaying 
posters in their rooms, or just 
randomly screaming lines from the 
show, "Ren & Stimpy" fans are 
usually a proud bunch. 

For those unclear on the 
concept, an explanation is in order. 
Ren is a dog. Stimpy is a cat. Ren is This summer, consumers worldwide bought 100,000 Ren & Stimpy t-shirts per week. 
a power freak. Stimpy is an idiot 
Both are ugly. And although Ren constantly beats 
on Stimpy, they're best friends. In the great tradition 
of Bugs Bunny and Mickey Mouse, they have no 
permanent abode or job, instead being placed 

wherever and whenever the animators want— 
sometimes they'll be homeless, 
sometimes they'll live in a 
trailer in the desert. In their 
world, continuity Ls not a 
right—it's a luxury. 

And they're disgusting. 
They constantly perform 
bodily functions that most of 
us have learned to control since 
the third grade. From 

flatulating to nosepicking to vomiting hairballs to 
pointing out Powdered Toast Man's butt crack, the 
characters perform their duties with a barely 
controlled glee. That's exactly what the creators of 
the show are Dying to do, push their audience to the 
very limits of taste without going so far as to no 
longer amuse. Which is why they'll fade out on a 
line of dogs waiting to urinate on our heroes' fire 
hydrant-shaped helmets. 

Still, the humor is by no means restricted to 
making us ill. The show pokes fun atchildren's toys, 
reminds us of (not-so-)long-gone memories of 
childhood (Stimpy explains how to get the toy 
surprise without eating the cereal while Ren yells at 
him, "Do you know how lucky we were to even 
have cereal? Why, when I was your age, we had to 
eat wood and rocks!"), and adds random madness 
such as the sacred Yak Shaving Day. 

Unlike other ostensible kids' shows like "The 
Simpsons" and "Pee-Wee's Playhouse," which have 
just as much, if not more, material for adults, "Ren 

EUROPA, EUROPA 

& Stimpy" just tries to make its viewers laugh, 
regardless of age. You'll see none of the sly 
double entendres that made "Pee-Wee's" pretty 
damn funny, none of the political or social humor 
that "The Simpsons" gives the public on a fairly 
frequent basis. What "Ren & Stimpy" does is just 
take a lot of jokes and throw them at its viewers. 
Some don't work, but more than enough do to 
make the show consistently and repeatably 
enjoyable. 

All of which would mean nothing if the show 
were put together in an unappealing package. 
Lucky for us, however, John Kricfalusi, voice of 
Ren and the show's creator, made sure that this 
couldn't be an issue. Walking the thin line where 
pastoral and psychotic meet, the drawings contain 
the joy and madness of Ren and Stimpy's world. 
The image will switch from Stimpy looking out 
the window at a beautiful day to Ren's grotesque 
facial features, made even more foul because he 
is ill. Reminiscent of Basil Wolverton's drawings 
in the early days of MAD Magazine, these 
plentiful images make the ugly even uglier. 

Elsewhere, the drawings are fairly abstract 
Chances are that most people thought at first that 
Ren was a rabbit and Stimpy was a dog, which is 
an easy mistake. Ren's elongated ears don't make 
people think "asthma-hound chihuahua" right 
away, and Stimpy's shapelessness and dangling 
tongue don't make recognition any easier. 

As with "The Simpsons," "Ren & Stimpy's" 
animation cuts no corners. While most cartoons 
nowadays choose to let its audience fill in the 
gaps between frames, the animators of the show 
make sure that the people who watch don't have 
to do that The movements are fluid and 

Old W)rld cafe offers charm on the cheap 
BY J I L L S A L O M O N 

Not all cheap restaurants have to have a drive 
through or an all-you-can-eat special. Europa Cafe, 
with its sturdy wooden tables and a decor just shy 
of kitsch, shines with quaint hominess even though 
the most expensive item on the menu is $5.95. 

The restaurant opened about two weeks ago on 
the comer of Nottingham and Kirby, just behind 

Dolce and Freddo. 
Owner and manager Elena Majnach 

came to Houston a year ago from 
Argentina where she operated a restaurant 
for over 15 years. Her current menu, 
however, is far from strictly carnivorous 
Argentinean fare. 

The items on the menu are mostly light 
fare, ranging from Spanish gazpacho to 

British tea sandwiches to lasagna. Some of the 
dishes are not self-explanatory, so samples on 
display in a refrigerated glass case. When we were 
there, Elena stepped out from behind the counter 
and explained each dish to us. 
- •' The gazpacho—cold tomato soup—was 
undeniably the genuine article. Perfect texture-wise, 
the soup brought me back to my carefree days in 
Espafta. 

We ventured to try a cold Argentinean 
appetizer called matamba, a pat£ of cold 
marinated flank steak rolled with eggs, carrots 
and spinach, and the Spanish tortilla, which bears 
no relation to its Mexican counterpart It's more 
like an omelet Mixed with potatoes, onions and 
sausage, the tortilla was not a greasy as most but 
again, it would not be a meal in itself. 

The empanadas — we tried both the meat and 
the chicken variety— came in a satisfying crust 
and were filled with olives and onions. Although 
they were a little dry, they tasted homemade and 
fresh. The gallega pie, named not for its filling 
but for the region of Galicia from where it comes, 
was one of the more satisfying dishes filled with 
tuna, corn, red bell peppers and other vegetables 
in a closed crust. Cafe Europa offers several more 
pies and quiches—some of them vegetarian—two 
types of cannelloni and a couple of chicken 
di,shes. 

The after dinner coffee rivaled that of the 
cafe's illustrious next door neighbor's and was 
only 90<t a cup with free refills to boot. Espresso 
and cappuccino are also available. The dessert 
selection changes on a day to day basis—the 
cookies and small tarts tasted exactly like the 
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surprisingly lifelike, even if we have never seen 
eyeballs pop out of someone's head and talk to 
one another; it's so real we pretend we have. 

The music is also an important factor in the 
show. Like the old Warner Brothers' cartoons, 
"Ren & Stimpy" uses classical music to great 
effect To provide a sonic backdrop for the story 
of "The Littlest Giant" the writers chose to use 
Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite." Even when 
there is a pressing need for more modern music, 

For those unclear on the 
concept, an explanation 
is in order. Ren is a dog. 
Stimpy is a cat. Ren is a 
power freak. Stimpy is 
an idiot. Both are ugly. 

the writers allow us to breathe a sigh of relief by 
choosing the terrific rockabilly/jazz/bebop 
soundtrack that bookends the show in the 
opening and closing sequences. Compared to the 
pseudo-rock drivel that many cartoons now use 
to underscore their stories, this is a welcome 
retroactive pace change. 

Many people have been put off by the show's 
constant reminder that humans (and cats and 
Chihuahuas) have certain bodily functions. Aside 
from the occasional fart or belch, however, 
everything else is left entirely up to the viewer. 
When Stimpy shows us his collection of Magic 
Nose Goblins ("I picked them all myself!"), we 
are left to imagine what he means. When Stimpy 
asks a horse to demonstrate just how absorbent 
Gritty Kitty Cat Litter is, we can only guess 
what's happening when Mr. Horse goes into a 
curtained booth, at which point we hear a loud 
zip. Granted, it's not too hard to figure these 
things out and if it were, the show's popularity 
among kids would plummet. Still, the show is 
about finding the limit and pushing it not 
stepping brazenly over it 

Now entering its second season, "Ren & 
Stimpy" only produced six half-hour shows last 
year, all of which were kept in constant rotation. 
Of course, most fans didn't mind this as much as 
they could have; it merely gave them opportuni-
ties to find jokes they missed previously and to 
memorize the ones they didn't. Still, with the 
new season underway, college residents will have 
to wait until summer, while those of us who are 
OC can enjoy them right away. Happy happy, as 
Stimpy would say. Joy, joy. 

Editor's Note: On Monday, after this article was 
written, the Houston Chronicle reproted that 
Nickolodeon fired "Ren & Stimpy" creator 
Kricfalusi. The network, which had hoped to 
build up a library of episodes, complained that 
only two-and-a-half episodes had been completed 
since the new season started Aug. 15. New 
episodes were supposed to debut each week. Oh 
wall. As Kricfalusi s partner said of him in the 
Washington Post, "1 think he's more at the mercy 
of his brain... .He's a victim of his own genius." 
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Is IT REAL OR IS IT DlSNEV? 

Experience weightlessness at new NASA space center 
Editor's note: This is the first of a series of columns 
about new or unusual entertainment about town. 
Upcoming columns will introduce you to the Rice 
shooting range, a convent spa retreat, a road trip to 
Marfa, Texas and a roundup of nearby haunted 
houses. The column is called "Tripping," and its 
goal is to destroy all your complaints of boredom. 

BY T E R Z A H E W I N C 

Those empty astronaut suits evoke strange 
feelings. Standing in front of one is a bit like 
facing the cocoon of a realized dream, a dream 
that has taken off and left behind the outdated 
remnants which made its fulfillment possible. 
But in the case of the country's manned space 
program, the dream is still evolving, still alive, 
and nowhere is that fact more evident than in 
Space Center Houston, NASA's new visitor's 
facility at Johnson Space Center. 

Created to educate and inspire the public and 
especially the young, the $70 million, 183 
thousand-square-foot center delivers on both 
counts, uniting the nuts and bolts of NASA's 
technology with the gloss of a Disney-designed 
fantasy. 

A visitor to the center will approach a 
sprawling silver building with an appropriately 
futuristic aura and enter to find himself con-
fronted with a barrage of options. 

With a short walk across "Space Center 

IT'S NEVER ENOUGH 

Plaza," the huge rotunda just inside the main 
entrance, one can look up at the life-size nose of 
a space shuttle which contains a mock-up of the 
flight deck and living quarters of the actual 
P | f l | j | D H p | spacecraft. Inside the 

mock-up, visitors 
I b S I U f l U H R f i J discover the baffling 
number of dials, buttons and levers found on the 
control panels. 

The center has also provided videos on shuttle 
orientation as well as simulators allowing the 
visitor to attempt the difficult task of landing a 
shuttle. Most visitors will crash. Also in this 
section, called "The Feel of Space," is a 
demonstration of how astronauts eat and sleep 
while living in space. The Man Maneuvering 
Unit (MMU) simulator allows visitors to 
experience the difficulty of repairing satellites 
and other extra-vehicular equipment in a 
weightless and frictionless environment. 

For those who grow tired of the practical 
details, the center shows an IMAX movie, To Be 
An Astronaut, which outlines on a five-story 
screen the rigorous training endured by astro-
nauts and features some beautiful shots of earth 
as seen from space. (The soundtrack to this and 
the other films are available on CD in the well-
stocked souvenir shop.) 

The center also features the "Starship 
Gallery," a walking tour through the history of 
the manned space program. The gallery begins 

with a movie titled On Human Destiny, a series 
of television and movie clips from American 
manned space missions since the Mercury flights. 
At the end of the film, doors on the other side of 
the theater open to a dramatically lit hallway 
filled with artifacts telling the story of NASA's 
manned space program. On display among other 
artifacts are an authentic Mercury capsule, the 
Apollo 17 command module, a lunar roving 
vehicle trainer and the Skylab trainer, a structure 
so huge the entire center was designed around it. 

At the end of the gallery is a display of 
current scientific research pertinent to the space 
program, including an experiment testing the 
ability of lunar soil to sustain plant life. A large 
and colorful chalk diagram covering an entire 
wall illustrates the utility of such experiments 
with arrows and quotations from researchers. 

The center itself is a testament to the 
importance of a manned space program. In the 
wake of the 1986 Challenger disaster and years 
of growing public cynicism and suspicion of 
government programs and priorities, the manned 
space program has come under increasing fire. 
When Space Center Houston opens to the public 
Oct 16, it should aid in re-igniting the nation's 
old enthusiasm for adventure, for risk, and for the 
fulfillment of basic human dreams, a fulfillment 
which comes only with new discoveries. 

SPACE CENTER HOUSTON, 244-2100 

OPENS OCT. 16, $8.50 

Finding Too Much Joy in the abolition of vans 
BY C A R L O S D E J U A N A 

I guess the best way to describe the band Too 
Much Joy is by looking at the photo on the cover 
of their new album, Mutiny. A van emblazoned 
with the TMJ logo (a hand holding a firecracker) 
and a Mutiny bumper sticker flies over a cliff—it 
happens to be the van TMJ bought from its first 
record company. After talking to bassist Sandy 
Smallens, I realized the band does seem to be 
made up of the kind of goof-off guys who would 
drive a van over a cliff, just to take a picture of it 
The kind of guys who always made you laugh in 
class, and were kind of obnoxious, but were 
secretly really smart. 

The boys visit the Vatican along with The 
Mighty Lemon Drops and Material Issue 
tomorrow night 

Their first major label album, Son of Sam I 
am, led to a lawsuit against them by Bozo the 
Clown for illegally using his voice in one of their 
songs. They also covered LL Cool J's "It's a 
Lie," and performed a 2 Live Crew song in 
Florida, leading to their arrest and a night in jail. 

Like their first two major label releases, 
Mutiny offers some insightful lyrics. "Sin Tax" 
speaks of growing governmental control, and "I 
Don't Know" talks about personal confusion, 
"Wish I was black/Wish'I was gay/Wish there 
was a reason/That I felt this way." All of a 
sudden, though, light comical songs pop up, like 
tneir latest release, "Donna," whose video is 
directed by the "anarchic anti-magicians" Penn & 
Teller and contains hundreds of befuddled 
Midwestern mall kids slam dancing. The video 
antics of a stunt dog brought on complaints from 
animal abuse organizations. 

The album, like my interview with Smallens, 
will make you laugh. 
First of all, how much joy do you actually have? 

Well, when we're playing our songs, it is the 
most truly ecstatic moment of my life, individu-
ally or I think collectively...So, a lot. 
Who are some of your influences? 

Steve Martin, the comedian, Kiss, Milan 
Kundera, the writer. And...uh..."Body Shaping" 
on ESPN... 
Who? 

It's a show on ESPN. 
With that pumped up guy? 

Well, it's pumped up guys and girls in Lycra. 
Do you sit there and watch it together? 

No, I think we all watch it in our rooms 
individually, if you know what I mean. I think 
it's a private experience, really. 
Why did you entitle your new album "Mutiny" ? 

It was the...well...because we've never had 
an album titled with one word before and it was a 
real challenge. We were all thinking, "We have 
to have a one-word-title album because it's too 
confusing to remember a lot of words." So we 
wanted to simplify everything. And, it just 

happens to be the one word that just so happens 
to capture the entire mindset of our band—it's 
what we want to inspire in the people who listen 
to us... 
Inspire mutiny against what? 

Mutiny against anything that's holding you 
back in your personal life, or people who are 

Too Much Joy talks 
abftut Milan Kundera, 
write-in votes, "Court 
TV/' Penn & Teller and 
Kriss Kross. 

telling you what-to do, when you already know 
what to do better than they could ever tell you, 
whether it be a teacher, or a spouse.. .or a friend. 
On your newyideo "Donna," how was it 
working with Penn & Teller? 

It was great because we're so similar in a lot 
of ways. They approach magic the same way in 
which we approach music. 1 mean, I would never 
equate us because I think they're so unique, but 
we both love a lot of things in our respective art 
forms, magic and music, and we both hate a lot 

of things and try to change them by example. 
And so I think that's what they do as magi-
cians—that's what we're trying to do as 
musicians. So it was really cool working with 
them. And they're better read than us. 
Why did you cover the 2 Live Crew song when 
you knew you'd get arrested? 

Because we thought it was the perfect protest 
to a really stupid law. And we figured the only 
way to prove that music is harmless is to go 
down there and play it in its most ferocious form, 
which meant taking these raunchy lyrics and 
putting them into a punk rock song—showing 
everyone that it's just music and after hearing the 
song you didn't feel like going out there and 
raping your little sister or something. 
What's the song "Just Like a Man" about? There 
are some very interesting lyrics on that cut. 

The beautiful thing about "Just Like a Man" 
is that it is told from the point of view of a 
woman, an actual real live woman. ...It's about a 
woman who cracked up, and she shot her male 
lover's wife by dressing up in her husband's 
army camouflage outfit and she put on these 
gloves. She essentially became a man so she 
could stalk this woman and shoot her down. And 
the chorus is taken directly from her testimony. 

SEE T o o MUCH, PACE 1 7 

RICE CMEMA: Shanghai Ex-

* 1 press, starring Marten# 
Dietrich. 7:30 p.m. Khunet, also 
starring Dietrich. 9:30 p.m. $4 
for both, $3 for one. Rice Media 

Center 
THE Rtcc PLAYER*' production of MsA 
Jlflst, the new play by Rice play-
wright In resilience Bran Dunbay, 
will show In Hamman Hall at 8 p.m. 
Through Oct. 3. Assigned seating, 
reservations recommended—527-
4040. $6 facutty/$4 students. 
BAKER THEATER: Confodaracy of 
Dunces, by John Kennedy OToole, 
7:30 pan. In Baker outer commons. 
Adapted for reader's theater by 
senior Kyle Henry, the production Is 
directed by Junior Eric Garland. $2 
for Rice students, $4 for all others. 
Call 6304005 for reservations. 

^ £ R K C CMEMA: Ingmar Bergman 
SAT night at the Rice Media Cen-
ter. The Swedish directors films 
Persona at 7:30, and Autumn So-
nata at 9:00. 
CHAMBER MUSIC RECITAL: 8 p . m . i n t h e 

Duncan Recital Hall (Alice Pratt 
Brown). Selections to Include works 
by Franz Schubert and Carl Nielsen. 
Free. 
IKMH Mar, 8 p.m., Hamman Hall 
COMFTOBTACY o r DVNCCs, 7 : 3 0 p . m . , 

Baker outer commons, $2. 

RICE CINEMA: The Houston pre-
s u N miere of Save and Protect, 
Russian director Alexander 
Sokurov's modern screen adapta-
tion of Madam* Bovmy by Gustavo 
Flaubert. 7:30 p.m., S3. 
COFFEEHOUSE: Adam Thornton, way cool 

YALE PROFESSOR Peggy Deamor 
WON will speak about -The Think-
ing Professional" as part of the 
School of Architecture's lecture 
series. 1 p.m., Herring Hall 124. 
Flree. 

SHEPHERD SCHOOL: Concert of Secular 
Choral Music, Stude Concert Hall, 8 
p.m., free. 
COFFEEHOUSE: Chris Daly, Steve Estes, 
Bill FHIbach, Marc Hfcrsch and lestyn 
Lewis — Wlessman Music. 

COFFEBIOUSC: H.K. Kahng* solo 
T u E embarrassment. Amnesty In-

ternational, 10 p.m. 

• V COFFEEHOUSE Lara Bruckmarm, 
W E D 

J P A COFFEEHOUSE: Celll's Muse, 
THU Celtic. 

Joan Myers' Santiago: Saint of Two 
Worlds, 6m collectlo#er platinum 
photos, Is on display at the Media 
Center Gallery through Oct. 12.527-
4894. 

Karin Broker's retrospective exhibit, 
Searching for a S§|^&. continues 
through Oct. 10 at the Sewall Art 
Gallery. 

Too Much Joy per forms tomorrow with The Mighty Lemon Drops a t the Vatican. 
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UNLEASHED 

Me and the girls at the Mens Club: faith bears chest to sensitive columnist 
b y J e f f K u h r 

When I went to the Men's Club at 
3303 Sage Road to do an article on 
Houston's alternative entertainment 
scene, I was afraid that I might just 
end up meeting some woman who 
possessed three breasts. This idea 
frightened me, so I did not tell the 
large man with a crew cut, mock 
Armani suit and braces that I was not 
doing an article on alternative 
entertainment, but on the girls who 
danced in the gentlemen's clubs (strip 
bars) around town. He nodded blankly, 
his head possibly too heavy for his 
shoulders. 

"Do you think faith is here?" I 
asked him. "I don't think so," he said, 
staring at me. "But I'll check the day 
list to see if she works during the day." 

He was serious. I smiled. 
Leaving him, I proceeded through 

the door marked "Private" that he had 
pointed out to me. "Yeah, just go on 
through there—there may be some 
girls back there who'll talk to you. 
Good luck," he said, his eyes 
wandering back through the entrance 
doors to the catwalk inside where a 
woman with no shirt on, breasts 
exposed to all, danced to some techno 
song I had never heard. 

1 walked into a large sitting room. 
Four girls in various stages of undress 
sat around on two couches talking 
quiedy. One woman was wearing a 
royal blue business blazer. She had a 
briefcase on her lap and sat at the end, 
pretending not to listen to the 
conversation to her right Her name 
was Rebecca She wants to be a 
bartender. 

Next to her was a younger girl with 
straight black hair, large brown eyes, 
glasses, and a tight white dress on. She 
wore no bra . Her name was Seanna. 
She wants to be a waitress. 

To her right was a woman with a 
flower print shirt. She wore white 
shorts that had been somehow violated 
by random brown spots. She too wore 
glasses. She was pale. She had a 
boyfriend that she had to get back to 
soon. 1 did not learn her name, but had 
I come earlier I could have paid to 
watch her dance naked. She didn't 
smile. 

And next to me, in a black body 
suit with gold rhinestones, unzipped to 
reveal her scant cleavage, was a 
woman with her hair up and legs 
curled beneath her. She was taking a 
break and occasionally took a drag 
from someone else's cigarette. She 

also wore glasses and curled up more 
tightly when I began to ask questions. 
She did not want me to know her 
name. She only had a little time left 
before she would be completely 
exposed to people she did not know. 
She kept her eye on her watch. She 
looked up at me and spoke. "You 
know, this is all acting." Each girl 
nodded in agreement 

"No guy in there is ever going to 
meet the real me, never know my 
personality," agreed the woman with 

I was afraid that I 
might just end up 
meeting some 
woman who 
possessed three 
breasts. 

the "Hawaii 5-0" shirt "It has to be 
that way." 

"But this is more real life than the 
corporate world," said Rebecca, who 
spent some time in the corporate 
world, but is now back in school, at 
the University of Houston, studying 
art history. "It's strange though. On 
the stage you are the most revealed 
you can be, completely undressed in 
front of all these people you don't 
know..." 

"But they don't know you," 
repeated the woman in the flowered 
shirt as she spotted her boyfriend, 
whom she had met while dancing at 
the club. 

The women discussed their 
customers. "They may be the toughest 
man," said the woman with the black 
body suit "but when they come in 
here, they become so vulnerable, and 
they just pour their heart out I mean 
this little guy came in here the other 
day and asked me what he should do if 
he saw someone like me in public," 
she told us. "And he asked me whether 
he should approach her or not I said, * 
"Hell yes." You don't know this girl. 
Approach her. You have nothing to 
lose. She doesn't know you, I mean, so 
if she's a bitch then you didn't want 
her anyway, you know? I mean, who 
knows? You could walk up to the most 
attractive girl and she could be 
attracted to you." 

A silence, as some kind of 
universal truth became apparent 

"This is my last resort," said 

WARNING: This ad acts directly on the mammalian limbic system. 
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Seanna, head down. Each woman 
nodded, sympathizing in their own 
private way. "Well, what keeps you 
going? I mean you don't get paid [a 
wage]. You're coming in here each 
night, hoping that you'll make 
whatever money you can. I guess I just 
don't understand. Why wake up in the 
morning?" I said. Four more girls 
walked in and passed me. Two walked 
out Each in shirts that appeared 
painted oa 

"I don't know. I mean I came in 
here so motivated and I thought I was 
going to do so great because I had 
such a great attitude, but it was just so 
dead," said the woman in the black 

HERSTORY 

body suit "Nothing I did could get me 
any money, but I'm staying late 
because I have to fill my quota, but I 
don't know, no matter what I do, no 
matter what I say," she paused and 
looked down. "But, I have faith in 
myself that I'm going to make it 
eventually," she said, looking up. "But 
you gotta live day by day, 'cause every 
day is different One day you can 
make not a dollar, or maybe just $25, 
or maybe you can come in here and 
make $3000. You never know. Every 
day is different That's what gets you 
out of bed every morning." 

The door to the bar opened up, and 
for a second music drowned out what 

the woman in black was saying. In 
walked another woman, blood red 
lipstick and pale white face. She 
looked like the Cure's Robot Smith, 
except she had a double Z bust 

I ducked. 
When the door shut and the music 

could no longer be heard the woman in 
black continued, "I guess faith is like 
when I go to a table and they say no. I 
think then there is a reason that they 
said no, and I think well, maybe I 
should be at another table... then I go 
to the next table, looking for the table I 
should be at... and if they say no? So 
whaL There's six more tables that may 
say yes." 

Heidi' chronicles feminists evolving saga 
BY R A I N E Y K N U D S O N 

Let it be noted that Wendy 
Wasserstein's The Heidi Chronicles is 
now showing at Main Street Theater in 
the Village. The play, which address 
the questionable results of the 
ferociously cut-and-dry feminism of 
the late '60s and early '70s, won loads 
of awards (including the Pulitzer and 
the Tony), and with good reason. It's 
funny, it's moving and it doesn't get 
too clever for its own good. 

Wasserstein leads Heidi Holland, a 
feminist art historian, through 25 years 
of friends and lovers. Despite the 
author's rather annoying habit of 
categorizing decades and generations, 
she creates scenes of such hilarity that 
one doesn't chafe beneath restrictive 
labels. 

Her message becomes clear 
through Heidi's sober realization (in a 
moment of enlightenment in an 
exercise class) that women have 
managed only to assign themselves a 
new and impossible ideal role. After 
all, what woman can have marriage, 
career, children, and the body of an 
aerobics instructor, and still have 
sincere, supportive friendships with 
other women? 

Claire Hart-Palumbo stars in the 
title role. Her evolution from idealistic 
Vassar undergrad to mature professor 
is seamless and compassionate, and 
she manages the emotional as well as 
comic scenes with inspiring skill. 
Particularly impressive is the speech 
she delivers to her high school 
alumnae, titled "Women: Where are 
We Headed?" 

The two men who fill the roles of 
friend and lover in Heidi's life are also 
quite good. Rodney Walsworth, as 
Heidi's best friend Peter Patrone, turns 
in a particularly moving performance. 

COUNTRY DOWN UNDER 

T ' 

Clair* Hart-Palumbo s ta r s a s Heidi Holland In Thm Hotdl Chronic!*%. 

As an absurdly intelligent pediatrician, 
Walsworth claims most of the play's 
truly succulent literary references. 

Joe Kirkendall is Scoop 
Rosenbaum, a wildly successful 
liberal-turned-mogul who embodies 
the Ivy League creed: "I'm arrogant 
and difficult but I'm very smart so 
you'll put up with me." 

It is a credit both to Wasserstein's 
writing and to Kirkendall's perfor-
mance that Heidi's fascination with 
such a pompous ass raises nary an 
eyebrow in the house throughout the 
play. 

The supporting players flesh out 
the comic scenes with a wide array of 
characterizations. I particularly 
enjoyed the many metamorphoses of 

Tek Wilson and Lori Gail White. The 
constant parade of pathetic, gusty, 
nasty and artsy women enlivens both 
consciousness-raising rap groups and 
power lunches. White, in a particularly 
inspired moment as a militant feminist 
shouts at Heidi, "Either you shave 
your legs, or you don't" 

The play is about rising above such 
constrictions. Time-worn cynicism 
relents during the course of the action, 
and at the end one is left with a feeling 
of sincere hope which successfully 
avoids gushy fuzziness. Bravo to Main 
Street Theater for its thoroughly 
satisfying production. 
THE HEIDI CHRONICLES 
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Bush band whacks its m y through Texas 
B Y J E N N I F E R M . L E E 

You can leave your steel-toed 
boots at home and still have a good 
time with Kelly's Revenge. 

In 1989 the Australian bush music 
group captured the "top band" award 
at Poland's International Country 
Music Festival. In 1991 they played 
their "exotic" tunes to sold-out crowds 
in Japan. Now, in 1992, Kelly's 
Revenge is bringing its Australian 
bush music to Texas. 

Bush music is closer to "chicken 
skin" than world music. Kelly's 
Revenge sings in English, for 
example, and its vocalists have that 
nice lilt. The music is folksy, and 
many of the songs are of Irish origin. 
Kelly's Revenge won't have you 
crying in your beer, but you may find 
yourself careening around the room 
with your buddies, clinking mugs. 

This is music for good times and 
camaraderie. 

Although the band's largest 
audience may come from the country-
Western crowd, the music should also 
appeal to people who like Billy Bragg, 
Brave Combo and They Might Be 
Giants. Kelly's Revenge has a 
refreshingly clean sound: no twang, no 
drums, just fantastic foot-stompin' 
tunes that'll bring out the congeniality 
in even the most harried academic 
slave. This is lively acoustic music. 
The band plays guitar, accordion, 
banjo, and mandolin, as well as the 
Irish whistle and the lagerphone. Its 
members sing and call dance steps. 

Some of the lyrics are respectably 
poetic and/or thoughtful; since the 
songs draw from a different history 
than ours, it might be appropriate for 
the band to explain some of the more 
pertinent references. Even if they 

don't, you'll be able to clue in on 
some soulful moments, especially if 
you've had enough beer. 

There's little to shock the listener: 
in the songs I heard from Such is Life, 
the most recent album, the songs are 
straightforward. Because the music is 
interesting yet vaguely familiar and 
inoffensive, an evening spent with 
Kelly's Revenge presents an unusual 
opportunity to try something new for 
both the timid and adventurous as well 
as their easygoing friends in between. 

The band consists of Trevor Dand 
on guitar and vocals; Wilson Main, 
bass; Richard Tonkin, button 
accordion; Brian Thorpe, banjo and 
vocals; and Lynne Dand on Irish 
whistle, mandolin, lagerphone, vocals 
and dance calling. 
KELLY'S REVENGE 

THURS., OCT. 8 , $ 4 

THE MUCKY DUCK, 5 2 8 - 5 9 9 9 
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O N BAKER'S DUNCES 

Seated format no downer for 'Confederacy' 
BY G A V I N D R U M M O N D 

I always get worried before going 
to student plays. All your friends are in 
it, and you anticipate being charming 
with them afterwards, rather than 
remarking on their fabulous style of 
delivery—arms rigid and fists 
clenched. 

I now breathe a sigh of relief. 
There is no danger of this happening at 
the Baker reader's theater production 
of A Confederacy of Dunces. I don't 
mean that reader's theater has no 
friends; simply that the acting is good, 
and the arms-rigid technique is foiled 
by the fact that the actors are mostly 
sitting down. 

Let me explain. The reader's 
theater's distinctive characteristic is 
implied in its title. Six actors read 
from scripts onstage, and apart from 
the person who takes on the role of 
narrator, and the odd emotional 
outburst, they remain seated. This 
format makes for interesting viewing; 
it also challenges the actors to find a 
method of expression without shifting 
their bodies around the stage. The 
focus of the actor's emotion becomes 
firmly rooted in the voice. It could, in 
fact, be described as halfway a radio 
play. 

The actors and the director rise to 
this challenge admirably. Their task is 
made easier by the form of the John 
Kennedy 0'Toole novel from which 
the play is adapted. This novel is a 
maze of twisting and turning plots and 
subplots, set in 1950s New Orleans. 
These weaving storylines, about a 
myriad of characters from all sorts of 
backgrounds, have been captured as 
well as possible by the scriptwriter, 
Baker senior Kyle Henry. 

The book has a fascinating history. 

M A K I N ' W H O O P I 

It was O'Toole's only novel, and was 
written on Big Chief notepads. He 
tried desperately to get it published 
during his lifetime but he never 
succeeded; it was only through his 
mother's efforts after his suicide that 
the manuscript was printed. The story 
of his failure to find publishers may 
well be reflected by the inability of the 
main character, Ignatius, to find 
acceptance. At the end of the play, 
Ignatius despairs at how his "true 
genius" is always confounded by "the 
confederacy of dunces" which he finds 
around him, and this seems too close 
to O'Toole's personal history to 
ignore. What is interesting, however, 
is that Ignatius is no tragic hero; he is 
always aggravating. Yet he is 
compulsive, and compulsively funny, 
in his unswervingly different lifestyle. 

There are actually two "main" 
parts: Pab Schwendimann plays 
Ignatius and Sarah Mitchell is his 
mother, Mrs. Riley. These actors never 
change their parts (so to speak) but 
behind them sit Chepe Lockett, O.J. 
Morris, Rainey Knudson and Emily 
Liu, all of whom give a new meaning 
to the term "minor part." OToole's 
mass of characters is absorbed by 
these actors, most of them acting two 
or three parts each. 

This technique is taken to an 
hilarious extreme when two of 
Lockett's characters actually have an 
exchange with each other. 

The voices portrayed by these 
"minor parts" live up to the constraint 
of the structural limits imposed by 
reader's theater. Each character has his 
or her own distinctive sound and look, 
and it is a measure of the actors' 
success that I never once found myself 
wondering exactly who was who. 

These actors are in fact part of the 

confederacy of dunces who plague the 
touchy sensibilities of Ignatius, a 
character who puts his faith in God 
and medieval studies. He is the odd 
one out, since the confederacy is a 
stereotypical group of people such as 
Santa, played by Liu, the Italian 
momma who screams at her kids and 
acts as the wonderfully lazy-voiced 
confidante of Mrs. Riley over the 
phone; and the "eh, greeengo" Spanish 
creation of Lockett is Mr. Gonzalez. 
Then there is Jones, the black 
janitor—Morris says that Eddie 
Murphy curse word so well—who 
finally outwits the dreadful bar owner, 
Lana Lee (watch for Knudson spittin' 
those lines). 

Ignatius, although clearly poor, has 
an M.A., and believes himself above 
the rest of the characters. He does very 
little for his long-suffering mother; he 
patronizes her even more viciously 
than most of the other characters, but 
when she complains, he immaturely 
locks himself in his room. 
Schwendimann conveys well the sense 
of a fat, obsessive, snobbish, rude, 
Boethius lover (you'll see what I 
mean). Except he insists on pronounc-
ing Boethius as "Berthius," which I'm 
sure is correct, but it had me foxed for 
a bit. Mitchell's eyes pop out with 
excitement at the thought of another 
beer at the "Night of Joy" bar, and her 
motherly Southern drawl makes up for 
her lack of wrinkles. 

This play is worth seeing if only 
for the excellent tiered sofas which 
Baker provides as seating for the 
audience. But more than that, there is a 
group of actors who gel to form a 
confederacy of voicers. 
-4 CONFEDERACY of DUNCES 

O C T . 2 & 3 , 8 P.M. 

BAKER OUTIR C O M M O N S , $ 2 . 

Apartheid hits Hollywood via Broadway 
BY j O N A D L E R 

"Sarafina!" is a movie musical. But 
it's not "Beauty and the Beast." And 
that's its biggest problem. People 
today don't want to see movies about 
important political issues scarred by 
lavish song and dance routines. 

The movie is based on Mbongeni 
Ngema's musical which played to 
critical acclaim New York in 1986, 
first at Lincoln Center and then 
Broadway, where it received five Tony 
award nominations, including Best 
Musical. 

The story centers on Sarafina 
(Leleti Khumalo), a student in South 
Africa during the time of the student 
rebellions of the late '70s and '80s. 
Her source of hope is the black leader 
Nelson Mandela, incarcerated at the 
time, whom she prays to instead of 
God. She attends an overcrowded 
school which had been partially 
burned by some black youths who 
opposed the white rulers and their 
policies of apartheid. 

Sarafina's outlook on life is 
changed by her teacher Mary 
Masembuko (Whoopi Goldberg). 
Masembuko's husband is in a South 
African jail merely because he 
opposed white domination of blacks. 
Masembuko is also an activist for the 
cause, but she refuses to accept 
violence as the answer. 

Masembuko becomes a role model 
for Sarafina, and the teacher changes 
her student's outlook on the action 
blacks should take based on several 
important lessons she gives. 

The movie is very well made and is 
visually very interesting to watch. 
Leleti Khumalo is impressive in her 
screen debut, bringing Sarafina back to 
life after being nominated for a Tony 

G o l d b e r g In Sarmflnal 

Award for her performance of the role 
on Broadway. 

Goldberg is so convincing in the 
role of Mary Masembuko that if you 
didn't know that she were also a 
comedian, you would probably never 
guess that she was in movies like 
"Sister Act" or "Jumpin' Jack Flash." 
She captivates her students as she tells 
them stories about the history of South 
Africa, and the Dutch who came there 
for "a piss break" on their way from 
the Netherlands to the West Indies. 
Masembuko also teaches music 
classes, where she shares her energy as 
a musician with the students and they 
break into powerful song, but 
unfortunately this leads into another 
one of the cheesy musical numbers 
which plague "Sarafina!" 

„„ The only problem with Whoopi's 
performance is that there's not enough 
of it. Although she gets top billing in 
the film, she only appears in maybe six 
or seven scenes. 

The other actors in the film are 
convincing as well, and combining 
their talents with good direction and 
cinematography produces a pretty 
good movie—most of the time. One 
emotional scene is of a riot at the 
school after Masembuko is arrested by 
white police. Her students rebel by 

shouting at the substitute teacher. The 
white soldiers come running (and 
carrying automatic weapons), and 
chaos erupts in the school's courtyard. 
The film switches into slow motion as 
the soldiers open fire on the terrified 
students. Gasps and cries emanated 
throughout the audience when one of 
the characters was killed, mostly 
because he was in the wrong place at 
the wrong time. 

It's in Ngema and William 
Nicholson's screenplay that the 
confusion occurs. The movie is 
effectively written, the characters well 
drawn. But the juxtaposition of song-
and-dance routines with the graphic 
violence and accurate depiction of a 
nation under strife is forced. Musicals 
are a convention which is accepted if 
not lauded on the stage, and some 
older movie musicals (and new Disney 
cartoons) are fairly successful. 
However, for mainstream America, 
movie musicals don't really work 
because their suspension of disbelief 
doesn't allow it. It's on that level that 
"Sarafina!" loses its a lot of its 
credibility. 

The opening number, for example, 
illustrates Sarafina's fantasy of being a 
big star. Lots of dancers energetically 
flounce around the screen, dancing 
next to giant letters that spell out 
"Soweto" in a corny imitation of the 
Hollywood sign. And then the film 
cuts to the impoverished hometown of 
most of the characters. It just doesn't 
make sense for these scenes to be here. 

Politically, however, the screenplay 
is very successful. Ngema and 
Nicholson paint a vivid picture of life 
in South Africa during the 1980s. The 
dichotoy of the world of blacks and 
whites, however, and the anger blacks 

SEE SARAFINA!, PACE 1 6 

Marty Stuart and John Anderson play at Miller Outdoor tomorrow. 

IT'S A FREE COUNTRY 

Stars line up at KIKK concert 
B Y D O U G T A P L E Y 

If you need a want an excuse to 
wear your boots and hat, have an old 
buckle to show off, or just need a 
country fix, then Miller Outdoor 
Theatre is the place to be this 
Saturday. KIKK sponsers a free 
country concert each year. Headlining 
the show this year are three big names 
in country music—John Anderson, 
Marty Stuart, and Pam Tillis. 

John Anderson has been on the 
scene for over 10 years. With his latest 
album, Seminole Wind, Anderson has 
reemerged as a notable force in 
country music. The title track off the 
album, a captivating, if eerie song, is 
his most recent hit. In fact, it Is 
probably on the radio right now! 
Anderson also plays a western 
rendition of Dire Strait's "When It 
Comes To You." The show-stopper of 
the evening is bound to be his recent 
chart smash, "Straight Tequila Night." 

Pam Tillis has spent the last year 
proving to the music world that she is 
more than Mel's daughter. Her recent 
hits off Put Yourself in My Place 
include "Don't Tell Me What to Do 
[Bush]" and "Maybe It Was Houston." 
(Did I say Houston, I meant Mem-
phis.) 

Recently inducted into the Grand 
Ole Opry Hall of Fame, Marty Stuart 
is a country classic who is still going 
strong with latest material such as 
'This One's Gonna Hurt You." 
Stewart is a good ole honky tonk boy 
who is bound to put on a good 
performance. As he puts it, 'Tm 
crusading for hillbilly music." Do not 
deny this man of his mission. Go see 
the show! 

In assembling the show, KIKK has 
covered a wide stretch of country 
ground. For recent converts, John 
Anderson provides a new traditionalist 

approach. His rock influences, 
including the Rolling Stones and the 
Beatles, are vivid enough to enlist 
even the most reluctant country fan. 
Stuart on the other hand should appeal 
to hard-core, manure-stompin' crowd. 
His range, from blues-gospel to 
bluegrass and hillbilly music should 
keep the show lively. Meanwhile, 
Tillis offers a feminine perspective 
that will touch you at times yet leave 
you rockin' to rockabilly. All-in-all, 
the variety and talent promises to 
please. 

The show starts at 4 p.m. (so you 
can still go to the game) with 
Houston's own Doug Supemaw 
opening the show. So grab a sandw ich , 
a beer, and date and head on over. 
Better yet, introduce your parents to a 
bit of Texas tradition. (You do no t 
have to tell them that Anderson is 
from Florida Tillis from Nashville, 
and Stuart from Tennessee.) No passes 
are needed for hill seats, but you m i g h t 
want to get reserve seat tickets at 
11:30 Saturday morning. Parking w i l l 
be difficult, so plan accordingly. 
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FUNKADELICATE 

Fishbone puts Peppers to shame 
BY B O O T H B A B C O C K 

In the spring of 1991, Fishbone 
unleashed its best work to date on an 
unsuspecting but eagerly waiting 
world: The Reality of My Surround-
ings. It was their first work since the 
1988 classic Truth and Soul, and it 
went a long way towards putting 
Fishbone atop the alternative funk 
scene. There followed some dates with 
Lollapalooza and a tour with Primus. 

Musically, Reality is fairly diverse. 
"Sunless Saturday" is firmly in the 
"Black Rock" genre of bands like 
Living Colour and Bad Brains. "Naz-
Tee May'en" sounds more like 
something Parliament might write. 
The hits "Fight the Youth" and 
"Everyday Sunshine" (which are the 
weakest tracks on the album) go a long 
way towards establishing commercial 
alternative status for the band. 

In addition to being musically 
strong, the album tries to get across a 
message. It presents a portrait of the 
despair of inner-city life for many 
black young people, especially in 
songs like "Junkies Prayer," which 
equates the worship of God with the 
need for crack or "Housework," 

which talks about the problems of 
raising children in a family where both 
parents are usually out of the house. 

While its message has remained 
unchanged, Fishbone's later record-
ings have a harder sound than its 
earlier, more upbeat ska-tinged sound 
(Fishbone, In Your Face, Truth and 
Soul). Other factors make it difficult to 
take Fishbone's lyrics seriously— 
mainly, the silliness of many of their 
songs (the chorus of "Naz-Tee 
May'en: "Ain't nothin' I'd rather be 
doin'!/Than sweatin', chewin', and 
spewin"'). 

TECHNOCOLOR 

Regardless, what really stands out 
about Fishbone is its legendary live 
shows. The band manhandles large 
instruments, tosses horns everywhere, 
and bursts with relentless energy. I 
saw them play with Primus almost a 
year ago, and I would have to say that 
it was one of the most amazing shows 
I've ever attended There was no let up 
of energy during their whole set. It 
was difficult to tell if the audience or 
the band was enjoying the show more. 
It put the efforts of a band like the Red 
Hot Chili Peppers, who are generally a 
good live band, to shame. 

That was the Reality tour. I have 
no idea what brings than back to 
Houston (a city they were rumored to 
be boycotting because Shell Oil is 
headquartered here). My guess is that 
this tour is to try out new material for 
an upcoming album (it's been a year 
and a half), so this could be your first 
chance to hear iL Fishbone has shown 
that it is possible for a band to remain 
original and interesting even after 
years on a major label, so I expect 
great things from their future releases. 

If you think the Chili Peppers are 
the furthest evolution of funk, get real: 
Fishbone has managed to balance a 
good background of Parliament/ 
Funkadelic (without whom the genre 
would not exist) with liberal doses of 
ska, punk, and rock and leave the Red 
Hots in their dust. If you think Sprawl 
is the epitome of live music, see where 
it all began. Break out those combat 
boots and prepare to sweat boys and 
girls. If you crave a liberal dose of that 
skafunk sound get on down to 
Barcelona Nites Monday—you won't 
be disappointed. 

FISHBONE 

M O N . , OCT. 5 , 

BARCELONA NITES, 6 9 1 - 4 4 4 7 

Kamelyon makes mom squirm 
B Y S T A N H S U E 

Kamelyon is for club crawlers who 
want to get away from the typical frat 
rat meat mongers who frequent other 
popular dance clubs closer to campus. 
One block north of the theater district 
kamelyon's divey downtown location 

conjures a retro/metro 
atmosphere that you just 
don't get in a strip mall. Just 
don't get there too early, 
because although the club 
purportedly opens its doors at 
10, the people (and music) 
may not fill the place till 
much later. Try it at 11:30 or 
midnight 

Kamelyon has that hip, 
underground, warehouse feel 
that makes your mother 
squirm. To enter the club one 
trudges up some narrow 
staircases that lead you into 
the bar area, which features 
typical "club" quaintness 

— such as quirky wall paintings 

and benches upholstered in 
' sky blue carpet The small 
S 8 S 9 I dance floor, which may get 
crowded once the club reaches its 
capacity, has blinding lights as well as 
fluorescent maps from Tolkein's 
middle Earth to keep you entertained. 

The star attraction of kamelyon Is a 
huge outdoor second floor balcony 
that extends around the perimeter of 
the club. This patio is a fantastic place 
to sit and make conversation while 
recovering from the music, surveying 
the picaresque scenes of dilapidated 
downtown, and making sure no one is 
messing with your car. The entire 
balcony and outside wall is painted in 
[>sychedelic '60s style, a leftover from 
when the club Bang was still in 
operation. 

The crowd at kamelyon seemed 

I 

Murray g ives a I w o n t o tenor Robert Ames. 

college age, fun but low-key Although 
some are hardcore dancers who never 
leave the floor, many come just to 
hang out on the balcony. The 
atmosphere is intimate and familiar, 
with the staff knowing many of the 
regulars by name. The image of a 
hundred college kids in denim and 
oxfords relaxing on the balcony and 
waving to downtown traffic seems to 
come right out of an old Levi's 501 
commercial. 

The two bars, one inside and one 
on the patio, offer a number of 
specialty drinks, as well as a .25 cent 
draft special until 11 p.m. The bar also 
offers high vitamin, amino acid packed 
smart drinks for a legal buzz. 

The music, as the name suggests, 
changes with each nighL Thursdays 
are an eclectic mix of techno, rap, and 
disco. Fridays feature house music and 
rap, and cater to a largely African-
American crowd. Saturday, perhaps 
the busiest night, is 18 and up, entirely 
techno-progressive, meaning more 
beats per minute than you could care 
to count. The DJ also helps sponsor 
neighboring rave parties, so expect to 
hear some of the best mixes in 
Houston, including the most recent 
European imports. 

The one thing that kamdlyon lacks 
is a steady following, and attendance 
can be unpredictable, although by 
midnight you'll probably be parking 
several blocks away. It just opened in 
May, and those of you who went to 
Senior Gala might remember trashing 
it the night before its grand opening. 
Despite the vivid memories of 
champagne swilling Rice students, 
kamelyon is hungry for more college 
students and is offering a great college 
discount to prove it. 

9 0 5 PRAIRIE @ TRAVIS 

THURS.-SAT., 1 0 P . M - 2 A.M. 
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BRINGING PRESTIGE 

W)rld-class opera star joins Shepherd faculty 
B Y M E L I S S A C H A I K A 

He has sung leading operatic roles 
with major companies worldwide, 
performed as a soloist with prestigious 
orchestras and choral societies, 
worked with some of the most 
renowned conductors of our time, and 
appeared on television, radio, CDs and 
records across the globe. William 
Bruce Murray, who taught at the 
conservatory in Berlin for 32 years, 
joined the Shepherd School of Music's 
faculty this fall. 

Filling the slot opened by the 
release of voice teacher Lynn 
Griebling last year, Murray now 
leaches voice, interpretation, perfor-
mance, and German diction to vocal 
majors and non-majors. According to 
Shepherd School Student Association 
president and current Murray student 
Erik Leidal, the U.S.-bom Murray is 
powerful in the classroom and on 
stage, creating such an impression that 
"just listening makes you want to try 
to reproduce i t He's very inspiring." 

After completing his bachelor's in 

IT'S IN THE CARS 

musical education from Adelphi 
University, Murray ventured to Rome 
on a prestigious Fulbright Fellowship, 
and later served in the army for two 
years. Murray then married and began 
his work with the Berlin Hochschule, 
eventually perfroming in more than 80 
operas. 

He has worked personally with 
such noted composers as Carl Orff and 
Luigi Dallapiccola and conductors 
Claudio Abbado and Lorin Maazel. He 
has lived and worked all over Europe 
and in Tokyo, staged several operas in 
New York, and taught master classes 
in New York, Mannheim, Stuttgart 
Hamburg and Berlin. 

His students have signed solo 
contracts with such impressive 
companies as the Metropolitan Opera 
and the Deutsche Oper. 

All three of Murray's children, 
who were bom and raised in Berlin 
and attended college in the United 
States, continue to bring distinction to 
the Murray name. His oldest son 
currently sings at the Metropolitan 
Opera in New York. Prior to that he 

performed as one of the leads in 
Phantom of the Opera on Broadway. 
His youngest son currently serves as 
assistant director to the Berlin Opera, 
and his daughter attends college in 
Michigan. 

When asked why he decided to 
leave Berlin for Rice, Murray replied, 
"It's a good school with an excellent 
name. I think it's known all over the 
world. Anyone with knowledge knows 
of Rice University." While here he 
intends to teach his students more then 
just how to sing. "I want to teach them 
how really to sing, how to produce 
sound—beautiful, free sound linked 
together in a legretto way." 

Murray does intend to maintain his 
career as a performer, as well as a 
teacher. He will lead A Sea Symphony 
by Ralph Vaughn Williams in 
December with the Brazos Valley 
Symphony. In addition he will return 
to Germany during the summer. 
However, in the long run, he hopes to 
stay at Rice. "I hope this is i t " he says, 
"I'd rather just stay here. I like it 
here." 

Fate breaks down after garage tune-up 
B Y E R I C S T O T T S 

No, I hadn't read the directions 
wrong after all. Sure enough, this was 
the place where Fate, Houston's 
newest heavy metal band, was to 
throw its live listening party. Passing 
rows and rows of storage garages and 
24-hour detailing shops, I came across 
a large crowd hanging around garage 
#411. Regardless of how the band 
sounded, it became clear that this 
evening wouldn't lack in opportunities 
to entertain oneself. Indeed, Roger 
Smith, the band's manager, had made 
sure that fans waiting for the show in 
the cramped, dark garage would not be 
without something constructive to 
do—five beckoning kegs lined the 
entrance. 

It was decked out in true 
minimalist heavy metal fashion. The 
light show consisted of two light bulbs 
hanging at opposite ends of the 10-foot 
stage —one green, one red—which 
dimly bathed the singer in a, well, red-
green aura. Amazing stuff! Although 
the garage was semi-cooled by a series 
of perilously suspended fans, folks 
were getting restless, and the tempera-
ture was rising. It was beginning to 
feel as if the potential to break a limb 
was rising as well. In the VIP room, a 
small office off the main garage, the 
band was making final "preparations." 

What followed was unmistakably 
heavy. Although garage acoustics do 
not allow for impeccable sound 
separation and intelligible lyrics, and 
the crowd was disappointingly 
unwilling to go into an all-out mosh, 

the first set, which included such soon-
to-be hits as "Prophecy" and "Freddy 
Krueger" showed a band which, if 
nothing else, deferred in a fairly 
successful way to such early demigods 
as Metallica and Megadeath. 

After the first set, and before the 
appearance of the local authorities, 
lead singer/guitarist Chris Owen shed 
some light on the band. Fatehas been 
around in one form or another for 
seven years and is now intent on 
increasing its audience. Its members 
(at least in concept) wish to distance 
themselves from mere cover bands and 
focus on creation rather than emula-
tion. 

A recent article in Airplay 
Magazine described Fate's music as 
"Metal with a mind," drawing from 

sources including Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein and Sophocles' Oedipus 
the King It looks as if, with some 
work, Fate could meet with a deal of 
success. 

For those of you who didn't 
happen to hear about this bash, you 
may have to hang up the flannels for a 
while. It seems that shortly after the 
show, drummer Mark quit the band. 

Call it "fate" if you will, but Smith 
does not anticipate the band folding 
after this disruption. Instead, they're 
going to bug out of the Texas scene for 
a while and head to L.A. to remix their 
demo tape under the guidance of "top 
producers," Smith said. Watch closely 
for any news concerning Fate's fate. 
Until then, if anyone's interested in a 
steady drumming job... 

SARAFINA! 
F R O M P A G E 1 5 

have toward whites preoccupies the 
movie. Obviously, this is the basis for 
the plot, but the negative characteriza-
tion of white people in the film takes 
up too much time. 

None of the white characters are 
ever represented as nice people. 
Rather, all of the white characters are 
either military, officials who interro-
gate members of the school's 
community, or the white woman in the 
city for whom Sarafina's mother 
works as a live-in servant, who is very 
condescending toward Sarafina 
whenever she visits. 

"Sarafina!" probably works a 
whole lot better performed live. But it 
is a poignant film, and the music and 

dancing are good if not appropriate. 
The movie has a lot to say about 

oppression and how it should be 
handled. 

And it's when the students sing a 
spiritual song that "belongs," a South 
African version of "We Shall 
Overcome," that this movie is the 
strongest 

EUROPA 
F R O M P A C E 1 2 

ones my mother makes. [But Jill's 
mom is nothing like your mom, be 
aware. —ed.) 

A good choice when you're in the 
mood for a reliable gazpacho. 
EUROPA CAFE, 9 4 2 - 0 0 0 1 

SUN.-THURS., 1 0 : 3 0 A .M. -11 P.M. 

FRI.- SAT., 1 0 : 3 0 A.M.-1 A.M. 
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W H A T ABOUT BELFAST? 

British rocker Ozzy Qsbourne: benevolent messiah of a metal America 
BY S H U M 

Does America really need another 
bom-again superstar power balladeer? 

Maybe. Maybe we do. And just 
maybe Ozzy Osbourne is our man. 

Wednesday night at the Summit, 
Ozzy proved that he can package 
himself masterfully. He has all the 
ingredients of the great pop icons: 
Farrah's hair, Tammy Faye's make-
up, Clinton's physique and Perot's 
humility. More importantly, he works 
the crowd like a messiah. 

Ozzymania began right at the 
Summit doors, where a 20-foot-tall 
Ozzy doll dressed in a medieval blue 
tunic welcomed the crowd and kneeled 
in mock prayer. Despite its doughiness 
and the way his little red booties 
melded perfectly into his big blue butt, 
the mock Ozzy was eerily lifelike. 
Maybe Ozzy's just at that age. 

Ozzymania continued at the 
souvenir booth, the obligatory first 
stop. The lilywhite crowd agonized 
over the choice between the heavy-
lidded, soft-lit Ozzy the savior and the 
smirking Ozzy-the-demon sitting on a 
toilet, each $35. And surely, no outfit 
•.vas at all complete without the cutest 
li'l (fake) press pass ($8)! 

I don't want to sound bitter, even 
though I am. Mighty, mighty 
Motorhead canceled the day of the 
show, causing me to lose two 
backstage passes I was gonna get. 
Right now, you could be reading my 
bragging about eating Lemmy's 
bananas, drinking Ozzy's beer, and 
hanging with the hangers-on. But no. 

Instead I got to see Alice in Chains, 
the Seattle band not from Seattle. 
They've perfected a futuristic 
Australian Nazi look all their own. 

Overwhelmed by the cavernous 
Summit, they felt the need to add some 
comedy business to their show. 
Dragging an overstuffed couch onto 
stage, they pretended to trip over it, 

watch TV from it, and have sex with a 
(superhicky) "specially chosen" 
audience member. Hilarious! 

And yes, touching, too. When the 
guitarist sat beside the girl, let his hair 
hang over his face and strummed a 
sweet little solo, it got to me. 

Or maybe I was just giddy from the 
bank of strobe lights pointed right into 
my eyes. 

Or it could have been the air. 
Apparently, it was illegal to smoke 
cigarettes in the hall, but legal to 
smoke pot. Smoke machines were also 
very legal. 

I'm certainly not one to stereotype. 
But it is fair to say the crowd was 
composed largely of blankfaced 
skilletheads. 

Didn't they get it? Didn't they 
know they were just paying extras in 
an overblown MTV commercial? 
Didn't they know they were respond-
ing like hungry dogs to a sinister 

Didn't they know 
they were re-
sponding like 
hungry dogs to a 
sinister heavy 
metal handler? 

heavy metal handler? Didn't they 
know they'd sold their soul for 
rock'n'roll marketing? 

Maybe not, but who cares? None 
of us is exactly a paragon of integrity. 
What they did know was that no one 
would be laughing at dimply beer-
bellies or misspelled tattoos that night. 
At last, the height of fashion had 
become several inches of makeup and 
bangs rolled into a bouncy cylinder. 

Nobody can capitalize on our need 
to flock quite like Ozzy. Backlit, 
barechested, ami bellowing, he 

T o o M U C H 
F R O M P A C E 1 3 

Did you actually know this woman? 

Oh no, we just saw it on "Court 
TV," which unfortunately has become 
a rather large inspiration on us. 
You've mentioned TV twice. Do you 
like it? 

No, we think TV is a terrible thing, 
but if you watch judiciously you can 
learn some beautiful things. For the 
most part we detest the entire concept 
of TV, and we're really scared of it 
being a big controlling device of 
everyone else. There are certain things 
you can learn from it, and certain 
pieces of information you can glean 
for i t Plug into your own heart and see 
how you can turn it against itself. But 
it's such a clich6 to say, "TV sucks." 
What band do you absolutely hate? 

That depends on the night— 
sometimes mine. No, I'm just kidding. 

The thing is that when I was 
younger and I lived or died by what 
was on the radio, I loved and hated a 
lot of bands, but at this point I'm 
beyond hating any bands. I'm 
disappointed by a lot of bands. 
Well, what do you think of bands like 
REM or Sonic Youth which have 
criticized by some for selling out? 

It's so funny, though, because, you 
know, we've been fans of REM since 
before they became popular, and I still 
think they're a great band. I don't 
listen to their records as much, and I 
think they're about to a point where 
they have nothing new to say. But I 
think they've done it with integrity, 
and if we could have as long and an as . 
integrity-filled career, I'd be pretty 
psyched. 
You've been dubbed by some "the only 
band with masters," (their lead singer 
has a master's degree and Smallens 
has a bachelor's from Yale in political 
philosophy). Do you think you could 
beat Kriss Kross in a game of Trivial 

Pursuit? 
Um...depends what the topic 

was... .If the topic was like, you 
know...god, they could probably beat 
us in a lot of topics. 
What topic do you think you could 
beat them at? 

.Definitely on new wave, early '80s 
new wave. 
What do you like to do on Friday 
nights? 

Well, I like to stay home. I like to 
get naked with my "mate," dance 
around, eat fruits, stay in bed and play 
with my cats, listen to my machine 
play messages from my friends asking 
me if I want to go out... 

What are your cats' names? 
Eric B. and Rakim. They're 

women. They're female. 
Who are you going to vote for? 

I'm probably going to write in Bob 
Black. He's a situationalist writer who 
wrote the book The Abolition of Work . 
I don't think he'd want to be President, 
but I'm probably going to write him in 
anyway. Or I might write in that 
Peruvian terrorist Guzman. 
Do you not like any of the candidates? 

Actually, we'll probably be on the 
road so we're going to try to get some 
absentee ballots. The candidates are 
fine as candidates go, but I'd much 
rather vote my conscience. 
Is LL Cool J a stud? 

He is a total stud. He's beautiful. 
He is the definition of a stud, he even 
tried to pick up Tommy's [TMJ's lead 
singer's] girlfriend. 
What's the best piece of advice anyone 
ever gave you? 

The best piece of advice I've 
learned is that you can often tell what 
something is by figuring out what it 
isn't. 

T o o MUCH JOY, MATERIAL ISSUE, 

THE MIGHTY LEMON,DROPS 

SAT., OCT. 3 , 8 : 3 0 P.M. 

THE VATICAN, 8 8 0 - 3 4 3 3 

injected himself into a receptive mass 
consciousness and became its 
shepherd. In an orgy of energy, he 
gave of his body, his blood, and his 
souL demanding only complete 
adoration and submission in return. 

He got it. Part of the reason was 
physical. The light, the heat, the smell, 
and the volume combined to disorient 
the audience, wearing down individual 
resistance through sensory overload. 
Plus, a cheap and easy way to put 
yourself into a trance is to bang your 
head repetitively and roll your eyes 
back into your head. 

Ozzy flirted with the crowd, 
tossing buckets of water on them, 
while they clamored for individual 
attention. He would beckon audience 
members onto stage, then his beefy 
security minions would toss them off. 

The music of course was second-
ary. It was really loud. Ozzy's voice 
was all dolled up to sound like a full 
choir. His guitarist, improbably named 
Zakk Wylde, played an interesting 
version of 'The Star-Spangled 
Banner" with his teeth. New trick? I 
don't think so. 

But then again, the music wasn't 
the point Everybody already owned 
all the albums. They pilgrimaged to 
SEE Ozzy, the "craziest 
motherf#cker" there, dance his 
patented Thorazine shuffle. He could 
sing or say anything. For example, "I 
love you all! God Bless! God Bless! 
God Bless! Goodbye to romance, 
goodbye to friendship!" What? 

The folks only rumbled when Ozzy 
began showing gory images of 
Vietnam and Kuwait on his huge 
video screens. I have to agree. Where 
does this European get off coming 
over here, sucking money from our 
undereducated underclass, and then 

using it to criticize our wars?! 
Hey, Ozzy, what about Belfast? 

What about South Africa? 
What about your own security 

goons, for that matter? The Summit 
rent-a-pigs (the Ozztrogoths?) like 
"Put the metal chick in a choke hold." 

Ozzy wrapped it up after a safe 90-
minute set. I was wondering what 
would happen if the songs just kept on 
climaxing, the lighters stayed aloft, 
and Ozzy and the crowd never parted. 

But the lights came up, the people 

single-filed out, and it was over. There 
were a few skirmishes involving beer 
and cops. It all seemed so normal. 

In the parking lot, some long-
haired, ex-metalhead teenaged 
Christians were passing out pamphlets 
from their ministry. They warned, 
"The coming destruction is going to be 
the wrath of GOD...GOD is about to 
pour out his wrath on this wicked and 
perverse generation...Jesus is either a 
liar, lunatic, or Lord." 

Ozzy, too. 

& 
R O O F T O P J A Z Z B A R & G R I L L 

• Free b u f f e t • • Home games only * 

• Open 2 h r s . b e f o r e gametime • 

Rice Home Games 
Oct. 3 ,1pm • Univ. of Texas 
Oct. 10 ,1pm • SMU 
Nov. 7, 2pm • Texas Tech Univ. 
Nov. 14 ,1pm • Baylor Univ. 
Nov. 21 ,1pm *U.S. Naval Acad. 

2 5 4 0 U n i v e r s i t y Blvd. 

Qreat place to come after the game! 

Live music after 9:30 (F&S) 

and 8:30 (Weekdays) 

• Ladles' Night Thurs. 'til midnight • 

On the Roof • 5 2 0-5 660 

Through Northern Telecom/ 
Gilbert Lin 

BNR's training and mentor 
M.5 in Computer Science 

programs, I was able to quickly 
Verification Support Engineer 

learn what I needed to know to 

start on a solid career palh." 

At Northern Telecom, our vision of the future is to be the world's leading supplier of telecommunications. 

Together withour global research and development center, BNR (Bell-Northern Research), we're exploring 

the potential of today'smost exciting technologies. To find out more about career opportunities, contact 

your placement office or call 1-8OONORTHERN (Press Option 6) (TDD/1 -214-684-3188). An Eq 

Opportunity Employer. 
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The research subsidary 
of Northern Telecom 
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Quarterback Bert Emanuel prepares to pitch the ball to tailback Trevor Cobb on an option play against Sam Houston State Saturday. 

Owls looking for upset over rival Longhorns tomorrow 
by Jason Katz 

A week after their first win of the 
season against the Sam Houston State 
Iiearkats, the Rice Owls face a physi-
cal University of Texas squad that is 
hoping to end its first century in foot-
ball with a crucial conference win. 

This year marks the 100th year of 
college football for a Ijonghorn pro-
gram that is one of the most legendary 
and successful in the nation. And play-
ers and fans will see aTexas team with 
a new look under the leadership of 
first-year Head Coach John Mackovic. 

The Longhorns enter their first 
Southwest Conference game with a 1-
2 record. They began the season with 
a loss at home against Mississippi 
State, 28-10. 

They then travelled to Syracuse 
where they suffered their second 
straight defeat, 31-21. Texas re-
bounded at home to beat NorthTexas, 
33-15, last Saturday. 

Defense has always been the Ijong-
horns'strength. Against NorthTexas, 
the Longhorns surrendered just 52 
yards in total offense. Last year, they 

ranked third nationally in total de-
fense. 

Although this year's defensive line 
still boasts great athletic ability, expe-
rience is limited. The line lost three 
starters from last season to the Na-
tional Football League. 

The only returning regular is se-
nior end Bo Robinson. Unfortunately 
forthe Longhorns, Robinson severely 
sprained his ankle in the last game 
and is questionable for this week's 
contest 

The secondary is considered the 
backbone of the Longhorn defense. 
Three seniors, all starters last season, 
return from the unit ranked first in the 
nation last year in pass efficiency de-
fense. 

"In the secondary," Mackovic said, 
"we have more experience than any 
position on the team." 

On the other side of the ball, 
Mackovic has abandoned Longhorn 
tradition in order to implement a new 
pass-oriented, pro-style offense cen-
tered around senior quarterback Pe-
ter Gardere. Gardere has been Texas' 
starter since the 1989 game against 
Rice. 

With the new offense comes a dire 
need for effective receiving, both by 
running backs and wide receivers. 
Senior running back Adrian Walker 
returns to the Texas lineup and has 
already proven to be an effective ball 
carrier, pass receiver, and kick re-
turner. He has always had outstand-
ing performances against the Owls, 
rushing for 151 yards on 28 carries in 
1989 and 54 yards on three carries in 
1991. 

The biggest improvement, accord-
ing to Rice Head Coach Fred Gold-
smith, has been the play of the Texas 
receivers. In each of their first three 
games, eight different Longhorn re-
ceivers have caught passes in the bal-
anced aerial attack. 

For the Owls, the chance to end a 
26-game losing streak against the 
Longhorns is an exciting prospect. 

When asked if this would be the 
year Rice would beat Texas, Gold-
smith replied, "All that we can do is 
keep shooting for the moon. Some 
day we're bound to hit it" 

The implications of a Rice win 
against Texas are clear. 

As Goldsmith said, "It will cost us 

a new set of goalposts, that's for sure. 
It would be a treasured moment for 
Rice players and fans." 

In order for the Owls to win, they 
must attack Texas' inexperienced de-
fensive line. This is no easy task, how-
ever, because the Longhorn linemen 
are very physical and much larger 
than the Rice offensive line. 

Rice's coaching staffwas impressed 
by the success of the Owls' running 
game and option play against Sam 
Houston State as well as the improved 
blocking at the line of scrimmage. For 
the Owls to have any chance of beat-
ingTexas, they must overcome incon-
sistencies in the passing game. 

"We have to do something to start 
passing the ballwell," Goldsmith said. 
"We have to be more balanced. We 
need a good passing game, along with 
the option, to beat a team like Texas." 

The Owls mu st duplicate the strong 
defensive play they received fromtheir 
starters against Sam Houston in order 
to beat Texas. Rice must defend not 
only against potentTexasrunningand 
passing games, but be wary of a Long-
horn quarterback who is a versatile 
runner as well. 

Volleyball team back on track after wins at LSU Invitational 
by Tony Tran 

The Rice volleyball team squares 
off against the Southern Mississippi 
(k>lden Eagles at 7 p.m. tonight at 
Autry Court as they look to capitalize 
on their momentum from last 
weekend's tournament at Louisiana 
State University. Tomorrow night at 7 
p.m., they host William and Mary, 
whose team won its conference last 
year. 

Wednesday night at Autry Court, 
the Owls lost their second conference 
match of the season, this time toTexas 
A&M University. The Aggies domi-
nated the Owls in all but one 
game,winning 154,15-2,10-15,15-4. 

"A&M is a very good team, ranked 
tenth in the region," said Assistant 
Coach Henry Chen. "We just need to 
settle down and play our game bet-
ter." 

Chen said that the Owls needed to 
convert more defensive digs into of-
fensive points against the Aggies. 

"Once we get the ball on defense, 
we hit very well," he explained. "We 
could not d ig enough balls to turn into 
points." 

Chen also praised the team's serv-
ing. Hitter Michele Kaminski led the 
Owls with 13 kills. 

The loss dampened the high note 

of confidence that characterized the 
Owls following their impressive per-
formance at the LSU Invitational. 

After falling to LSU, a Final Four 
team last year, in straight sets, the 
team regrouped to win their next two 
matches and even their overall record 
at 7-7. 

They defeated the University of 
New Orleans in a thrilling five-game 
match, 16-14,14-16, 4-15,15-11,15-8. 

They went on to avenge last year's 
loss to the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham in yet another five-game 
match, 1S£, 15-9,11-15,11-15,15-10. 
This year's record in five-game 
matches is 4-1, a marked improve-
ment over last year's 1-6. 

The Owls had problems getting 
untracked against a very tough LSU 
team. LSU committed a total of six 
errors in the entire three-game match 
for an overall attack percentage of 
.519. Luciana Reis led the way for the 
Fighting Tigers with 13 kills and just 
two errors for an attack percentage of 
.579. 

In contrast, Rice had problems hit-
ting over the tall LSU defenders as 
they committed 26 errors with only 29 
kills. 

The team, however, managed to 
regroup and came back with a ven-
geance as they defeated UNO in five 
sets. Kaminski and freshman Sammy 

Waldron paced the Owl attack as they 
had 13 kills apiece, while captain 
Cheryl Dell added 12. Javonne Brooks 
led New Orleans with 25 kills and only 
five errors. 

The team then went on to defeat 
UAB as Dell, who finished the tourna-
ment with 34 kills, 19 digs, and 11 
serving aces, led the way with 15 kills. 
Waldron added another 12 kills with 
only two errors as she finished with 32 
kills, 27 digs, and eight block-assists. 

Head Coach Debbie Sokol was 
pleased with the results of the tourna-
ment 

"I felt that we definitely got back on 
track since we had been on a downslide 
emotionally," she said. "We rebounded 
from that with our strong play and 
determination as we are getting more 
confidence in our game." 

Freshman Casey Roon, who aver-
aged 7.7 assists per game, said, "I 
thought our team really played well 
this weekend. We really managed to 
stay focused throughout most of the 
tournament especially in the fifth 
game of those two five-game matches. 
We just get this feeling that we can't 
lose." 

Sokol was enthusiastic about the 
team's play in the five-game matches, 
saying, "It's refreshing to see that the 
team has faith in their ability to win 
those close matches. Once we get 

ahead, we have no problems holding 
on to the lead. We just need to work in 
coming from behind." 

Both coach and players are confi-
dent about this weekend's games 
against Southern Mississippi and Wil-
liam and Mary. 

"I think that we will beat them, 
although they are good teams," said 
Roon. "We're playing really well and 
we are really focused after last week-
end." 

Sokol agreed. "Southern Missis-
sippi and William and Mary are good 
teams that can beat us. However, I'm 
looking at a 3-0 week because I know 
that we're back on track. If we play 
hard and hang in there, we should 
win." 

Rice is offering a new incentive to 
attract fan support for this weekend's 
volleyball games. Slices of pizza and 
drinks will be sold for $.50 before the 
game. 

Emanuel, 
Cobb lead 
Rice over 
Bearkats 
by Peter Howiey 

Rice notched its first victory of the 
football season last Saturday, easily 
defeating Sam Houston State Univer-
sity in the Owls' home opener, 45-14. 
The game was not only the Owls' first 
win in their last five games but also the 
first start for quarterback Bert 
Emanuel 

The game also heralded running 
backTrevor Cobb's return to his 1991 
form. Cobb exploded for 223 yards, 
the second-highest total of his career, 
on 23 carries. He also scored three 
times and broke one play for 64 yards. 

"I never had any self-doubts that I 
could put together another game like 
this," Cobb said. "The offensive line 
and receivers did a great job blocking 
for me today. Having Bert back there 
helps a lot also." 

Emanuel's passing turned shaky 
after he hit receiver Louis Balady with 
a beautiful 80-yard touchdown pass. 
He finished the game with three 
completions and an interception on 
nine attempts. Emanuel was more 
consistent running with the ball, which 
he did 11 times for 26 yards, and 
pitching to Cobb and receiver 
Emerson Allen. 

"As the game went on, I got more 
confidence in my ability to run this 
team," Emanuel said. "I was a little 
nervous at the outset but as time went 
on, I got a little more comfortable and 
I got into the flow of the game." 

"Bert showed the potential of do-
ing some great things," said Head 
Coach Fred Goldsmith. "I thought he 
played great in the first quarter. Then 
he had some problems in the second 
quarter when they put some pressure 
on him." 

Overall offensive productivity, 
which had been a weak spot in the first 
two games oftheyear, was impressive 
against Sam Houston. Rice gained 414 
yards, nearly a hundred yards more 
than their previous average. The de-
fense also appeared stronger, holding 
the Bearkats to only 59 yards on the 
ground. 

The victory, although against a 
Division I AA squad, improved the 
Owls' morale as well as their record. 

"We're sick of losing; we wanted to 
win one," said Balady, the team's lead-
ing receiver. 

Team captain Greg Willig echoed 
this sentiment "We really needed this 
one, especially going into the confer-
ence schedule." 

Willig also saw action at quarter-
back, replacing Emanuel midway 
through the third quarter. 

"I was little rusty. I made a bad 
throw on the interception," he admit-
ted. "But I did some good things and 
felt pretty good." 

The Owls established control early 
after Balady's score. They went up 14-
0 when Cobb took a pitch from 
Emanuel 14 yards for his first touch-
down. 

Sam Houston struck back with 71-
yard touchdown pass, but Cobb scored 
again from sue yards out just over a 
minute later. 

The defense and special teams 
dominated the scoring in the second 
half as Rice built on its lead. Darrell 
Richardson converted a 27-yard field 
goal, safety Kerry Lewis returned a 
fumble 63 yards for a touchdown, and 
defensive end Michael Shirk picked 
off a Sam Houston pass for a 46-yard 
return and a touchdown. 

SPORTS 
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HEAD TO HEAD 

Will Block stake the now-famous hair for another week? 

Randy Block v s. Tom Harris 

Texas at Rice 
Forget ft. I'm not risking my 
hair over again over a football 
game. Rice hasnt beaten Texas 
since 1965, and they won't do 
ft this year either. 

Eveiyone in the athletic depart-
ment says that this is the best 
team since Ike was in office. 
Well, at last the proof is in the 
final. Owls, 2 3 - 2 0 . 

Florida State at Miami 
You gotta iove this one: #2 vs. 
#3. Florida State always plays 
like they are Rice and Miami is 
Texas. Forget about Miami's 
close call last week; the'Canes 
are unstoppable at home. 

Miami's alarm went offlast week 
against Arizona, but they sim-
ply are not ready to take on this 
Seminole squad which is tired 
of playing second fiddle. Take 
the Seminoles, 24 -17 . 

Iowa at Michigan 
Iowa was a pre-season top-20 
pick. Tom even predicted—in-
correctly—that they would beat 
Colorado. But this weekend, 
Michigan will shake off the 
Houston scare and beat up the 
Hawkeyes. 

Once aga in the Maize 'n 
Blue face an overmatched, 
u n d e r m a n n e d s q u a d that 
doesn't belong in Ann Arbor. 
While notas gaudy as last week, 
the Wolverines win by comfort-
able 3 5 - 1 0 margin. 

Stanford at Notre Dame 
My favorite team wins again. 
The Irish, who may go 
undefeated, can handle 
Stanford and will only be chal-
lenged by Penn State. 

Bill Walsh and the men from 
Stanford should possess suffi-
cient intellect to realize the fu-
tility of the trek to South Bend. 
Irish, 2 4 - 1 0 . 

Southern Cal at Washington 
I really think USC has a chance 
to score, but that's about it. 
The Huskies are number one, 
and have no time for pesky 
lightweights like the Trojans. 
Washington by 25 points. 

North Carolina State at Georgia Tech 

With Southern Cal the toughest 
remaining opponent o n the 
Huskies schedule, Washington 
should arrive in Pasadena for 
the Rose Bowl unbeaten and 
untested. Huskies 2 1 - 1 0 . 

Georgia Tech Is favored, at 
home, just beat Clemson, and 
Ipickedagalnstthem last week. 
So I'll take North Carolina State 
just to make It interesting. 

Ross Perot back in the race? 

The Pack may be the second 
best squad in the ACC, a com-
ment which is no longer an 
insu l t North Carolina State 

28-20. wins, 

No way he's getting back in the 
race. He just likes having his 
picture in the paper and having 
people listen to his opinions. 
Sort of like me, but I've got 
better hair...for now. 

Perot?s absence from the cam-
paign is akin to Randy's lead.. .it 
won't last. Look for him to re-
enter- the race and cut into 
Bush's and Clinton's support 
Not bad for a protest vote. 

5-1..833 

14-6, .700 

Last Week: 

Year to Date: 
4-2 , . 6 6 7 

11-9, . 5 5 0 

Intramural Announcements 
Intramural entry deadlines for Friday, Oct. 2: 
• Men's soccer 
• Men's basketball 
• Co-ed sand 4-on-4 volleyball 
For more information, see your sports rep or call Lisa 
or Bill at285-5398. 

The men's basketball officials' meeting will be held on 
Sunday, Oct. 4 at 6 p.m. in Gym classroom A. Mr. 
Gatti's pizza and Dr. Pepper drinks will be provided 
after the meeting is completed. 

The Reeb'ok-Timex Fitness Week will be held Oct. 19-25. 
Events will be announced soon. 

Lessmeister wins Buffalo Bayou meet 
by T h e o Mall inson 

Last weekend's Rice Invitational at 
the Buffalo Bayou was a great success 
for the women's cross country team. 
Candace Lessmeister topped the list 
of finishers from Texas A&M, Sam 
Houston State, and Texas Southern 
with a time of 11:19 for the two-mile 
course. The team as whole took first 
place with a score of 27. Texas A&M 
was aclose second place with 33 points, 
while Sam Houston and Texas South-
ern were far beh ind in third and fourth 
places. 

Also contributing to the team's 
success were Erica Levine, who fin-
ished third in 11:46; Stacy Swank, who 
was sixth with a time of 11:52; Lynn 
Sherry,who tookeighth place in 11:54; 
Riva Rahl, who was one place and two 
seconds behind Sherry; and Emily 
Massad, who placed 11th with a time 
of 12:05. 

Assistant Coach Jim Bevan noted 
that the team stayed tightly packed in 
the last half-mile of the race. This was 
due in part to the course's brevity but 
also indicated the team's mental 
strength, according to Bevan. 

"Finishing times would naturally 
be closer together since it was a shorter 
race, but it meant we had to push that 
much harder at the end. The times 
were close enough that you could re-
ally pick up a lot of places right at the 
end of the race if you came o n stro ng," 
explained RahL 

Massad added,The fact that we 
ran a two-mile course instead of the 
normal three miles didn't really affect 
me. I thought we did really well for 
this early in the season." 

The return of Nicole Aleskowitch, 
who had to sit out this meet due to 
illness, might give the Owls another 
top competitor. 

Bevan plans to enter Aleskowitch 
into the Texas A&M Invitational, 
which will be run in College Station 
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. However, if 
she has not recovered in time for the 
meet, it is possible that she will be 

Stacy Swank stays ahead of a Sam Houston State runner at Saturday's meet 

redshirted for the year and run for 
Rice during the 1993 season. 

Next week's race will be the nor-
mal length of 5000 meters, which 
Bevan thinks will benefit Rice. 

T h e squad tend s to excel in lo nger 
races because of the training we go 
through and the type of runners we 
have," Bevan said. 

Regional rankings currently place 
Rice fourth, behind the University oi 
Arkansas, Baylor University, and the 
University of Texas at San Antonio 
Arkansas is ranked among the top 20 
teams in the nation. 

The real testfor the Owls will come 
in Houston Nov. 1 during the South-
west Conference Finals. 

Men's cross country team takes second again 
by J u n Ishii 

For the second time in two weeks, 
the Rice men's cross country team 
finished just shy of winning a tourna-
ment 

The team hosted the Rice Invita-
tional Sept. 26 on the Buffalo Bayou, 
competing againstrunnersfromTexas 
A&M, Sam Houston State and Prairie 
View A&M. • 

Rice finished just four points be-
hind an Aggie team that included win-
ner Scott Gavin, who posted the tour-
nament-best time of 20:20. 

Rice placed three runners in the 
top ten of the meet Keith Johnsoit, 
Michael Lara, and Bryce Cramer 
placed fifth, sixth, and seventh, re-

spectively,finishingjustsecondsaparL 
Other top finishers for Rice included 
Richard Toves, who placed eleventh 
in 21:12, and Luis Annenteros, who 
was twelfth with a time of 21:15. 

Head Coach Steve Straub saw 
many bright points in the meet He 
noted that Texas A&M was a formi-
dable opponent and that a second place 
finish behind the Aggies was by no 
means an "embarrassment" 

He admitted that it was "never good 
to come in second place" as the team 
has done in the last two races, but he 
predicted that this trend will change 
in the immediate future. 

Straub has reason to be optimistic, 
since most of the top Rice finishers in 
the past two races have been younger 
member s of the team. Both 

Armenteros and Cramer, who have 
been among the top five runners for 
Rice in both races this year, race as 
freshman. Johnson and Jeff Luis, who 
was the fourth-best finisher for Rice at 
the Houston Open, are redshirt fresh-
men. 

The next major meet takes place 
Oct 9. Both older and younger mem 
bers of the team are expected to meet 
stiff competition from host the U niver-
sity ofTexas at Austin, the University 
ofTexasa tEl Paso, Texas A&I, Lub-
bock Christian, and South Plains Jun-
ior College. 

Each team plans to field its best 
runners. Especially feared among the 
competition are the experienced 
Kenyan runners on the Lubbock Chris-
tian and South Plains teams. 
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Rice Thresher 
SEBALL • BASKETBALL • CREW • CROSS-COUNTRY • CYCLING • FEATURE! 
5ALL • GOLF • INTRAMURALS • LACROSSE • LAYOUT • OPINION • PHOTOGR 
PREDICTIONS • RUGBY • SAILING • SOCCER • SWIMMING • TENNIS • TRACK 
LEYBALL • BASEBALL • BASKETBALL • CREW • CROSS-COUNTRY • CYCLI 
FURES • FOOTBALL • GOLF • INTRAMURALS • LACROSSE • LAYOUT • OPINI 
rOGRAPHY • PREDICTIONS • RUGBY • SAILING • SOCCER • SWIMMING • TEh 

• VOLLEYBALL • WE'RE TAKING ON SHAILA'S A&E ARMY NEXT • BASKETE 
CROSS-COUNTRY • CYCLING • FEATURES • FOOTBALL • GOLF • INTRAMl 

foSSE • LAYOUT • OPINION • PHOTOGRAPHY • PREDICTIONS • RUGBY • SAI 
fVSEBALL • BASKETBALL • CREW • CROSS-COUNTRY • CYCLING • FEATURE 

We've got it covered. 
Call 527-4801 if you are interested 

in joining the Sports staff. 
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Rice goalkeeper Stu Baur punches the ball away. Baur and the Lads gave up their first goal of the season last weekend. 

Longhorns snap Lads' winning streak, 3-1 
by Jenna Hutchins 

Preparation was the watchword for 
the Rice men's soccer club last week-
end. Playing the University of Texas 
Sunday, the Lads had a lot on their 
minds. Unfortunately, even the best 
planning doesn't always guarantee a 
victory, as the club dropped to 4-1. 

To start off the weekend, the Lads 
faced Sam Houston State University, 
a relatively easy opponent With an 
unusual Friday evening game time, 
the lads seemed a little out of sorts. 
After arriving late, the lads "didn't 
really have time to warm up or get 
mentally p repa red , " said Theo 
Mallinson. Though they expected to 
beat their opponenthandily, Mallinson 
said the team" seemed really nervous." 

The 
GREIs 
When? 

| STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
da Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 

Dec. 12 GRE exam classes 

to begin 10/4, Sun., 9:30am 

at 5925 Kirby 

5 2 2 - 5 1 1 3 

We have 
student 
airfares* 

Belize $129* 
London $299* 
Madrid $375* 
Paris $315* 
Moscow $409* 
Hons Hons $569* 

•Fares above are one way fares 
from Houston. Restrictions apply. 
Taxes not included. 

Council Travd 
2000 Guadalupe St. 
Austin, TX 78705 

512-472-4931 
We issue Eurailpasses 

on-the-spot! 

With thegame off to a hasty start— 
roughly 15 minutes after the Lads 
actually arrived—things began to get 
ugly. "They were a pretty physical 
team," said Mallinson. The Lads 
seemed slightly off their game. 
Crosses weren't coming off as ex-
pected and the whole offense seemed 
frustrated. Eventually, Adam Kinsey 
and Dave McMath connected, put-
ting the Lads up 2-0 for the final whistle. 

"We had a little trouble getting the 
ball in the goal," said Jim Evans, but he 
thought that overall, the Bearkats 
"weren't much of a challenge." 

After their awkward game Friday, 
the Lads were on edge about the up-
coming game versus their traditional 
rivals, the Longhorns. To pull it all 
together and develop the "team bond-
ing" so lauded by coaches, the Lads 
journeyed to the Spaghetti Ware-
house. "We were going to talk about 
game plan," said Mallinson. This 
preparation carried over to Sunday, 
when the Lads assembled at noon for 
their 2 p.m. game. 

After a pre-game speech, the I .ads 
began their usual warmup. "We went 
out pretty fired up," said Evans. For 
the first 15 minutes, the Lads seemed 

to dominate play. Then a foul was 
called on the Lads just outside the 
penalty box. Goalie Stu Baur lined up 
his defense, but the shot found its way 
into the back of the net, the first score 
against Rice all season. 

The I .ads quickly came back with 
a goal of their own. Randy Westbrook 
put a free kick in the lower left-hand 
corner of the Texas goaL The Lads 
had tied the score, but the game was 
far from over. 

On yet another free kick, the Long-
horns pounded the ball into the box. 
This time Baur had it all the way. He 
positioned himself behind the ball, 
and it bounced off his chest back into 
the box, where a Texas player put it 
into the goal. The score was then 2-1, 
with the Lads behind.The Horns went 
on to score once more, taking the 
Lads, 3-1. 

"They were as good as we had 
expected," said Evans, "and we just 
didn't play up to them" 

Mallinson said the Lads had "a lot 
of good situations, but no great shots." 

The Lads will have a chance to 
improve their record tomorrow at 2 
p.m. as they face the University of 
Texas at Arlington. 

Volleyball club optimistic after 
weekend tournament action 
by Amy Schumacher 

Twenty-four members of the three-
team Rice volleyball club engaged in 
tournament play lastweekend inTexas 
City and at Northwest Academy in 
Houston. 

The men's B-team, including club 
sponsor Kei-Mu Yi, tied for third in 
their pool at a United States Volleyball 
Association Friendshiptournamentin 
Texas City on Saturday with a record 
of 3-6 

"We were by far the youngest team 
at the tournament Only three of the 
team members have had previous tour-
nament experience, so considering 
our inexperience as a team we did 
pretty well," Yi said. 

Returning junior Mike Howell as-
sisted the team with strong setting 
while new team member Thomas Page 
led the team in kills. Junior John 
Queng, another new member, con-
tributed with effective passing. 

"We were the only team to beat the 
team that won the tournament in any 
game, so that was nice, even though 
we tied for third," Yi said. 

Club vice-president Andy 
Cunningham said, "The important 
thing to realize is that our team is 
newly formed and has not played a lot 
together. The fact that we went 3-6 is 
really quite an accomplishment" 

Both the men's and the women's A 
teams played in a USVBA Friendship 
tournament at Northwest Academy in 
Houston last Sunday. 

"The women's team, although they 

have only played together for two 
years, demonstrated a consistent, or-
ganized level of play in their offensive 
and defensive performance," said YL 

The team finished second in its 
division, recording a 2-6 record against 
teams at its level or higher. One of the 
more exciting matches was a semi-
final in which Rice came from behind 
to win 15-11 after being down 7-1. 

"All of the women's games were 
really close," observed Cunningham. 

Standouts included sophomore 
Becky McCulley, aforce in the middle, 
and senior Selena Conneally. Senior 
Heather Alexander and freshmen 
Denise Trial and Joanne Savage also 
had good showings in the tournament 

The men's A team started strongly 
with a 3-1 record, but the absence of 
two key players left the team with a 
final tournament record of 3-7 in their 
division. 

"With two key players missing, 
people were playing in different posi-
tions," Cunningham said. 

With only three of last year's eight 
men returning, the early part of the 
season will be spent on team rebuild-
ing. 

"Overall, I think we did better than 
expected, but if we could have main-
tained the level of play we had in the 
first two games, we would have had a 
much better record," Cunningham 
said. 

This weekend the teams will travel 
to Southwestern University in 
Georgetown for a Southwest 
Intercollegiate Volleyball Association 
tournament. 

Women's soccer club splits 
two most recent games 
by Prerana Patel 

Members of the Rice women's soc-
cer club decided they didn't want to 
waste any time when they finally had 
a match untainted by referee contro-
versies. 

The team, fueled by the cancella-
tion of its last two matches, gave Sam 
Houston State University a 7-1 drub-
bing Saturday afternoon inwhatturned 
out to be the team's first real home 
game. 

Forward Jenna Hutchins scored 
two goals, while forwards Jen Evans 
and Kit Kittleson and halfbacksTassie 
Gniady, Britt Jung, and Laura Melton 
added one goal each. 

However, the team lost some of its 
fire against Stephen F. Austin State 
University on Sunday. Rice took a 5-0 
beating at SFA to post its first played 
loss of the season. 

The team's record stands at 3-2 
with one win and one loss from forfeits 
due to the lack of certified referees at 
SouthwestTexas State University and 
the absence of two officials against the 
University of Texas in what was to be 
Rice's home opener. Forfeits are 
counted as 3-0 victories, a statistic 
which could prove important later 
when playoff berths are assigned. The 
top eight of 11 teams advance to the 
playoffs, and ties are broken first by 
head-to-head records between tied 
teams. 

The difference in the two matches 
last weekend was as much psycho-

logical as physical, according to team 
members. 

"We thought Sam Houston would 
be an easy team to play, so we went in 
with a lot of confidence," said outside 
fullback Barbara Moyer. She added 
that the team was "worried about 
SFA... there was more pressure on us, 
and we didn't play as well as before." 

Hutchins said, "We were really 
ready and very competitive Saturday 
against Sam Houston" after the week-
long hiatus caused by canceled games. 
"But for the next one, we weren't as 
into it—we weren't as focused on the 
game. We were thinking past the game 
to the trip home." 

Club President Evans cited the 
importance of team play in the results 
of the two matches. 

Evans said that the team was "pass-
ing really well" against Sam Houston 
State. The fact that six different play-
ers scored in that game "showed how 
well we were working together," she 
added. "But against SFA, the whole 
game seemed to be defense. We just 
weren't together." 

The mental aspect of the game was 
not all that was missing against SFA, 
however. 

"We need to work on dealing with 
pressure from harder teams, and we'll 
continue to work on our passing 
game," said Moyer. 

The team will have two opportuni-
ties to regroup at home this weekend 
again st O klahoma Un iversity at 5 p. m. 
Saturday and Texas Tech University 
at 10 a m Sunday. 

Rice Thresher 
SCORE 
BOARD 
by Kevin Ness 
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MEN'S FOOTBALL 
Monday League W L 
9 Men With Egos 2 0 
Big Bad Evil So and So 2 1 
Better Than Sex 1 1 
C. Strain & Merry Pranksters 0 1 
Dynamic RAMS 0 3 
Results 
Big Evil So & So 44, Better Than Sex 6 
9 Men w / Egos 55, Dynamic RAMS 6 

Tuesday League W L 
TMC-TCB 3 0 
Slammed Drunk 2 1 
Crotch Monkeys 1 1 
Stupid First Years 0 2 
Yo Momma Was Good 0 2 
Results 
Slammed Dunk 24, Yo Momma 0 
Stupid First Years forfeit to Crotch 
Monkeys 

Wednesday League W L 
Lovett Sucks 3 O 
Sigma Epsilon Chi 2 0 
Big John 1 1 
Class of 1969 0 2 
Dream Team 0 3 
Results 
Big John 27, Class of 1969 O 
Lovett Sucks 4 pens., Sigma Epsilon 
Chi 1 pen. 

Thursday League W L 
Nuts To You 1 0 
Blow Me III 1 0 
Big Dicks/Tasty Scrotum 1 1 
Atomic Playboys 1 1 
The Whore Dogs 0 2 
Results 
Big Dicks 40, Atomic Playboys 20 
Blow Me III 68, Whoredogs 6 

Friday League W L 
Sid Vicious, Jr. 2 0 
Hoss 3 0 
NROTC 1 1 
Chem Grads 0 2 
DOA 0 3 
Results 
Hoss 19, NROTC 12 
Sid Vicious, Jr. 38, DOA 12 

Saturday 9:15 League W L 
Brown 3 0 
Baker 2 1 
Hanszen 1 2 
Jones 0 3 

Results 
Brown 20, Hanszen 12 
Baker 12, Jones 6 

Saturday 10:30 League W 
Oh Yeah (Sid Rich) 3 
Lovett 2 
Team Wiess 1 
Will Rice 0 
Results 
Oh Yeah 14, Team Wiess 0 
Lovett 26, Will Rice 0 

CO-ED BASKETBALL 
Monday League W L 
Stuff This 2 1 
Our Girls Don't Suck 2 1 
Win, Don't Lose 2 1 
St. Andrew & Disciples 2 1 
Rutabega Menace 1 2 
Ratrunners 0 3 
Results 
Stuff This 54, St. Andrew 49 
Rutabega Menace 39, Our Girls 31 
Win, Don't Lose 40, Ratrunners 7 

Tuesday League W L 
Hobbes and Yeast 1 O 
Job Squad 1 1 
Barkley's Angels 1 1 
Fresh Sid 1 1 
Vocally Pimpin' 0 1 
Results 
Job Squad 27, Vocally Pimpin' 20 
Hobbes &Yeast 65, Barkley's 35 

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL W L 

Lovett/Brcwn 2 O 
MS Pigs 1 0 
Battle Sows 1 1 
47 Jello Shots 0 1 
Monsistant Seven O 2 
Results 
MS Pigs d. Brown, 153 , 15-1 
47 Jello d. Sows, 9-15, 15-8, 15-11 

WOMEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER 
Results 
Brown 2, Will Rice 1 
Jones 3, Baker 1 
Hanszen 3, Wiess 1 
Lovett 3, Sid 0 
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Cyclists 
compete in 
back-to-back 
races 
by Jeremy Bogaisky 

Last weekend, the Rice cycling 
team competed in two races, the Sam 
Houston Criterium and the Rice Short 
Circuit, beginning the long trail to the 
Conference Track Championships. 

The Sam Houston race, hosted by 
Sam Houston State, was held on a 1.25 
mile circuit around the stadium in 
Huntsville. 

Rice sent two experienced riders, 
Garrick Mitchell and Adam Cheville, 
to compete in the A class race, but 
rival Texas A&M sent many more. 

"There were a lot of them," said 
Mitchell. "They basically controlled 
the race." 

The definitive move occurred 
about halfway through the race, when 
two Aggies escaped from the pack as 
part of a five-man break. Their team-
mates in the pack blocked any at-
tempt at pursuit 

There 's notmuchyou can do when 
someone doesn't work and tries to 
mess up the mechanics of the pack," 
said Mitchell. 

The Aggies went on to collect four 
out of the top-ten finishes. Mitchell 
finished 14th, while Chevillewas 16th. 

The Rice Short Circuit took place 
the next day in Tom Bass Park, draw-
ing teams from as far away as Louisi-
ana and Oklahoma and providing an 
ample field of approximately 80 riders 
for the four category races. 

Rice cyclists fared well for the most 
part In the C category race newcomer 
Andrew Walker placed fourth overall 
after a pack sprint to the finish. 

In the B race freshman Adam 
Czelusta led afive-man break fromthe 
pack, eventually nailing down a third-
place finish. Czelusta attributed his 
success to the help of teammate 
Christophe Nguyen, who finished 
tenth. 

"I owe Christophe because he 
stayed back and blocked off the pack," 
the freshman said. "If he hadn't I 
wouldn't have done as welL" 

The A race finished in a pack 
sprint. Rice's lone entrant, Chris 
Davidson, finished 13th. 

The cycling team is now gearing 
up for the Conference Track Champi-
onships, which will take place this 
weekend at the Houston Velodrome. 
Possible Rice medalists are Davidson 
in the A class of the men's matched 
sprints and Czelusta in the men's A 
class kilometer time trial, as well as 
Nguyen and John Percer respectively 
in the B and C categories of the same 
event 

A Rice squad will also take part in 
the team pursuit with a good chance 
of placing in the top four. Finally, 
Czelusta and Davidson will be entered 
in the points race. 

w 

Adam Czelusta (third from right) hangs on to take third after leading a five-man break at the Rice Short Circuit race Sunday. 

Rugby club gets sloppy win 
over Southwest Texas State 
by Jamey Findling 

In a game marked by sloppy play 
and brutally hot weather, the Rice 
rugby club beat SouthwestTexas State 
University, 22-13, last Saturday. 

While Southwest Texas was suc-
cessful in disrupting Rice's controlled 
style of play, Rice was never seriously 
threatened in a match that was consid-
erably more one-sided than the score. 

Several factors contributed to the 
sloppiness of play. Southwest Texas 
employed a gambling, wide-open style 
which relies on individual athleticism 
more than on technique or teamwork. 
This high-risk strategy can yield big 
plays, but also results in more errors. 

"They had 15 athletes on the field, 
instead of one team," said junior Bill 
BlackwelL 

The blistering mid-afternoon heat 
also made clean play difficult Despite 
numerous officials' time outs to allow 
the players a chance to drink water, 
one SouthwestTexas player collapsed 
of heat stroke at the end of the game 
and was taken away in an ambulance. 

The officiating was instrumental in 
determining the level of play as well, 
although the players refused to blame 
the referee for their sometimes un-
even performance. 

"The ref was definitely keeping it 
interesting," said Team Captain Matt 

Roberts. "Southwest was constantly 
offsides, but he didn't call it because 
the entire game would have been us 
marching down the field on penal-
ties." 

Roberts and Will Owen scored one 
try apiece, while James Waldron 
kicked two difficult conversions and 
one penalty for a total of seven points. 

Rice's scrum was one of the keys to 
victory. Although facing its toughest 
competition of the year, the scrum 
dominated the game. As usual, it also 
took the ball across for a try. 

This win was especially important 
for Rice, as SouthwestTexas is gener-
ally regarded as Rice's main competi-
tion in the state. 

Making the win all the more sweet 
for Rice was the personal dislike for 
their rivals harbored by many Rice 
players. Roberts referred to 
Southwest's "typically dirty play," 
while sophomore Troy Thacker ac-
cused them of intentionally collapsing 
their scrum to avoid beingdriven back 
any further. 

In the second side game, Rice lost 
21-13, with freshman Shoney Katz 
scoring both of Rice's tries. 

The team goes into next week's 
contest loaded with confidence and 
anticipating little trouble from a Uni-
versity of Texas team they beat twice 
lastyear.The match is tomorrow at 11 
am. 

RICE BASEBALL CARDS 
Buying • Selling • Trading 

DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY 
MJB HOLOPRISM SETS 
4 CARD SET $3.00 (4 for 10.00) 
90 Leaf I $9.00 / Pack 
90 Leaf D $10.00/Pack 
92 Fleer Football Cello $2.25 / Pack 
92 Score Pinnacle I&H $49.95 / Box 

NO LIMITS WE ALSO CARRY A 
LARGE INVENTORY OF 
NON-SPORT BOXES & 

SUPPLIES 

Sets, singles and 
boxes prices 
below book 

17776Tomba l l Parkway, #49A 
Houston, TX 77064 

(713) 890-0397 

FM 1960 
• WiltowtorooK 

Court 

An Open Letter to Sid Richardson College 

Well, the football Owls have their first win of the 1992 season. It was 
truly a pleasure to behold. Please accept my thanks on behalf of the 
Athletic Department for the tremendous effort put forth by college 
members in support of the team and, more specifically, the individuals 
on the team from Sid Richardson College. 

I sincerely hope all the other colleges will choose {o follow your lead 
next Saturday against Texas and in all the games to follow. Winning is a 
team effort and there is a lot each of us can do to be an effective, integral 
part of that team effort. 'A 

Thanks again! Beat Texas!! 
Bobby May 
Director of Athletics 

uarrra 
Fall Into a Great Weekend Job! 

Why not spend weekends earning extra cash and getting 
great work experience? AstroWorld is now accepting appli-
cations for our Fall season. This includes our "Fright Fest" 
and "Holiday In The Park" promotions. We are currently 
accepting applications for Guest Relations Representatives, 
Marketing Research Surveyors, Cash Control Agents, Secu-
rity Officers as well as other seasonal positions. Our jobs 
come with their own kind of advantages. The weather is 
cooler and our current schedule allows you to: 

• Work only on weekends 
• Earn extra cash by working extra hours 
• Choose from several shifts 

If your are friendly, enthusiastic, and looking for a great 
opportunity this fall, just stop by the AstroWorld Human 
Resources Office for a brief interview. 

9001 Kirby DriQe 
Mon-Sat, 9am-5pm 

794-3217 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Women's tennis impressive at Invitational 
by Torrey Folk 

The women's tennis team made an 
impressive showing at the Harvard 
Women's Invitational last weekend, 
winning three of four draws. Although 
the team lacked Antonette Veloso and 
Jackie Brown, its number one and two 
players, Abby Daniels came through 
to win the tournament 6-1,6-0 against 
Harvard's Katie Roiter. 

"Abby Daniels was probably the 
stand-out of the tournament—not only 
did she win, but she won convinc-
ingly," said Head Coach Paul 
Blankenship. 

"It gave me confidence, but I really 
didn't think about it much," said 
Daniels. "I was really intense and I 
was more mentally tough than ever." 

"I think she is realizing the poten-
tial she has to be a great player," said 
Blankenship. "She played extremely 
tough and is realizing what she can 

do. She has made a lot of strides in the 
past year." 

Following Daniels' strong perfor-
mance, Candida Beaumont beat Nadia 
Vitels of Oklahoma State University, 
6-2, 6-1, to win the third draw and 
freshman Olga Limon dropped team 
mate Tracy Gilmore, 7-5, 6-1, to win 
the fourth draw. 

Limon and Betsy Nederveld won 
the consolation match against Har-
vard, 7-6,2-6,7-6, in doubles flight A 
Beaumont and Daniels took third place 
in the second doubles flight 

"I was pretty pleased with our 
doubles. We're playing straight, basic 
doubles, which is good before we get 
into movement and work on a sys-
tem," said Blankenship. 

Apart from her team and farther 
down the coast in Richmond .Virginia, 
Veloso played in the Clay Court Na-
tional Tournament, taking on nation-
ally-ranked collegiate women. 

In the first round, Veloso lost to 

fourth seed Alix Creek of the Univer-
sity of Arizona, 60,6-3. She followed 
with a victory against Titiana Wilmick 
of the University of Alabama, 64,1-6, 
6-3, and completed the tournament 
with a loss to Lindsey Nimmo of the 
University of Illinois, 6-4,6-2. 

"I played kind of tentatively. In-
stead of getting into it gradually, I 
should have been more aggressive 
from the beginning," said Veloso. 

"I wasnt playing my best I think I 
was nervous-in the first round. Plus, I 
was playing on a different surface," 
she added. 

Clay courts are different from regu-
lar courts in that the ball bounces 
considerably more slowly. The lines 
on clay courts are strips of tape nailed 
onto the surface rather than painted 
on, which can also cause the balls to 
bounce in peculiar directions. 

Veloso will rejoin the team when 
they head to the Louisiana State Uni-
versity Invitational next weekend. 

2555 Amherst 
in the Village Arcade 

942-9090 
parking also on the roof 

H I A R A 
I S I O N 

Dr. H. Nguyen 
Dr. Y. Peha 

Optometrists 

Mon-Fri 10-7 
Sat 10-6 

Appointment Preferred 

Daily 
Wear 
$99 / Extended 

Wear 
$149 

Clear, sphcrical soft lenses 
includes exam, fitting, 
follow-up & care' kit. 

Some lens restrictions apply. 

Offer expires 1 0 / 3 0 / 9 2 . 

FREE EYE EXAM 
(Value of $50) 

With purchase of a c o m p l e t e 

pair of glasses.* 

S o m e lens restr ict ions apply. 

Of fe r expires 1 0 / 3 0 / 9 2 . 

* consisting of lenses and frame. 

Contacts, Glasses 
and Exam 

$169.00 Complete 

Includes an exam, clear, spherical soft 
daily wear contact lenses, care kit, 
follow-up 8c a pair of single vision 
glasses from our special collection. 
Some lens restrictions apply. 

Offer expires 1 0 / 3 0 / 9 2 . 

No other discounts or coupons apply * Coupons must be presented at initial fitting 

x j r . DiTXOX 
V 

* > * * « * o u t 0 f „ 0 

COLOR 
LASER 
COPIES 

(20# a/12 X 7 1) 

o . 
^ • 1 

jr 

i r 

^ f 
i r 

^ f 
yr 
i r 

jr 
v 

^r 
ir 

Copies, Copies, Copies. . . 
Color Copies 
PC & Mac Rental 
Typewriter Rental 
Fax Services 
Resume Services 
Specialty Papers 
Transparencies 
GBC & Velo Binding 
Folding & Stapl ing 
Oversize Copies 
Student Discounts 
Faculty Discounts 
Senior Citizen Discounts 

CD —J 
CD 
CD 
Z> 
cr 

D i n o j j 
More than a copy center 

2035 S.W. Freeway @ Shepherd 77098 
— 942-75QO FAX 942-7535 — 

Unenthusiastic Oilers fans 

by Stuart Krohn 

If you watched Monday Night Football this week, you witnessed the 
havoc created by 70,000 Kansas City fans screaming out in support of 
their team. The referees had to order the crowd to quiet down so that the 
visiting Los Angeles Raiders could hear one another. All remaining 
home games for the Chiefs are sold out, guaranteeing that thunderous 
crowd for the rest of the season. 

Thefans in Washington D.C. also supporttheirteam well, with season 
ticket demand creating a waiting list into the next decade. 

Houston has a professional football team and a potential fan base of 
more than a million people in the area. Yet, this fourth-largest city nestled 

deep in "Foot-

The crowd at the Houston Symphony 

performance was rowdier than the 

Oilers crowd. 

ball Country" 
doesn ' t give 
the same sup-
port as those 
fans in ICC. 
and D.C. 

)>iiiii(iiiiiiiii(ii((i(ii^^ T h e big 
; story of the 
football season here in Houston has been the three-game sweep by the 
NFL blackoutrule, which has kept all three Oilers home games off local 
television. The fans have become so outraged by this that one lady filed 
a lawsuit, calling the Astrodome a public-supported facility, and demand-
ing her right to see its events on TV. Despite all this outrage, there have 
been more tickets left for each game that hasn't sold out Where are the 
fans? 

Those that do take time from their schedule to watch the only team 
in the N FL to make the playoffs the last five years are a far cry from the 
tumultuous throng in Kansas City. The crowd at last Sunday's game 
againstthe Chargers was polite and laid back. I gotyelled at for sitting up 
in my seat! Apparent^ the first and goal right in front of my section didn't 
excite the man behind me; he was trying to lie back in repose while 
watching the game. 

Thecrowd at the Houston Symphony performance on Monday night 
was rowdier than the Oilers crowd. Buffalo's home games are often 
played in be-
low freezing 
temperatures, 
but there are 
still half-naked 
fans who paint 
their bodies in 
team colors ' i . i 
and scream their lungs out The fans at the Oilers game were sometimes 
spurred to cheer by the players, but the noise was very short-lived, as the 
crowd apparently felt uncomfortable making noise for an extended 
period of time. 

The problem seems to come from a generally pessimistic attitude, 
which is partial^ understandable. The Oilers have let their fans down in 
innumerable crucial situations over thepastfiveyears,to the pointwhere 
the fans are afraid to cheer a good moment, because a terrible one is sure 
to follow. 

Opening this season of golden promise with a crippling loss to 
Pittsburgh only served to ingrain more distrust in thefans. The K.C. fans 
at the Monday night game went crazy over a seven-yard run. Warren 
Moon will hardly raise a stir with a 20-yard completion. Onecan sense the 
quiet crowd saying, "Sure he completed thatone, but the next one will be 
intercepted." 

However, being pessimistic cannot be part of being a loyal fan. The 
team cant feel support from a tense bunch of people scared of impending 
doom. Sure, all sports are filled with more failures than successes, but it 
is the hope for success and the faith one has in his or her team to beat all 
the odds that make a true fan. 

Fans are afraid to cheer a good 

moment, because a terrible one is 

sure to follow. 

Men's tennis prepares for 
Pinewood Invitational 
by Lynanne Foster 

The Rice men's tennis team travels 
to Beaumont this weekend for the 
Pinewood Invitational Tournament. 
Ten singles players and five doubles 
teams will compete in the 64- and 32-
person single elimination draw. Sue 
teamswill participate, including Lamar 
University, Southeastern Louisiana, 
Southwestern Louisiana, Southwest 
Texas State, Texas-Pan American, and 
Rice. 

Head Coach LarryTurviHe will play 
in a national clay court competition in 
Savannah, Georgia, this weekend and 
will not attend the tournament In-
stead, Assistant Coach Rob Barr, a 
former assistant at Southeastern Loui-
siana, will take charge of the Owls. He 
will be assisted by Wayne Faver, a 
student coach. 

Barr is confident about the team's 
chances. "Typically, we do pretty well 
at the Pinewood Invitational," he said. 

Last year, Jose Medrano and Ryan 
Gately reached the quarterfinals, while 
Jesco von Heintze, who has since 
graduated, was a semifinalist. 

The Owls had an open date last 

week after playing at Notre Dame two 
weeks ago and are "working really 
hard in practice," Barr said. The team 
remains free of injuries, "and with 
each tournament will get a little stron-
ger," according to Barr. 

The Rice men received some votes 
in the pre-season Intercollegiate Ten-
nis Rankings, but did not make the top 
25. 

"When they get a few matches 
under their belts, they'll be playing up 
to their potential," Barr said. 

The rankings are based on last 
year's performances, and Barr hopes 
that Rice will move up after this 
weekend's tournament 

None of the participants in the Pine-
wood Invitational made the individual 
pre-season top-60 rankings, so seed-
ing will be determined by the coaches. 
This information was not available at 
press time, but Barr predicted that 
Juan LaValle and Willie Dann will be 
seeded in singles, while Dann and 
Nick Lorenzini will be seeded in 
doubles. 

Play starts at the Lamar University 
courts today, then moves to the Pine-
wood Country Club Saturday and Sun-
day. 
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O lice University: 
•AVE YOU DRIVEN 
A FORD LATELY? 
Here's your chance to test your driving skill behind the wheel of Ford's 

super line of 1993 cars and trucks at the Ford Collegiate Driving Challenge. 
Top drivers will win great prizes, including up to $250 cash! 

All Rice University students, faculty and university employees are invited 
to join renowned performance driving school instructor Bob Bondurant 

and attempt to set the fastest time on a specially-designed 
driving course, right here on campus. 

Great Cars! • Great Trucks! 
Prizes! • Refreshments! 

Don't miss your chance to drive home a winner! 

DATE: Friday, October 2 
TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
SITE: Stadium Parking Lot 
(East Lot Behind Campus Police Buildings) 

i t u t m t i i ' . u i i m m t u m j j [J V * ! : )<£* >ii! f'J fM:! »»>» X I H i I M < * 1 ! * M 
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Frl., 
Oct. 2 

Sat., 
Oct. 3 

Sun., 
\ O c t 4 

The Hi Mom! 

Calendar 
• Parents' Weekend. No Mom, that's my 
roommate's beer... 

• Hanszen T.G. Get Dad trashed! 
• Lovett Film, Jaws. 7,9:15,11:30 p.m., Chem tec. 
• A Confederacy of Dunces. Baker Theater. 
7:30 p.m. through Saturday. 

• Rice Players' Irish Mist. Hamman Hall, 8 p.m. -
through Saturday. 

• Jones/Baker karaoke party. Watch Mom vogue! 

• Men's club soccer vs. UT-Arlington, 2 p.m. 
• Football vs. UT, 1 p.m. 
• 1:10 p.m.: Entire UT coaching staff falls victim 
to Rice Pagan curse and withers. 

• 2:40 p.m.: Hundreds of parents offended by 
the MOB's halftime show. 

• 2:45 p.m.: Longhom band wishes it was the MOB. 
• 3:10 p.m.: Rice football team wishes it was 
the Longhom band. 

• 4:45 p.m.: Exultant BPE phones fanatic UT 
alumna friend to collect on two-year-old bet. 

• Women's club soccer vs. Tech, 10 a.m. 
• Cascade Juggling Club, front of Fondren, 1 p.m. j 

Will you do my laundry for me, Mommy? 
I didn't think so... Misclass 

Overheard from Hanszen's master. 
"Great head, Lani! Great head, Jen!" 

"There's a kind of freedom in being 
completely screwed..." 

-Matthew Broderick in The 
Freshman. 

From a Thresher workshop: 
"Digression is the soul of wit." 

Sixth Floor Sid: 
"Absence m a k e s the hear t go wan-
der." 

Feed Me! Classifieds 
HELP WANTED 

STUDENT WANTED to work as office 
assistant in Continuing Studies Lan-
guage Program. Hours are 4-6 M-Th, 
3:15-5:15 F. Answer phones, file, light 
typing/word processing. Ability to speak 
Spanish helpful. Call 527-4019. 

CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OFHOUSTON 
hiring part-time school tour guides. Pre-
school or elementary level. Teaching 
experience preferred. Bilingual help-
ful. Send resume with cover letter to: 
The Children's Museum, 1500 Binz, 
Houston, TX, 77004-7112. 

GREEKS AND CLUBS: Raise a cool 
$1000 in just one week! Phis $1000 
for the member who calls! And a free 
headphone radio just for calling 1 -800-
932-0528-Ext. 65. 

EARN BETWEEN $8 AND $15/HR. 
working part-time evenings and week-
ends telemarketing. No experience 
necessary—just enthusiastic, articulate, 
«nd warm. Call Annette at 626-8813 
2:(X) to 6 :00 p.m. Women encouraged 
to apply. 

COMPUTER CONSULTANT needed: 
Knowledge of computer bulletin boards 
unci commercial networks needed. This 
problem needs hardware/software ex-
pertise rather than an MBA. SUBJECT: 
SPORTS CARDS. Call Donna or Karl at 
890-0397 or 955-2747. 

NEEDED: TUTOR to work with 3 stu-
dents (ages 13 to 15) on school work... 
walking distance to Rice. Call Anona at 
669-9553 or call Keith at 781-3786. 

$200-$500 WEEKLY: Assemble prod-
ucts at home. Easy! No selling. You're 
paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE 
Information-24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-
2900. Copyright # TX25KDH. 

FOR SALE/RENT 
ATTENTION U2 MANIACS!! Two tick-
ets for the Oct. 14 concert at the Astro-
dome for sale. Super seats. I paid major 
dinero for them, but am unable to go. 
Ask for Anne at 630-8942. 

FREE TO GOOD HOME: One Thresher 
sports editor. Housebroken. Well-be-
haved if fed regularly. 527-4801. 

SMALL 1-BED, 1 -RATH, living room, 
kitchen attatched private home in quiet 
neighborhood. 10 min. from Rice. 
Hardwoods, mini-blinds, laundry facili-
ties. Separate entrance. Utilities in-
cluded. Storage space available. $300 / 
month. Call Pamela @ 524-5999. 

CHEAP! FB1/U.S . SEIZED: ' 8 9 
Mercedes... $200; ' 8 6 VW... $50; '87 
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang... $50; 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline. 
801 -379-2929. Copyright #TX25KJC. 

Bring me loot! Notes & Notices 
RICE REPUBLICANS MEETING: 
Thursday, Oct 8, 7 :30 p.m. in Sewall 
Hall Room 307 . Speaker: U.S. Con-
gressional Candidate Dolly Madison 
McKenna. All are welcome. 

LOOK FOR THE LISTENING POST in 
(he lobby of the RMC on Friday after-
noon from 1:00 to 2:30 beginning Oct. 
19. The listening Post provides stu-
dents, faculty, and staff an opportunity 
to share any concerns (personal, aca-
demic, vocational, etc.) with a trained 
listener who will keep it confidential. 

WORK WITH HABITAT FOR HUMAN 
ITY over mid-term break. Meeting Mon-
day, Oct. 5, 8 :30 p.m. Miner Lounge. 
Questions? Call RSVP office 527-4970. 

WARP: Come to the weekly meeting of 
the War Gaming and Role Playing Club 
this Friday in SH207 at 7 p.m. Or else. 

GERMAN-AMERICAN FEST: Oct.9, 
6 : 3 0 p.m. at Blackforest Gardens 
(Feagan at Waugh, just north of Memo-
rial Drive; 861-2968) No language pro-
ficiency required. 

CAREER SERVICES presents Gradu-
ate School Week! 

• "Applying to Graduate School," an 
information session on the "how to" of 
grad school applications, selections, 
and decisions. Tues., Oct. 6, at 4 p.m. 
in the Career Services Conference Room. 
• "Career in Academia," a panel dis-
cussion, Wed., Oct. 7, at 4 p.m. in the 
Career Services Conference Room. 
• "Alternatives to Law School." Learn 
about other options. Thurs., Oct.8, at 4 
p.m. Career Services Conference Room. 
• The Grad School Forum! Chat with 
representatives from over 40 graduate 
schools on Fri. t Oct. 9, 10 till 2. 

FORMER MAYOR KATHY WHITMIRE 
speaks on T h e Impact of Politics on 
Business" Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. in 
Sewall Hall 303. 

ASTRONOMY DAY '92: 1 p.m. till 10 

p.m. at the Space Science Building. 
Telescopes, day & night viewing, exhib-
its, astro-photographs, slides, and lec-
tures. No admission fee. Sponsored by 
Rice University and Houston Astronomi-
cal Society. Call 527-4944 for more 
information. 

GALOR will elect officers at its meeting 

Sunday at 4 p.m. Nominations are still 
open and everyone is encouraged to 
attend. For information call Ryan Wyatt 
at 528-5765 or Cory West at 630-
8858. 

GALOR is also having a movie night on 
campus tongihL Everyone invited! For 
information call JJ at 630-8125. 

Special GSA Election 
for the position of Vice President 

A special election wi l l be held on Thursday, October 15th during the 
regularly scheduled GSA monthly meeting to fill the position of GSA 
Vice President. 

The meeting wi l l be held in the conference room on the second floor 
of the RMC at 7:00 p.m. 

The position is open to any full time graduate student. 

Each academic department is a llowed one vote by that department's 
representative to the GSA Council. The following departments do 
not have a representative and will not have a vote unless a 
representative is found: 

Jones School of Administration 
Art & Art History 
Education 
French 
Shepherd School of Music 

Anthropology 
Civil Engineering 

English 
German & Russian 

Political Science 
Space Physics and Astronomy 

Persons who are interested in the position of GSA Vice President, or 
are interested in representing their department, should contact: 

Joseph Elias, * 3 6 4 7 e l ias@owlnet mai l c/o ECE dept. 

"Harvard Divinity School has lots of 
problems; mainly, no one there be-
lieves in God." 

"The Bush administration kills teen-
agers! 
- a flyer at Shepherd and W. Ala-

bama. 
Excerpt from The Selfish Gene, read-
ing for SOCI353: 
"There is even a small worm that 
preserves g e n e s in German beer 
mats . D N A works in myster ious 
ways." 

The Admissions office doesn't allow 
the Thresher in the Admissions office 
forfear the prospectives might read the 
Misclass. 

"Men measu re their success in inches 
and dollars." 

-R ice s tudent ' s m o m at t h e 
d inner table. 

Sexual harassment—when a boss 
tells his secretary how badly he wants 
her on his staff. 

Brand new feminis t r e s t room labels: 
"MAN" and "HUMAN." 

"I a m in charge , bu t I don ' t do any-
thing. I a m t h e b o s s and t h e boss 
doesn ' t do any work ." 

- B r o w n C o l l e g e M a s t e r J o h n 
Brelsford, when asked to move a t rash 
can in preparat ion for a s tudy break. 

From Hanszen College: 
Reasons why God can't be a woman: 
• J e s u s was never called "Mama's 
Boy." 
• W o u l d have m a d e t r ees in pastels 
instead of green . 
• T h e Ten C o m m a n d m e n t s would 
have included "Wearest not horizon-
tal str ipes for they m a k e s t thee ap-
pear fat." 
•Eve ryone knows t h e r e a re never 
e n o u g h women ' s r e s t rooms . 
•Wouldn ' t have des t royed Sodom 
and Gomorrah for fea r of breaking a 
nail. 
• S a t a n ' s revol t would have suc-
ceeded. 
• Would r e q u i r e h u m a n sacr i f ice 
once a month . 
• T o o busy cooking and cleaning to 
create Earth 

"I a m not t h e Libertarian candidate 
for president!" 

- C h a n d l e r Davidson 
Mild mannered sociologist by day... 

Writ ten in the dir t on t h e back of a 
mail t ruck: 
"WARNING: Driver two fr ies shor t 
of a happy meal." 

A n o n y m o u s Hanszen females: 
"Why can' t they just die, like the flow-
e r s they send us?" 

T h a t ' s the ba rk ing of a cow." 
- D r . Martin, LING 200. 

Dr. Ciufolini in C H E M 211 on the 
conformat ion angle o f200 d e g r e e s in 
butane: 
"It's like two gigant ic sausages of 
cha rge banging agains t each other . 
It ha tes it!" 
We wouldn't- ifwe only had the chance. 

From the radical feminist half of the 
BPE combine: 
Reasons why God can' t be a man: 
• Men go bald. 
• Men die an average of seven years 
earl ier than w o m e n . 
• J e s u s would have given up on the 
Christianity th ing and spent all of his 
t ime trying to ge t laid. 
• No bee r cans in the Garden of Eden. 
• S o n g b i r d s would belch instead. 
• Wouldn ' t have bo thered to match 
the t r ees and the grass . 
• G o d t h e " F a t h e r " w o u l d h a v e 
wanted to ge t the Virgin Mary d r u n k 
before the Immacula te Conception. 
• Never had Monday Night Football 
in Israel. 
• W o m e n capab le of mult iple or-
gasms . 

$25 Says You'll Hike 
Our LSAT Course 

Come to the Princeton Review's free 
LSAT course preview on October 5. 

After seeing us in act ion, we are so confident you 
wil l want to take T h e P r i n c e t o n R e v i e w that we will 
pay you $25* if you decide to take Kaplan. Really. 

W h y ? Because we have no doubt that you will f ind 
us the most up-to-date and power fu l prep course 
wi thout exception. 

Here's what we guarantee you: small , personal 
c lasses; state of the art mater ia ls ; outstanding 
instructors; extra-help with a real person; and the 
best score improvements in the country. 

Call now for reservations and directions. 

688-5500 
"Call us for details. Offer 
expires October 24. Current 
Kaplan students and 
employees are not eligible. 

THE 
PRINCETON 
REVIEW m 

PATU 
2420 Rice Boulevard • Houston, TX 77005 

FREE 
DELIVERY 
on orders of $25 

or more 
10 mile limit 
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10% OFF 
to Sr. Citizens & 
Rice Students/ 

Faculty 
w/Rice ID 

528-6998 
THAI LUNCH BUFFET $6.95 or 
SOUP & SALAD/FRUIT BAR: $3.95 

11 am- 2 pm Mon.-Fri. & Sun. 
All-You-Can-Eat; a fun way to sample REAL Thai food 

• Satay - Marinated • Fried Banana • KangY'a Curry 
grilled chicken • Spring Rolls • Stir Fried Tofu 

• Thai Dumpling • Fresh Rolls • Mixed Vegetables 
• Curried Chicken • Mee Krob • Thai Lo Mein 
• Chili Pork • Basil Eggplant 
• Chicken Wings • Pad Thai Noodle 

Soup and Salad Bar 
Fruit and Dessert 

DINNER SPECIALS $5.95 
5 - 7 pm Mon.-Fri. 

Relax and refuel afler a busy day with a good deal on a good meal of authentic Thai food. 
Each meal includes: Soup, Spring Roll, Steamed Rice and your choice of Two Entrees 
(changed daily). Regular dinner menu served 5 - 9:30 pm M - Th. & 5 - 10 pm Fri. & Sat. 

CARRY-OUT AVAILABLE ON BUFFET AND SPECIALS. 


